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IBOC 
Wins FCC 
Approval 
AMs Can Go Digital at 

Night; Agency Rules Give 

Regulatory Certainty 

WASHINGTON HD Radio supporters 
see the FCC's final authorization of IBOC 
as key to the rollout. 

Opponents worry about the potential for 
additional interference on the radio dial. 

Reacting to the unanimous commis-
sion approval in March, Ibiquity Digital 
President/CEO Robert Struble stated that 
the decision reinforces FCC support for 
the HD Radio system and "provides 
automakers, broadcasters, receiver manu-
facturers and retailers with the certainty 
of formal adoption of critical HD Radio 
services. We anticipate this action will 
also prompt a surge of activity from 
companies." 
IBOC remains optional for U.S. 

broadcasters; the digital conversion is not 
mandated. 

It was unclear immediately after the 
vote when the rules would take effect. 
Details were not expected to be released 
for a few days after the March 22 meet-
ing, and the rules would become effective 
30 days after publication in the Federal 
Register. 

Under the change, all AMs would be 
allowed to go digital at night. Audio 
Division Chief Peter Doyle told Radio 
World that AMs already on with IBOC 
need no further permission to add night 
service; those not transmitting in HD-R 
need to submit a notification letter to the 
FCC within 10 days of their conversion. 
Such AMs can then transmit in digital at 
anytime, day or night, he said. A proce-
dure will be established to handle interfer-
ence issues, should those occur; concerns 
over the potential for AM interference 
have been among the debating points 
about HD Radio for years. 

See IBOC, page 2 
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"W ATCHING A CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS TRANSMITTER 

FIRE UP FOR THE FIRST TIME IS EXHILARATING. 

IT'S LIKE YOU'VE CLIMBED INTO A NEW CAR THAT HAS 

THE RUGGEDNESS OF A TANK WITH THE SPEED 

AND POWER OF A CHARGED-UP HOT ROD. 

CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS TRANSMITTERS ARE LIKE 

LIGHTNING ON THE AIRWAVES: 

HOT. FAST AND SURE TO STAY ON THE AIR. 

GIL GARCIA 

VP REGIONAL ENGINEERING 

CLEAR CHANNEL RADIO 
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• NEWSWATCH• 

Clear Channel 

Honors Engineers 
SAN ANTONIO Clear Channel Radio 
announced the winners of its annual engi-
neering awards. 

In the eastern region, the winners are: 
I Arge Market ( 1-49): Wilson Welch, chief 
RF engineer, Tampa, Fla; Medium Market 
(50-99): Mike Fleming, market engineer-
ing manager, Richmond, Va.; and Small 
Market ( 100 up): Gerry Westerberg, mar-
ket engineering manager, Lexington, Ky. 

In the western region, Large Market: 
John Rigg, DOE, San Diego; Medium 

Market: Mike Irby, DOE, Tucson, Ariz.; 
and Small Market: Brett Gilbert, DOE, 
Waco Texas. 

In the central region: Large Market: 
Mike Camarato, assistant market DOE, 
Cleveland; Medium Market: Greg Gade, 
chief engineer, Omaha; and Small 
Market: Rick Chalfant, assistant chief 
engineer, Des Moines. 

Winners receive travel, lodging and 
admission to the NAB show. 

Jeff Littlejohn, executive vice president 
of distribution development, and Steve 
Davis, senior vice president of engineer-
ing and capital management, announced 
the list. Last year the company named 
Charlie Wooten as its National Engineer 

of the Year; there was no single national 
winner named this year. 

Revised PSRA/ 

PSSA Power 

Levels Revoked 
WASHINGTON AM daytimers are 
using April figures to calculate pre-sun-
rise/Kist-sunset power levels. 

The FCC suspended its new PSRA/ 
PSSA power calculations following a 
software glitch in the new program. 

See NEWSWATCH, page 6 

BUT THE MISSION REMAINS THE SAME 
Today's audio control surface has evolved to a very high degree. Yesterday's wish list 

is today's feature set: total router integration, routable audio and logic, total show recall, 
and a complete set of DSP audio processing are under the hood of this G7... 

All in a package of stainless steel and aluminum designed for years of 24/7 service, 
with a familiar look and feel that will help your talent make years of great radio. 

Networked audio requires a higher level of expertise, experience and resources. 
Benefit from all three with WHEATSTONE! 
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180C to date bas been more of an FM 
phenomenon. Of approximately 4,700 
AM stations, about-:200 were airing HD 
Radio on the day. of the vote, according 
to the IbiquitY Digital Web site, but more 
than 1,000 FMs were on the air, includ-
ing some 550 multicasters. 

There are about 13,800 total stations 
in the country, excluding LPFMs and 
translators. 

The decision also approved multicast-
ing; broadcasters no longer need to apply 
for experimental authority to air HD2 
and HD3 channels. 
The decision allows FM translators, 

boosters and LPFMs to go IBOC as well 
when technically feasible. The agency also 
voted to authorize dual-antenna operation 
without the need to apply for an STA. 

The vote was 5-0. Democratic commis-
sioners objected to portions of the rule but 
ultimately voted for it; Michael Copps and 
Jonathan Adelstein wanted to establish 
whether additional public interest obliga-
tions should apply to digital channels and 
in particular to multicast channels used for 
subscription services. The commission is 
seeking comments on this. 

Even though the majority of the IBOC 
rules are "final," the commission left open 
the question of whether multicasts might 
at some point carry additional public inter-
est obligations. The agency also invited 
public comment on "appropriate limits" to 
the amount of subscription services sta-
tions could offer. 

All five commissioners called the digi-
tal radio vote historic. Commissioner 
Robert McDowell said colleagues could 
have approved the rules last summer. 

— Leslie Stimson 
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Google Goes on the Offensive 
Company Says Audio Ads Product Will 

Increase Demand for Radio Inventory 

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. In 
response to industry concern that its Audio 
Ads Web-based purchasing process for 
radio ads could deflate rates, Google is 
saying the company's involvement in 
broadcast eventually will increase demand 
for radio commercial inventory. 

The departures in February of Chad and 
Ryan Steelberg, founders of dMarc 
Broadcasting, led some broadcast analysts 
to speculate the rollout of Audio Ads has 
slowed. Google purchased the ad-insertion 
software company in 2006 for $ 102 mil-
lion in cash. Google executives did not 
comment at the time of the Steelbergs' 
departure. 

Subsequently, though, Drew Hilles, 
Google's national director sales, audio, 
and Jim Woods, director of product man-
agement, audio, spoke to Radio World 
freelancer Randy J. Stine about the Audio 
Ads platform and the future of automated 
ad placement technology. 

Hilles joined dMarc Revenue in 2005 
and oversaw dMarc's advertising sales and 
RevenueSuite program. He previously 
served as senior VP/market manager for 
Infinity Broadcasting managing the 
Philadelphia market. Prior to joining 

Google created this radio as 
a promotional tool only and says 

this unit is not a prototype. 

online tool, which is the online interface 
for advertisers. We also have a large direct 
sales channel that is working with our 
advertisers across all platforms at Google. 
They are selling all kinds of products and 
audio is included in that. ... 

RW: Are advertisers finding enough 
available inventory, specifically in larger 
markets? 

Hilles: I think it depends on the client 
and what their goals are. We are in a 
growth phase and continue to be able to 
offer our advertisers more stations in more 
markets. We are in the building mode. We 
are in discussions with a lot of broadcast 
partners to be able to expand that footprint. 

-Z flr•  ghted business and guaranteed inventory 
rather than relying on radio's remnant 
inventory? 

Hilles: I think that is a misperception 
people have. Unfortunately, a lot of people 

RW: Some broadcast analysts say the 
progress of Audio Ads has been slower 
than expected. 

Woods: We are right on our product 
plans from a couple of quarters ago. So we 

k, are happy with the level of integration we 
are achieving the pace of integration of the 

g beta cycle. It's a learning process. 

z 
RW: Are you looking to add more 

Shure SM7B Dynamic Mic 

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast 

BSWLISa•COM 800-426-8434 

Infinity, Hilles served as a regional VP for 
Clear Channel Radio. 
Woods spent 22 years in the Harris 

Broadcast Communications Division, 
including time as Harris' vice president 
and general manager of automation and 
digital asset management solutions. He 
joined Google in 2006. 

RW: How is the Audio Ads beta test 
progressing? 

Woods: We have been evolving the 
broadcaster-interfacing products so the 
automation platform and the interface to 
Google are maturing. It's a little more 
mature than the advertiser-facing side at 
this point. 

We did a further expansion [in March] 
of our beta for the advertiser-facing sys-
tem. We have integrated some changes and 
new functionality that we have learned and 
opened up the beta to a lot of new adver-
tisers. 
We are in kind of a managed rollout in 

this beta phase. We are managing it. That 
means controlling and managing the scal-
ing and make sure we do it in a way that 
capture feedback to make the product bet-
ter. We are getting the participation we 
were hoping to get. 

Hales: In March we increased the num-
ber of online advertisers participating in the 

Audio Ads beta test and gave them the abil-
ity to coordinate radio advertising cam-
paigns online. We have agreements with 
approximately 900 radio stations to provide 
us commercial inventory [including some 
Emrnis and Greater Media stations.] 

We are getting the 

participation we 

were hoping to get. 

—Jim Woods 

RW: How are test-phase advertisers 
reacting to Audio Ads? 

Woods: As part of the beta process we 
are working very closely with the advertis-
ers and are actually watching them book a 
campaign. That is part of the learning 
process for our advertisers and for us. We 
can better evaluate what we can do to 
improve the system. 

Hines: We are in beta so there are areas 
where we can improve it and we are. We 
have two sales channels. There's the 

have defined what they think we should 
be. In reality, we have all kinds of invento-
ry available throughout the day. 
We secure our inventory in many dif-

ferent ways and our agreements with our 
partners vary depending on what type of 
relationship they want. We have lots of 
inventory in just about any day part. Our 
goal is to partner with companies that 
have a broad reach in both large and 
small markets. ... 

RW: Would you be forced to hold up the 
full launch of Audio Ads if you do not 
secure guaranteed inventory from a CBS 
Radio or Clear Channel? 

Hilles: We are in dialogue every single 
day with a number of broadcast partners 
looking to strike up inventory deals. We 
have a great business model and will con-
tinue to look at launching when we feel 
the time is right. 
Woods: Our business model is not 

dependent on a single deal with anybody. 
We have a variety of ways to acquire 
inventory and build out the network. 

RW: Doesn't Google run the risk of 
having advertisers who may be inexperi-
enced with buying radio time see their 
campaigns fail because they do not under-

See GOOGLE, page 5 
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Maybe the Problem Is You 
I've been surprised by the tone of bit-

terness in some of the letters we've 
received on the topic of engineers help-
ing others learn the craft. 

Here is what one veteran of 25 years, 
who asked not to be identified, had to say 
on the matter Formerly chief of 17 radio 
stations, working with no assistant, he 
now considers himself partially retired 
and has forced himself down to a "mere" 
nine stations. 

His comments shed light on why some 
engineers react stiffly when they read 
about how hard it is for newbies to find 
someone to help train them. 

"I have had lots of inquiries from 
young or interested people wanting to 
become radio engineers or assistants, but 
nobody who wants to actually do what is 
required to become one. Plenty of people 
want to get paid for unskilled work of 
their choosing or to watch me work. 

"Worse, people with absolutely zero 
qualifications or experience can't under-
stand why I won't hire them to be the 
chief engineer from day one. I explain 
that life experience can be gained by 
repeated trips around the sun but work 
experience must be gained hands on. My 
company won't pay top dollar to train 
someone. They have to take the initiative. 

'Free' labor 
"For instance, when I was in high 

school, I spent my available personal time 
hanging around broadcast stations beg-
ging to do anything they needed," he con-
tinued. "Sure, sometimes I was unclog-
ging toilets, washing the owner's car or 
sweeping rat droppings out of a storage 
room; but other times, I got to clean the 
oily gunk out of a transmitter cabinet or 
align some tape heads. Occasionally, I 
was asked to assist with an AM DA tune-
up, take field measurements, wire some-
thing in the studio, tune the transmitter or 
something else hands-on. 

"I made sure to absorb as much of the 
stimuli as possible and apply it to what I 
had learned in school. Once in a while I 
actually got an invite to an engineer 
meeting or lunch social. Remember, 

none of this was paid; I did it willingly 
and on my time. Why? Because it looks 
dang good on a résumé when I am trying 
to convince a station owner or manager 
that I can keep them on the air. It's the 
'been there, done that' strategy. 

"Years later, I would learn that word 
also got around to station owners and 
managers, which got me some 'real,' 
paid work easily. Reputations have a 
longer life span that the people they are 
attached to. 

"I landed my first TV CE gig when I 
was still going to school. I worked my 
way though school (no student loans) 

Here I am back in a medium-large mar-
ket and in a purposely dug, very 'com-
fortable rut.' Life is good! 

"Even after not seeing people for 10 
years or more, I get phone calls asking 
me to do outside engineering work. I 
have to turn it down without being able 
to refer the work to anyone; the pool of 
available capable engineers simply does 
not exist. Sadly, the engineers in my 
area who do have the time for extra 
work are not people I want in any of my 
facilities. 

"To the other 'engineers,' I ask: Why 
would I want to waste a day just to take 

An engineer asks colleagues: 'What benefit is 

there to me or my station letting you kibitz over 

my latest technology gear? ... Help me with a 

project, and now it might be worthwhile.' 

and quit when I got my bachelor's 
degree. These days I kick myself for not 
going further, but I have to remind 
myself, it wouldn't make any difference 
now anyway. Still, it would have looked 
cool to put Ph.D. after my name instead 
of B.S. Oh well. 

"After graduation, I was the chief of 
an AM/FM combo in a medium market 
and being asked by other engineers to 
help with special projects at other sta-
tions. Some paid, some not. 

Have you Invested? 
"Fast-forward a few more years and 

all that 'free' labor started to really pay 
off when I was being offered jobs at sta-
tions I had not even applied to. I landed 
some major-market gigs without sending 
a single résumé or sitting through one 
interview. How? My reputation for hard 
work and high quality was my calling 
card." 

"Fast-forward again ( an analog term). 

you to one of my sites to see my new 
IBOC transmitter on the air? What bene-
fit is there to me or my station letting 
you kibitz over my latest technology 
gear? 

"Tell me you want to go to my site 
and help me with a project, and now it 
might be worthwhile. While you're 
there, after the work is done, I don't 
mind if you check out the new goodies 
and thumb through the manual to my 
new IBOC rig. 

"Such engineers gripe that they don't 
have enough work or can't get a cushy 
gig, never thinking once the problem 
might be them. What have they invested? 
What are they willing to invest? 
Complaints and poor workmanship are 
liabilities, not assets. 

"Then I read in the pages of Radio 
World that new engineers are not easy to 
find. Who will take over when we leave 
the industry? I'll tell you: 

"People without the deep-down, gut-

From the Editor 

Paul J. McLane 

felt, lifelong need to be a radio engineer. 
People who will do the minimum 
required to patch the station up so they 
can get home and hang out with their 
buddies. People who separate work and 
personal life, who don't live, breathe, eat 
and sleep it. People who ignore burned-
out studio indicator bulbs for months but 
spend countless hours each day playing 
with their computer. 

"Basically, someone who has the 
work ethic of a cubical jockey watching 
the clock and making sure they take 
every last second of their 10-minute 
breaks. People like the ones with no 
experience who constantly call my office 
asking if I am looking to hire an assistant 
and complain because I can't find any-
one who will pay them to learn how to 
do the job they want. People who don't 
care about radio like me and many others 
here in the trenches who do this because 
this is who we are. 

"There is nothing that corporate or 
private ownership can do to breed people 
with the burning drive that we 'old-
timers' have. Nothing can be done to 
replace the God-given guts it takes to put 
yourself out there on your dime to learn 
how to do something because you want 
it that much. 

"The entitlement generation is not the 
kind of engineer I am looking to hire. I 
want someone just like me. Where are 
you?! I have a ton of work for you." 

As always in Radio World, I encour-
age you to comment on this engineer's 
comments or on any article. Write to us 
at radioworldeiniaspub.com. • 
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XM/Sirius Merger Will Happen 
14 Bold Prognostications About the 

Big Proposal From a Radio/Audio Strategist 

by Mark Ramsey 

1 Despite protestations to the contrary, the deal will be consummated. The 
NAB will do its best to block the process 
because consolidation is only a good 
thing when it's your own members who 
want to consolidate. 

2The deal will take months and months 
with plenty of "near misses." But the 

argument that "this is bad for consumers" 
will ultimately fail to pass the sniff test. 
Such is the mediascape in 2007. 

3In the interim, it will be incredibly 
difficult for XM or Sirius to persuade 

consumers to subscribe. Confusion and 
risk are never good for business. New 
subscriptions in the short run will tank, 
causing many to question whether there's 
even enough room for one satellite com-
pany, let alone two. 

A Post-consolidation, monthly sub-
scription rates will increase by at 

least $3/month. 

Price increases will be justified on 
the basis of consolidated content, and 

this argument will ring true. Higher price, 
but greater value. 

The end result will be less churn than 
would otherwise be expected since con-
sumers will be quick to acknowledge that 
the best of both XM and Sirius is better 
than either alone. 

6Of course, higher prices mean less 
motivation to subscribe for non-sub-

scribers. But this will be more than offset 
by the power that the new XM/Sirius will 
have with automakers. Look for this to be 
the primary distribution thrust for the 
new company from this point forward. 

In the long run, XM/Sirius will 
divest itself of many expensive pro-

gramming deals as their terms expire. 
They will retain the core premium deals 
— the ones shown to generate subscrip-
tion leverage. All the other stuff will be 
replaced by bargain-rate non-original 
content or non-stop music program-
ming. 

Google 
Continued from page 3 

stand demos and formats? 
Hilles: It is very important to Google 

and the radio industry that advertisers 
who are new to the medium have a good 
experience. As a result, we provide 
advertisers with full service support, 
which includes campaign recommenda-
tions. In addition, we offer advertisers an 
Ad Creation Marketplace to connect 
them with vendors who can work with 
them to create their ad spots. 

RW: What do you tell broadcasters who 
fear your auction-based model will drive 
down advertising rates and cause them to 
lose control of inventory? 

Hilles: Look at what AdWords has 
done in the online space. We have actually 
been able to drive rates up. 

And there is a huge difference between 
the Internet and radio. In the Internet there 
is endless supply of inventory, where is 
radio that is not the case. There is only so 
much inventory to go around. 

The reality is we hope to drive rates 
much, much faster than in the online 
space. Our intention is to unlock our hun-
dreds of thousands of AdWords advertis-
ers and bring them to the radio space. 
We believe that will have a very signifi-

cant impact on rates across the board as we 
bring new customers and demand to radio, 
therefore increasing rates. Once you start 
pumping that much demand for ad space 
into a place with limited inventory like 
radio ... you'll see rates grow dramatically. 

Woods: And with our technology plat-
form, as new advertisers come to the table, 
we'll do that in a way that will not add 
additional pressures or stresses on the sys-
tems our broadcasters are utilizing already. 
Traffic, scheduling and billing we handle 
all of that. 
We expect rates to go up and commer-

cial loads to increase with little impact on 
the operational scale broadcasters current-
ly have. This is a completely paperless 
automated system. 

RW: Do broadcasters have the ability 
to set minimum bid amounts that they will 
accept for Audio Ads? 

Hiles: We do not discuss any specific 
partnership agreements. But we are very 

The reality is we 

hope to drive rates 

much, much faster 

than in the 

online space. 

— Drew Hilles 

flexible with all of our partners. We cus-
tomize each agreement. But I will tell you 
that each broadcaster has full visibility and 
full control of their agreement and their 
relationship with Google. 

RW: Google handles billing, but do you 
share 50 percent of the ad revenue with 
each station? Is that the standard agree-
ment? 

Hines: We offer broadcasters a variety 
of programs designed to compliment their 
existing sales and inventory structures. 
These partnerships include a revenue shar-
ing component and a combination of guar-
anteed and variable inventory. The specific 
details of the deals are confidential. 

RW: When do you hope to open the 
beta to general availability? 

Woods: We haven't disclosed that yet. 
Our goal is to continue to evolve the beta 
product. e 

8Oodles of people from both services 
will be let go. That's a safe bet for 

any prognosticator. 

9The new company will cling tena-
ciously to the notion that its future is 

dependent on subscriptions, which is 
wrong. by the way. 

10 Now that XM/Sirius needs to sell the category exclusively instead of 
their particular brand within the category, 
the marketing challenge will shift from 
XM vs. Sirius to satellite vs. local — or, 
as I think it will take shape, "national" 
vs. local. "National" will be the place for 
the big talent and the music channels 
"too good for commercials." 

"Local" will be positioned as the place 
for all of radio's negative baggage. 
Terrestrial radio will be the enemy, now 
more than ever. 

11 XM/Sirius will be able to exploit new media opportunities that con-
tinue to escape many broadcasters 
because a consolidated company has few-
er decision-makers, fewer decisions and 
more marketplace leverage. Terrestrial 
radio, ironically, is too unconsolidated by 
comparison. 

12 The distribution for Stern, Oprah, Martha and the rest just doubled. 
Distribution will potentially stoke interest 
that will further promote distribution 
(i.e., subscription). 

13 HD Radio will be a harder sell than ever before, even harder than 
it is already. Which do you want, the new 
radio with the nationally known premium 
brands, clearly communicated, and found 
everywhere? Or the new radio that pre-
sumably gets a few new stations? 

1A  Radio will worry too much about 4 1 this deal. We may well miss the 
fact that this deal is even possible 
because of the nature of a new media 
landscape that provides many more prof-
it-making opportunities to radio than it 
takes away. The smart broadcasters will 
focus on those opportunities as 
XM/Sirius spends a year or more getting 
its newly consolidated house in order. 

While many will be glued to their rear-
view mirrors or hoping against hope that 
this deal falls apart, I recommend you 
take a different path: Look forward. 
Mark Ramsey is the president of 

hear2.0, an audio entertainment strategy 
company, and Mercury Radio Research. 
Re-printed with permission from 
www.hear2.com 
RW welcomes other points of view. e 
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News watch 
I> Continued from page 2 

Some engineering sources told RW the 
program wasn't excluding stations nor-
mally not protected. 
Many stations saw power levels 

knocked down to just a few watts under 
the suspended calculations. One station 
owner/engineer told RW the program 
lowered his PSRA/PSSA down to 1 watt 
so that a Cuban station could be protect-
ed. Another engineer said that according 
to the new calculations, one of his sta-
tions had to protect a station that has 
been off the air since 1999. 

The change coincided with Daylight 
Saving Time beginning three weeks early 
this year. 

Engineer Proposes 

Post-Sunset 

Overhaul 
WASHINGTON Professional engineer 
Ted Schober of Radiotechniques Engi-
neering wants the FCC to remake its pre-
sunrise and post-sunset system for AM 
stations. 
He prepared a petition for rulemalcing to 

overhaul FCC Rule 73.99. He wants the 
commission to amend the 500-watt maxi-
mum power limitation for extended hours 
operation and make all Class B and D sta-
tions eligible for extended hours operation 
provided that they cause no interference. 

He's also proposed that the agency 
establish the intermittent service of Class 

A stations as ending at sunrise or 7 a.m. 
local time at the site of the Class A sta-
tion, whichever is earlier, and the extent 
of the Intermittent Service Area as bound-
ed by the location of 0.5 mV/m 50 per-
cent skywave contour, as modified by din-
ural curves. 

Also he wants the commission to permit 
extended hours operation using the day, crit-
ical hours, night, auxiliary or a single ele-
ment of any licensed directional antenna; 
calculate new extended hours operation 
power using Section 73.182 and the dinural 
curves to protect domestic adjacent-channel 
stations; and establish extended hours appli-
cations as minor change applications to cov-
er costs of administration by the FCC. 

"Every AM station owner or engineer 
with a weak or nonexistent night signal 
needs to pay attention to this issue," 
Schober said. 

"I demand the best... 
the Aphex 230 is 
clearly the best." 

- Rick Dees 
"My voice is my on air signature. I want it to 

'jump' but also be clean, full and natural. Most 
final on-air processors are cranked to ' stun' 

and not very kind to voices. 
With the Aphex voice processor, 
both my voice and the voice of 

my sidekick Patti ' Longlegs' Lopez 
are incredibly open and present, 

even after going through the 
station's loudness box." 

The Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel 
is a combination of proprietary technologies 

and the highest quality components. 
Its performance cannot be duplicated by 

any other product or combination of products, 
hardware or software, at any price. 

If you demand the best for voice 
processing, demand the Aphex Model 230. 

APHEX 
www.aphex.com 
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NPR: Weekly 

Audience Levels Up 
WASHINGTON NPR said its weekly 
audience is growing. It cites fall Arbitron 
numbers that found an audience of 26.5 
million per week, and says the total has 
grown by about 1 million a year since 
2000. 

"This new figure represents a 4 percent 
increase vs. spring 2006, the last ratings 
period, and a 2 percent increase vs. fall 
2005:' NPR stated. Hourly network news-
casts as well as long-form programming 
are included in the total. 

"Additionally, listenership has increased 
for public radio stations overall around the 
country." In the fall, 30.9 million weekly 
listeners tuned into member stations, a 2 
percent increase over a year ago earlier. 
NPR said the figures are notable in light 

of general declines in audience for com-
mercial radio, television news and newspa-
pers and that over the past three years, 
commercial news/talk radio has dropped 7 
percent while listening to public radio 
news-talk stations has risen 3 percent. 

Streaming Rates 

Appealed 
WASHINGTON NPR and other entities 
appealed a decision by the Copyright 
Royalty Board on fees to stream over the 
Internet. The network and other groups 
asked the CRB panel for a rehearing, the 
first step in the appeal process. 
Others who appealed the decision were 

Royalty Logic, Radio Broadcasters, Digital 
Media Association, SoundExchange, 
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, Small 
Commercial Webcasters, Collegiate 
Broadcasters and WHRB(FM), Cambridge, 
Mass. 
Attorney David Oxenford, a partner in the 

D.C. law firm of Davis Wright Tremaine, 
stated on his blog that after receiving the 
appeals, the judges invited additional writ-
ten comments; those were due April 2. 
Before NPR filed its motion for a rehear-

ing, NPR Vice President of Communi-
cations Andi Sporkin said in a statement 
the CRB decision was "stunning" and 
"damaging for public radio and its commit-
ment to music discovery and education?' 
"Public radio's agreements on royalties 

with all such organizations, including the 
RIAA," she went on to state, "have always 
taken into account our public service mis-
sion and non-profit status." The new rates 
treat noncoms the same as commercial 
radio, she said, with rates "at least 20 
times" what noncoms have been paying. 

Motorola's iRadio 

Launch Delayed 
CHICAGO Citing technology and mon-
ey woes, Motorola has delayed the launch 
of iRadio indefinitely. The Chicago 
Tribune reported that the business model 
for iRadio is in question. 

The device was to allow Internet radio 
channels to be downloaded and played 
through a variety of devices, including in-
dash radios. For the concept to work in the 
car, the phone would communicate with 
the in-dash radio through the Bluetooth 
short-range wireless technology. 

Motorola began testing the technology 
in 2005 in Los Angeles and Washington. 



nternet remotes... 
there's been talk. 
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Live from 37,000 Feet— 
No kidding—Live Broadcast 
from a Lufthansa flight! 

... successfully aired his three hour talk show 

from a commercial airplane [using ACCESS] at 

37,000 feet on a regularly scheduled flight be-

tween Frankfurt, Germany and New York, US. 

Peter Greenberg—Host of the syndicated rodio 

program Travel Today 

For the complete story visit 

http://rernotebroadcasts.blogspot.com 

See Us at NAB Booth # N5726 

Radio Free Asia—Live 
from the Himalayas 
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"The -esults [with ACCESS] were especially 

reliable considering that Dharamsala has one 

of most "problematic" Internet infrastructures 

that we have come across." — David Baden, 
Chief Technology Officer Radio Free Asia 

For the complete story visit 

http:tirernotebroadcasts.blogspot.com 

El Ski Mountain Remote 
»•-• 

This picture, really demonstrates what ACCESS 

is about. This product truly has the ability to cut 

the wires. 

For the complete story visit 

http //remotebroodcasts. blogspot.com 

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: infocomrex.com 
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 

JAMN 94.5—Walk for 
Hunger 

"ACCESS was used on the air exclusively for 

3AMN945 at this one. It was all over EVDO with 

a tremendous amount of active cell phones in 

the area. The ACCESS was connected to the 

Verizon wireless Broadband... 

For the complete story visit 

http://remotebroadcasts.b/ogspot.com 

Put Comrex On The Line. 
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• NEWSWATCH• 

News Roundup 
WAYNE HETRICH died. He spent years 
at NPR designing and building systems, 
perhaps most notably its first satellite 
transmission system, colleagues said. 
Hetrich also had worked at several DC-
area stations including WOL(AM) and 
WPGC(AM/FM). He was a patent holder 
and a member of AES. 

DEL REYNOLDS is the recipient of the 
Michigan Association of Broadcasters 
Foundation Carl Lee Broadcast 
Engineering Excellence Award. He is cor-
porate chief of engineering of Northern 
Star Broadcasting and serves as a consult-
ing engineer for several other broadcast 
operations. He formed Reynolds Com-
munications where he owned and ran nine 
stations, and joined Northern Star after 
selling his stations to the company in 1998. 

FREEDOM TOWER: "The pair of 
major landlords waging a campaign 
against the Freedom Tower have been 
arguing publicly against the project with-
out disclosing that they personally could 
lose millions of dollars a year if it is built." 
The New York Sun reported that develop-
ers Douglas Durst and Anthony Malkin 
could personally lose "millions of dollars a 
year" if the tower is built. A spokesman for 
the Durst Organization said antenna rev-
enue was not behind its public campaign 

against it. He said Durst would like to see 
the Freedom Tower rebuilt, but redesigned 
and delayed. 

RATINGS: Commenting on the latest 
Arbitron numbers, JP Morgan analysts 
John Blackledge and Aaron Chew noted 
that radio's "average quarter hour persons 
25-54" has dropped in 25 of the past 29 
books and was up only once in six years. 
They said in-car ratings in this demograph-
ic were flat; and with increasing use of 
mobile technologies and penetration of 
satellite radio and MP3 devices, in-car rat-
ings will face greater challenges. But the 
analysts said Internet radio's unique visi-
tors are up about 22 percent year over year, 
and terrestrial radio operators represented 
about 37 percent of unique visitors among 
key Internet radio operators, up from a 
26.3 percent share a year earlier. 

INTERNS: The NAB Education 
Foundation created an internship program 
for women and people of color interested 
in careers related to technology and engi-
neering in radio and TV. It is open to col-
lege seniors and recent graduates. 

HEARING: The FCC will hold its fourth 
public hearing on media ownership issues; 
it will be in the Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla., 
area in the afternoon and evening on 
Monday, April 30. 

COMMISSIONERS Michael Copps, 

Jonathan Adelstein and Deborah Taylor 
Tate will speak on Tuesday, April 17 at 
NAB2007. They will participate in the 
Broadcast Regulatory & Legislative 
Conference. 

'C_ARNY SHILL:: Reporting on the HD 
Radio rollout, the East Bay Express, a 
Village Voice Media paper, said HD Radio 
"looks like ... a high-level corporate scam, 
a huge carny shill. Do not tune in until 

your unit comes standard on that used 
Honda Civic you buy in 2015." It quoted 
Future of Music Coalition lobbyist 
Michael Bracy saying digital radio "poten-
tially is a great thing, but it feels like the 
government really botched this," referring 
to licensing and what the newspaper called 
a closed-source system. The public, Bracy 
was quoted saying, could ask the FCC to 
ensure one community channel for every 
three the current license-holders have. 

DIGITAL NEWS 

Satcasters Reassure 

Users, Regulators 

XM and Sirius say customers wouldn't 
lose programming and their radios would 
still work if the companies combine. 
The firms launched an ad campaign 

guaranteeing that no existing radios will 
become obsolete. Sirius said customers 
who sign up will have the subscription 
rate honored by a merged company. 
XM released a "customer promise" 

reiterating that existing radios would con-
tinue to feature XM programming after 
the merger. The company stated, "XM 
expects that the existing radios will be 
able to receive a mix of programming 
from both services." The companies' Web 
sites also include discussion of merger 
questions. 

Sirius President/CEO Mel 
Karmazin at to a congressional 
hearing. XM Chairman Gary 

Parsons is behind. 

Recipient of NAB 2007 Radio 
ngineering chievement Award 

• Inventor 
• Molybdenum Permalloy 
Core Pulse Transformer 
• Bistable Multivibrator 
(Flip Flop) Circuit 

• Electrical Engineering 
Professor at 
Clemson College 

• AM High Power Transmitter 
Design Engineer at the 
Radio Corporation of Americ 

Kintronic Labs, Inc. 

-LOUIS A. KING 
Founder 8, Chairman, Kintronic 

To The NAB and All Of Our 
Friends In The Industry 

Who Helped Make This Possible 

• Broadcast Consultant 
with PE in TN & VA 

• Manufacturing 
Entrepreneur 

• Technology 
Innovator 

• Served the AM Radio 

Industry Worldwide 
for over 50 Years. 

Kintronic Labs. Inc. 

423.878.3141 Fax 423.878.4224 Email: ktl@kintronic.com www.kintronic.com 
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DIGITAL NEWS 

Analysts 

Question Savings 
Analysts questioned how much satcast-

ers would save and how long it would take 
to see those savings if Sirius and XM 
merge. Analyst Tom Eagan of 
Oppenheimer & Co. told the Washington 
Post, "Our concern is that a lot of the big 
programming costs for the high-profile 
artists aren't going away anytime soon." 

Another analyst said that since the 
potential cost savings probably would not 
be realized for three to four years, a merg-
er might not be necessary. Mark Wienkes, 
analyst at Goldman Sachs, told Forbes the 
companies could instead cooperate in the 

short term to save money on common 
expenses like marketing and promotion. 

Rehr: 'Not Good 

Public Policy' 
While satellite is not a direct replace-

ment for local terrestrial radio, the ser-
vices compete at the national level for 
advertising, according to NAB Presi-
dent/CEO David Rehr, who bpposes the 
merger. 

In a letter to Representative John 
Conyers, D-Mich., chairman of the House 
Judiciary Antitrust Task Force, Rehr stat-
ed: "Every person who listens to satellite 
radio is one person not listening to a local 
radio station, which affects a station's rat-
ings, and, in turn, ad revenues." 

Pros & Cons 

Set Out 
At a hearing on the satel-

lite merger by a new 
antitrust task force of the 
House Judiciary Committee, 
Conyers asked, "If we are 
going to define the market 
as broadly as the merger 
supporters advocate, what 
kind of precedents are we 
setting?" 

Ranking minority mem-
ber Lamar Smith, R-Texas, 
said proponents believe efficiencies will 
allow them to give consumers more 
choice while opponents say approval 
would allow Sirius and XM to raise 

NAB President/CEO 
David Rehr testifies 
before the House 

Judiciary Committee. 
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prices without providing 
new services. 

Rehr repeatedly called 
the proposed alliance a 
"government-sanctioned 
monopoly." He testified 
that the satellite compa-
nies have a history of 
violating their FCC 
licenses and "cannot be 
trusted." By their own 
admission, XM and 
Sirius are not failing and 
should not receive a gov-
ernment bailout, he said. 

Karmazin, repeatedly 
stating that the company 

would not be a monopoly and that it 
would be bad for business to raise prices 
after the merger, said, "We are not mak-
ing a failing company argument." 
Mark Cooper of the Consumer 

Federation of America rejected the idea 
of a "benevolent monopoly." Without a 
stick of competition, innovation will 
slow, he said. 

Gigi Sohn of advocacy organization 
Public Knowledge called broadcasters 
hypocrites for opposing the deal "given 
their own merger tendencies" and laid 
out conditions for support: prices would-
n't change for three years; tiered or a la 
carte programming choices would be 
offered; and 5 percent of the channel 
capacity would be devoted to noncom-
mercial programming from sources like 
LPFMs. 

Rehr said satellite's history of violat-
ing Part 15 rules with overpowered FM 
modulators and said both licensees have 
used terrestrial repeaters that were in the 
wrong locations, overpowered or both. 
Karmazin said as soon as Sirius found it 
had 11 repeaters not operating correctly, 
"We shut them off." 

Conyers told Karmazin, "We have a 
not-too-good record of satellite radio 
keeping promises. There's no interopera-
ble radios; that was promised." 

Karmazin also said he would agree to 
a condition that the company would not 
have any local programming, such as 
traffic or weather. 

Roundup 
LATIN AMERICA: Saying inquires 
about IBOC are on the rise in Latin 
America, Ibiquity Digital Corp. has hired 
Fernando Monetti as manager of broad-
cast business development for that region 
of the world. Monetti joins Ibiquity from 
Thales Broadcast & Multimedia, now 
Thomson Broadcast & Multimedia, 
where he worked in promotion and sales. 

NPR & SIRIUS renewed an exclusive 
agreement for NPR to continue program-
ming two public radio channels featuring 
shows from NPR, member stations and 
other public radio producers. Included is 
a deal to make Sirius the satellite distrib-
utor of a new morning news and informa-
tion program that NPR will launch for 
various media including HD Radio, 
online, mobile devices and podcasts. 

AWARD: Sirius co-founder Robert 
Briskman won the American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics Aerospace 
Communications Award for developing 
satellite radio. Briskman was chief tech-
nical officer and executive vice president 
of engineering for the satcaster. 

— Leslie Stimson 
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spectacular success, in no 
small part thanks to the 
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public Internet" 
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AM Upgrade a Struggle for KRKO 
Station in Washington State Begins Power, 

Antenna Upgrade This Summer 

by Randy J. Stine 

EVERETT, Wash. A radio station 
plans to begin construction of its new 
transmission site this summer to boost its 
power level from 5,000 watts to 50 kW 
despite further court appeals from a local 
group claiming the project could harm the 
environment. 

The case encompasses several obstacles 
familiar to AM owners who want to 
increase power levels or upgrade antenna 
arrays. 

S-R Broadcasting Inc., which owns 
KRKO(AM), says this is simply a "not in 
my back yard" issue. The broadcaster 
scaled back the number of towers needed 
for the project and even decided to use 
self-supporting structures instead of guyed 
towers to appease the Seattle Audubon 
Society. 

Opponents of the project have included 
swan biologists, a fisherman and neigh-
bors of the proposed tower site, including 
an airfield. Opponents say, in addition to 
environmental harm, the four-tower array 
will ruin the aesthetics of the Upper 
Snohomish River Valley. 

However, a King County Superior 

Court ruling in January upheld the deci-
sion to issue a conditional use permit by 
Snohomish County; the court also let 
stand the county's environmental review 
of the project, which indicated the project 
would not harm the environment. 

Station owners also were issued a spe-
cial Shoreline Permit since the tower site, 
which is on farmland south of Snohomish, 
is in a floodplain. 

Construction on the project is sched-
uled to begin this summer and will include 
a 329-foot self-supporting tower and three 
199-foot self-supporting structures. 
Original construction plans called for a 
total of eight antennas, all more than 400 
feet tall. KRKO also will add an HD 
Radio signal to its broadcasts. 
The tenfold increase in power will 

result in a significant improvement to 
KRKO's signal, Skotdal said, allowing the 
station to reach parts of Seattle it is unable 
to reach now, especially at night. The sta-
tion, called "North Sound 1380AM," will 
be 50 kW non-directional daytime and 50 
kW directional at night. 
"We feel that if you have an opportuni-

ty to improve an AM station substantially, 
you better do it now. To do so will only 
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become more difficult in the future," he 
added. "Everett is a major metropolitan 
city and deserves a full-powered radio sta-
tion. We will actually be increasing our 
local programming." 

S-R Broadcasting estimates KRKO will 
be have more than 1 million additional 
potential listeners as a result of the signal 
upgrade. 

ject cannot be denied if aesthetics are the 
only issue:' Skotdal added. "We countered 
every other environmental claim they 
could come up with." 

Environmental concerns 
The citizens group in January appealed 

a ruling from the State Shoreline Hearings 
Board, which found in favor of S-R 
Broadcasting. The group is claiming the 
county performed an inadequate environ-
mental review and that the project fails to 

A visual simulation provided by S-R Broadcasting. 

KRKO is one of several Seattle-area 
radio stations to recently receive FCC 
approval to increase to 50 kW; KRI(AM) 
began broadcasting at 50 kW in 2000, and 
KKOL(AM) completed a power upgrade 
in 2006. KRKO will be the ninth AM 
radio station in the Seattle area to broad-
cast at 50,000 watts. 

No guys preferred 
KRKO made the changes in design in 

part to comply with voluntary guidelines 
issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service issued in 2001 that recommended 
shorter towers using monopole or lattice 
construction techniques that do not require 
guy wires. The guidelines seek to lower 
the number of bird kills at tower sites. 

The conflict is just one of many debates 
pitting broadcasters, looking to move or 
build new transmission facilities, and citi-
zens groups who say the projects are 
obtrusive and asking for visual impact 
studies and environmental reviews. 
KRKO's owners say they are working 

within local zoning ordinances and fol-
lowed the permitting process, but yet 
spent thousands of dollars in legal fees 
and compiled nearly 2,000 exhibits total-
ing 14,000 document pages for the offi-
cial record and sat through more than 34 
individual hearings or trial days over 
four years. 
Andrew Skotdal, president of S-R 

Broadcasting Co., said the cost of per-
mitting would exceed that of construc-
tion to build the site, which he declined 
to disclose. 

"The issue, in my mind, is that 
because so few of these AM sites are 
built anymore, local jurisdictions no 
longer have the expertise to handle these 
types of applications and tend to fall 
back on their cellular experience and try 
to make that apply," Skotdal said. 

The Citizens to Preserve the Upper 
Snohomish River Valley, the citizens 
group challenging the antenna project, 
feared the new antennas would destroy a 
large area of open space in the 
Snohomish County. 

However, the radio station has always 
contended that aesthetics alone cannot be 
sufficient to deny permits. 

"It's settled law in this state that a pro-

meet the shoreline code based on height 
and visibility, Skotdal said. 

Jennifer Dold, an attorney for the citi-
zens group fighting the antenna project, 
told the Seattle Post Intelligencer in 2003 
before an appeal hearing, "This isn't a 
popularity contest or a referendum on how 
KRKO benefits the community. It's a 
land-use hearing focusing on whether the 
proposed structures fit in with the rest of 
the valley. 

"These antennas are no small intrusions 
... they were designed to be seen by air-
craft. They will not just slip right in and be 
compatible with the tractors that you see 
on the farms:' Dold told the newspaper. 

The Web site for the citizens group 
contained a post that reads: "The pro-
posed antennas will negatively alter the 
rural character of the area and harm 
CPUSRV member's use and enjoyment 
of their properties." 
Of the most recent appeal, Skotdal 

said, "They have regurgitated the same 
issues they have lost on several times 
before. We plan to move forward on con-
struction despite the latest appeal." 
The latest appeal, the fifth of its kind, 

will be heard in Thurston County 
Superior Court on a date yet to be deter-
mined, he said. 
The Seattle Audubon Society raised 

concerns about the potential impact on 
migratory birds and wildlife "views-
capes" and called for an Environmental 
Impact Statement, which was paid for by 
S-R Broadcasting and completed to the 
satisfaction of the county and state, 
Skotdal said. 

S-R Broadcasting Co. also reached an 
agreement with a local airfield that felt as 
if it might be impacted adversely by the 
new antenna project, he said. 

Skotdal's advice to broadcasters con-
sidering a new AM project is for them to 
dig in and be ready to overwhelm the 
opposition from the start. 

"People who start the process but aren't 
prepared to stay with it and win are going 
to do collateral damage to remaining AM 
stations who want to move or improve 
their facilities. Any loss to these kinds of 
groups will continue to be used against 
other AM broadcasters and harm the 
broadcast industry," Skotdal said.. 
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Rental is Zephyr )(stream" 

-Steve Kirsch, President Silver Lake Audio 
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"When ISDN equipment rentals began in the early 1990s, we started with an equal number 

of different companies' codecs. Today, Silver Lake has over 100 Zephyrs in stock, ten times 

more than any other brand." says Steve Kirsch, owner of Silver Lake Audio. 

The reasons should be obvious. Reliabillity, ease of use, compatibility, great support. 
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You're looking at a complete audio-over-IP routing system. 
(just add Cisco.) 

Administer this • The beauty of the Web is that you can get information anywhere. Same thing with Axia: you can 

set up and administer an entire building full of Axia equipment - audio nodes, consoles, virtual routers, whatever - from your 

own comfy office chair. All you need is a standard Web browser (PC or Mac, we like 'ern both). Put an Internet gateway in your 

Axia network and you can even tweak stuff remotely, from home or anywhere there's a Net connection. Mochachino, anyone? 

Automation station • Wouldn't it be cool to have a self- monitoring air chain 

with silence-sense that can fix problems, then e-mail a status report? To be able to switch your 

program feed from Studio "A" to Studio "B" with one button? Or build custom switching apps and 

scheduled scene changes based on Boolean logic and stacking events? PathfinderPC software 

does all these things and more. But unlike HAL 9000, it doesn't talk back to you. 

Ether Net • Hardly a month goes by without a story concerning someone 

getting knocked off the air by STL frequency interference or bandwidth reductions. 

There's also the headache of trying to add HD Radio' program streams to already 

maxed-out transmission links. Luckily, Axia clients have a way around this particular 

roadblock: they've been using Ethernet radios from well-known manufacturers 

like Orthogon, Dragonwave and BE to construct a link between the studios and the 

transmitter that operates above the crowded 950 MHz band. Putan Axia AES/EBU Audio 

Node on both ends of that link and before you can say "Look! Up in the sky!" you've got 

an Ethernet STL, with room for multiple channels of program audio plus backhaul. And 

that's uncompressesd 48 kHz, 24-bit audio — without nasty compression artifacts 

that degrade your lovingly- tweaked audio chain. Add a couple of Axia GPIO nodes to 

the mix, and your new SU link can carry remote control commands for transmitter and 

processing gear, too   

A node for every need • ..aDmeday, all 

broadcast gear will speak Livewire (so says our Magic 8- Ball). 

Until then, there are Axia Audio Nodes that turn analog and 

AES sources into routable 48 kHz / 24- bit audio streams. 

It's not rude to point • Little kicis tell mommy what they want by pointing — a 

pretty intuitive way of doing things. PathfinderPC software gives talent the same convenience. 

You can build custom "button panels" to execute complex operations with just one click. You 

can map these panels to controller modules on Element consoles or to turret-mounted controls, 

place mini-applications on studio computer screens, even run them on touchscreen monitors. 

Brains in the box • The typical radio jock cares for studio equipment about the same 

as a five- year- old cares for a puppy: haphazardly, if at all. That's why we took the CPU out of our 

Element modular console and put it in here, with the power supply 

and GPIO ports. That means a greatly reduced chance of being 

taken off the air by a Coke spilled into the board. C'rnon, don't 

you have better things to do than trying to dehumidfy circuit 

boards with a hair dryer? 

That's cool • Noisy fans 

in studio equipment? That's a 

major faux pas. You won't find 

a fan in any Axia Audio Nodes 

— they're designed to run 

cool and silent (unlike your 

morning show talent). 

Let it grow • Growing your business computing 

network is easy: just add more PCs and hook them to the 

Ethernet switch. But with broadcast routers, adding more 

capacity usually means buying another frame, installing 

more I/O cards, pulling more discrete cable through 

conduit that's already full to the brim... Hope you've got 

stock in Grecian Formula! But since ( P-Audio networks 

use standard Ethernet, adding more capacity to an 

Axia system is as simple as plugging in an Audio Node 

wherever you need inputs. And, should you need to move 

to new digs, you can just unplug your Axia system and take 

it with you. Try doing that with a big- iron router. 

I.1-1-1.1.41,44,41,1,1 

Orc slayer • Hooking up an Axia Audio Node may 

be the simplest thing you've ever done. All our I/O is pre-

sented on R1-45 and adheres to the StudioHub+ standard, 

so connecting audio devices is as simple as plugging in an 

Ethernet patch cable. All of which gives you more time to 

play World of Warcraft with those guys from IT. 

\  Level headed • These green, bouncing dots built 

into every Axia Audio Node are confidence meters. One 

glance and you know whether an audio source is really 

active -- or just playing possum. 

AES yes • You like your audio 

to stay digital as much as possible, 

right? We get that. That's why we 

have AES1EBU Audio Nodes that 

let you plug AES3 sources right 

into the network. Studio-grade 

sample- rate converters are 

inside: anything from 32 kHz 

to 96 kHz will work. Oh, and 

there's 8 AES ins + 8 AES outs 

in each node. Digital distribu-

tion amp, anyone? 

Push to play • Axia Router Selector Nodes are 

pretty cool. Think of them as really advanced selector 

and monitor panels; put one anyplace you need access to 

audio streams from the IP-Audio Network. Like newsrooms, 

where a reporter might need access to a satellite feed or 

a Zephyr connection. Or dubbing stations, where audio is 

captured and stored for later user. Or in the station's TOC, 

so you can monitor any of the hundreds - or thousands - of 

audio streams oil your network at a moment's notice. Use 

the LCD screen to scroll through a list of available streams, 

or use the eight Fast Access keys on the front panel to store 

and recall the streams you use most. And Router Selector 

nodes have something standard X-Y panels don't: an input, 

for fast connection of an analog or AES device. Sweet. 
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Put that in your pipe • How many discrete wires can a CAT-6 cable replace? 

Well, a T-3 data link is pretty speedy with 44.7 Mbps of throughput. But Axia networks use Gigabit 

Ethernet links, with 1000 Mbps, 

between studios. That's more 

than 22 times the capacity of 

a T-3; enough throughput for 

250 stereo channels per link 

--- the equivalent of a 500-pair 

bundle on one skinny piece 

of CAT-6. You can even use 

media converters and optical 

fiber for higher signal density 

if you want. Think that might 

save a little coin in a multi-

studio build- out? 

Jammin' on the mic • Radio studios and 

microphones go together like Homer Simpson and donuts. 

L nfortunately, so do preamps, mie compressors, EQ boxes, 

de-esters -- let's face it: most studios house more flying 

saucers than Area 51. Axia helps clean up the clutter by 

including mie preamps with our Microphone Nodes; not 

bargain-basement units either, but studio grade preamps 

with headroom enough to handle Chaka Kahn. Phantom 

power, too. And if you choose to use Axia Element consoles 

in your studios, you'll find world-class mie processing built 

right in: vocal dynamics (compression and de-essing) from 

the audio processing gurus at Ornnia, plus three- band 

parametric EQ with SmartQ, available on every mie input. 

Rap on, Grandmaster. 

4.„« Thinking about Axia but wan-
gle ing ' til we're more established?" 

lib --rail* You might not know that there 

elite are over 400 Axia studios on- air 
around the world — and counting. 

<< An Axia system can expand or 

shrink as much as you want it to — 

the Ethernet backbone lets it scale 

easily, on-demand. Portable too: 

just take it with you if you move. 

<< Asia systems install in as little as 

half the time of hardwired routers 

and without expensive, bulky 

multi-pair cable, Whatever will 

you do with all the time you save? 

imwm•••• << Is IP reliable enough for 2417 

audio transport? Millions of 

VOiP business phone users with 

systems based on Cisco routers 

certainly think so. Coincidence? 

Nothin' but Net • Did you know you can plug a PC directly into an IP-Audio network and use it to send and receive audio? Can't do that with a mainframe router. Well, you could add more 

input cards to the mainframe, and then buy high-end audio cards for your PCs, and then run more wiring all over the place... but with Axia, you just install the IP-Audio Driver on any Windows PC 

to se-id and receive pure digital audio right through the PC's Ethernet port — no sound card required or additional router inputs needed. You get better, cleaner PC audio that's sharable right to the 

network. The single-stream version is great for audio workstations; the multi-stream version lets you send and record 16 stereo channels simultaneously — perfect for digital automation systems. 

(YA • Sooner or later, someone's going to ask for a hard copy of a specific broadcast. Whether it's a client looking for proof of play, a Group PD that wants airchecks, or a listener claiming your morning 

show did something naughty, you're going to need a way to prove what was said. Axia makes it easy to keep archives of your programming with iProFiler networked audio logging software. Just install 

iProFiler on a Windows PC with a NIC and connect it to your Axia network; tell it what audio streams you want to record and it goes to work, sucking audio out of your network like pimientos from 

Martini olives. iProFiler can record up to 16 channels of stereo audio simultaneously 

storing them as time- stamped MP3 files you can save to a network drive or FTP server foi 

listening or re- broadcast. And since logic always follows audio in an Axia network, you 

can tell iProFiler to record only when the jock's mie is open (or vice-versa). And of course, 

you can listen to saved audio from any PC connected to the Axia network. 

Heavyweight champion • This is an Axia StudioEngine. It works with our 

Element Modular Consoles (the fastest-growing console brand in the world, by the 

way) to direct multiple simultaneous inputs and outputs, mix audio, apply EQ. process 

voice dynamics, and generate multiple mix minuses and monitor feeds on-the-fly. To 

make sure it delivers the reliability and ultra- low latency broadcast audio demands, we 

powered the StudioEngine with a fast, robust version of Linux --- so fast that total input 

to output latency is just a few hundred microseconds. How can one little box do so 

much? There's a blazingly-fast Intel processor inside, with enough CPU muscle to lift a 

small building. Strong and fast; Ali would approve. 

Very logical, Captain • 

Routing logic along with audio used to be almost as hard 

as performing the Vulcan Mind Meld. But Axia makes it 

simple, because machine logic can easily be converted 

to data and paired with Livewire audio streams. So logic 

follows audio throughout the facility on Asia's switched 

Ethernet backbone. Eight assignable GPliGPO logic ports, 

each with five opto-isolated inputs and five opto -isolated 

outputs, are built into every Element power supply, so you 

can control on-air lights, monitor mutes, CD players. DAT 

decks, profanity delays, etc. If you've got more than eight 

audio devices (and who doesn't), just add a standalone 

GPIO node like this one wherever you've got gear. 

Hakuna matata • Axia networks are self-

monitoring and self- healing. Spanning Tree Protocol 

in the Cisco Ethernet switches we use combines 

nicely with PathfinderPC's automated program 

stream monitoring to help ensure that your studio 

network is on the air 24/7. And all Asia gear ( like this 

StudioEngine, that mixes control room audio streams) 

runs real-time Linux for operation that's as bulletproof 

as Superman's boxers. Which means "no ,.vo!I mirp." 

You got to have 

friends • Sure, we think 

IP-Audio is cool. But it's even 

cooler that so many other folks 

think so too. Delivery system 

providers like ENCO, Prophet, 

BSI, BC, iMecliaTouch, DAVID Systems 

and more all have products that work 

directly with Axia networks. So do hard-

ware makers like AudioScience, International Datacasting, 

Radio Systems, Telos and Omnia. Check out the whole list 

at AxiaAudio.comipartners/ 

AxiaAudio.com 

a. TELOS1 
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Internet and HD Ready for Prime Time 
Radio Management Sessions Explore 

Business Implications of New Technology 

by Ken R. Deutsch 

Several broadcast groups have added a 
new job title: director of interactive 
media. Station Web sites now offer auto-
mated weather, school closings, traffic 
and news. They provide streaming video, 
contests and many ways for advertisers to 
reach listeners. And radio Internet sites 
are making money. 
On another front, more than 1,200 sta-

tions are broadcasting in HD Radio. 
BMW is rolling out cars equipped for it. 
The HD Digital Radio Alliance is airing 
promotional spots in major markets for 
the service. 

Are the Internet and HD finally begin-
ning to realize their potential? The Radio 
Management track of NAB2007 address-
es these and other topics in the news. 

In a Sunday session, "Money-Making 

Promotions for Every Size Market: 
Integrating your NTR Programs and the 
Internet," Brandeis Hall, vice president of 
co-op and NTR services for Radio 
Advertising Bureau, will speak. 
"By far, the biggest way to use the 

Internet to generate non-traditional rev-
enue is to recognize the station Web site 
as primarily a revenue portal rather than 
just as an extension of programming," she 
said. 

Mike Mahone, executive vice president 
of the services division of RAB, added 
that another way is to develop creative 
elements that are "valid points of con-
sumer contact for a variety of advertiser 
departments and budgets." 

Monday sessions 
"I believe being a good seller comes 

from the gut," said Patricia Kincaid, 
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director of new business development for 
Media Staffing Network. "I look for 
someone who can not only articulate 
his/her successes and failures, but also 
knows what behaviors not to repeat." 

Kincaid is part of the session "Finding 
Your Next Sales Superstars." She believes 
that many managers take a wrong turn 
when interviewing a prospective hire. 

"Ask a question and be quiet!" she 
advised. 

Sharing the dais with Kincaid will be 
Mary Nyren, regional vice president of 
Emmis Radio. 

"Finding superstars is easier than find-
ing average sales people because super-
stars stand out in a crowd," he said. "The 
most important quality I look for is 
courage, the ability to increase determina-
tion when resisted. I also recommend that 
managers complete the interview process 
by verifying past employment, checking 
references and having multiple people 
interview possible hires." 

Consultant Dan O'Day will present 
See MANAGEMENT, page 17 

Relevance Strongest For Black and Spanish Listeners 
Large Radio Ad Factors With Significant Ethnic Differences 
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Graphic from 'Personal Relevance Two: Radio's Receptive Ad Environment,' 
a study by the Radio Ad Effectiveness Lab into how ads affect consumers. 

About This Section 
The annual pilgrimage to Las Vegas is 

approaching. RW has the industry's most com-

prehensive coverage. 

This section previews the Radio Management 

and Broadcast, Regulatory and Legislative Con-

ferences, and offers tips for weary show-goers. 

The March 28 issue included details of the 

Broadcast Engineering Conference and other 

convention news. In upcoming issues we'll meet 

the recipient of the NAB Radio Engineering 

Achievement Award. Online subscribers also are 

receiving our weekly NAB Sneak Peeks of new 

product news. 
During the show RW will present breaking 

and product news online at radioworld.com and 

in our weekly RW NewsBytes. We'll report the 

news afterwards in words and pictures, we'll 

announce the winners of Radio World's -Cool Stuff" Award 

show season with a new products special report in June. 
Let us know how we can improve our NAB convention 

radioworldCimaspub.coin. 

tae Umas Sews MIME, 

and we'll wrap up the spring 

coverage Write to 

See us at NAB Booth #N8614 
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"How to Get Past the Gatekeeper: 
Advanced Strategies." 

"Everyone has been taught that they 
must befriend the gatekeeper," he said. 
"That's ridiculous. The gatekeeper is the 
doorway to the room you want to enter. 
The last time you entered a room, how 
much time and energy did you expend 
trying to make friends with the door?" 

O'Day advises that sales professionals 
avoid pitching the gatekeeper. 

"Your goal isn't to win her over; it's to 
have her connect you directly to the per-
son you want to talk to," he said. "Your 
tone of voice is an important tool, as is 
your attitude. It's the combination of 
those that enables you to blow right past 
the gatekeeper and get your prospect on 
the phone now." 

Brandeis Hall, RAB 

One of the afternoon sessions, 
"Building an HD Station I: From Studio 
to Antenna to the Bank" will feature Scott 
Stull, vice president broadcast business 
development for Ibiquity Digital Corp. 

"A lot of smaller broadcasters have 
gone from a 'why' mentality to a `when 
and how' mentality," he said. "This is a 
session for managers and decision-mak-
ers. We'll give them a checklist for get-
ting it done." 

Stull said alliance members donated in-
kind advertising for the technology worth 
$200 million in 2006. 

"That will increase to $250 million in 
2007, which should boost HD awareness 
greatly," he said. 

Also participating in this session will 
be Milford "Smitty" Smith, vice president 
engineering for Greater Media Inc. 

"The majority of stations haven't 
explored HD or multicasting," he said. 
"We're going to talk about how these 
technologies are implemented from 
equipment to facility modification. 
Studio-transmitter links are one of the HD 
`gotchas: Because of the eight-second 
delay, another feed for the announcer is 
necessary, especially during remotes. You 
might need to grab an audio processor 
and repurpose it for the headphones so 
everything sounds right. You also have to 
figure out a way to get the un-delayed 
audio out to the remote location separate-
ly from the air signal. That calls for a lit-
tle planning." 

Smith said that consumers lag behind 
broadcasters in HD awareness. 

"Initially there were unrealistic expec-
tations about how soon consumers would 
embrace HD," he said. "The lure of better 
quality is good, but I think the `killer ap' 

is multicasting. One thing that will help 
with awareness is OEM installation and 
implementation in automobiles, which 
has been a little slow in coming." 

the faint of heart," he said. "Even the 
most talented engineers need a little help. 
For FM stations, it's a fairly cookie-cutter 
job to install an IBOC transmitter. 

Everyone has been taught that they must 

befriend the gatekeeper. That's ridiculous. 

David Maxson, managing partner of 
Broadcast Signal Lab, will join this dis-
cussion. He wrote "The IBOC 
Handbook," a technical resource that will 
soon be available through NAB. 

"Converting an AM to digital is not for 

— Dan O'Day 

Stations should take advantage of the 
strengths of their existing plant. Does the 
transmission system lend itself to high-
level, low-level or split-level combining; 
or is it best to employ some type of anten-
na combining?" 

Converting to digital also affects studio 
operations, according to Maxson. 

"For example, studios must deal with 
the audio time delays on call- ins and 
remotes," he said. "Also, the live assist 
automation system will be putting out 
title and artist data, and it may take some 
work to get those databases cleaned up to 
make a good impression:' 

The last session of the day, "Radio and 
the Consumers' Mind: How Radio Works" 
will be presented under the auspices of the 
Radio Advertising Bureau. Jim Peacock, 
president of Laurel, Md.-based Peacock 
Research, will discuss a recent study by 
the Radio Ad Effectiveness Lab called 
"Personal Relevance Two: Radio's 
Receptive Ad Environment." 

"This project took a deep look into 
how consumers perceive radio advertising 

See MANAGEMENT, page 18 
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in contrast to ads on TV, the Internet and 
newspapers:' he said. "We learned in this 
and a previous study that consumers 
expect radio ads to be relevant to them. 
Listeners are much more accepting of 
radio advertising than ads on the other 
two media, and that held true across all 
ages and demographics." 

These studies also showed that feelings 
play a part in successful ads. 
"We reinforced past knowledge about 

radio's emotional connections with con-
sumers," he said. "Our new online test 
conducted with Harris Interactive showed 
that recall of advertising is dramatically 
enhanced when a mix of radio and 
Internet ads is used, compared to Web site 
ads alone. We concluded that radio and 
the Internet can be powerful advertising 
complements." 

Tuesday sessions 
The second HD session will be 

"Building an HD Station II: Programming 
to Marketing and Beyond." Among the 
speakers will be Matthew Honey, manag-
ing director of Unique Interactive, a 
London-based company. 

In what way does converting to HD 
radio concern programmers? 

"In terms of the audio, it doesn't really 
have any effect," he said. "The big differ-

David Maxson, Broadcast Signal Lab Sheila Kirby, Interep Milford Smith, Greater Media 

ence is what can now be associated with 
the audio via the program-associated data 
or via a separate channel. For example, in 
its simplest form the PAD text can pro-
vide a completely new media channel 
upon which additional advertising mes-
sages could be viewed." 
He added that additional audio chan-

nels provide three things: choice, choice 
and choice. 

"This is the compelling reason for a 
consumer to buy a new radio or device, a 
fact proven in the U.K. market:' he said. 
"Then you add the frills such as addition-
al text streams, the ability to see what's 
on in advance and the ability to record, 

SMALLER. FASTER. COOLER. 
The only thing we didn't 
change is the price. 

Our new 6500 series cards give you greater functionality at the same great 

price point. They're lead-free and RoHS compliant, too. With powerful 

DSPs, +24dBu levels, MRXTM multi- rate mixing, SSXTM surround-sound 

and AudioScience's "anything to anywhere" mixing and routing, our 6500 

cards are ready for some serious broadcasting. To learn more, ask your 

automation VAR, or call +1-302-324-5333. 

NAB organizers offer a way to save 
attendees time and make their experience 
more productive. 
MyNAB Show is a free tool that 

allows attendees the ability to do more 
than find locations of exhibits and confer-

air:noon 104% //nate0071...ents 

subject to RIAA rulings." 
Honey predicts that HD will be suc-

cessful in America. 
"No country, media or person can bury 

its head in the sand and survive the digital 
tsunami washing over it:' he said. 

As has become obvious, the Internet is 
becoming a more powerful force for 
broadcasters and advertisers. "Radio: 
Entering the Digital Age! Integrate or 
Perish" is an afternoon session addressing 
this topic. 

"Companies are spending in excess of 
20 percent of their media budgets on non-
traditional delivery systems," said Sheila 
Kirby, president strategic sales at Interep. 
"The value and revenue proposition of this 
are clear; however radio must invest in 

resources to capture this growing dollar." 
Kirby said some of the keys include 

repurposing content, robust Web sites that 
resonate with listeners, mobile marketing, 
podcasting and streaming. 

"Strategic partnerships utilizing unsold 
inventory are a fast way to get into the 
digital game," she said. "Every station, 
not to mention cluster, should have a CIO 
or Web master on-site who is consistently 
changing the look and feel to reach con-
sumers via content, micro sites and links 
to the world outside of a sound bite." 
The NAB2007 management session 

schedule can be found at www.nab.org. 
The author is a former broadcaster, 

former jingle producen former TV direc-
tor and current college student. e 
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ences. It builds the show around an attendee's personal specifications. Visit 
www.nabshow.com/mynab. 

"With over 105,000 attendees and 1,500 plus companies exhibiting, there's a lot 
to see," said Matthew Borkowski, marketing director for NAB. 
MyNAB Show sets up an event plan that matches interests entered when you 

register. That plan can be as simple as devising a map of exhibits, or a search of 
the entire event "community" to find people, sessions and products that match 
your objectives. It allows users to connect online, before the show, with people to 
answer specific questions. 

The system continues after the show and can help with follow-up contacts. 
There will be stations at the LVCC where users can print their agenda or add to 

their MyNAB Show profile. For those who need coaching there will be a MyNAB 
Show lounge next to the registration area. "The staff there will walk you through 
the system's searching, event planning and follow-up capability," Borkowski said. 
MyNAB Show uses a demographics search engine to locate and suggest match-

es. It is provided by BDMetrics. 

— Paul Kaminski 

See us at NAB Booth #N7331 
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Elliptical VVaveguide 

System Components and 

Installation Accessories. L 

Standard Rigid Line and 

MACXLine Rigid Line 

with Bellows 
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Operations and Dual 

Input for Analog 

Ée 
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Broadcast Towers and 

Structural Products 

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC. ir- r 
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Visit Online at www.eriinc.com • Call Toll-free at 877 ERI-LINE 
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Tips From a Veteran Showgoer 

April 11, 2007 

by James Withers 

The first time I attended the NAB show 
in Las Vegas was 1973. There were almost 
as many attendees as there were people liv-
ing in the town. 

This year marks my 34th NAB; over the 
years, I have accumulated a few tips for 
making it more successful and less painful 
(which, I suppose, amounts to the same 
thing). 
And here they are. 

Go late, stay late 
This applies not only to your daily 

schedule, but also to the show in general. 
I was at the doors of the Central Hall 

last year at 9 a.m. Monday and as always, 
it was like the running of the bulls in 
Spain. The only difference was the danger, 
with the NAB crowd being the far more 
dangerous of the two — 20,000 rushing 
engineers, half of whom are loaded up 
with a steaming Starbucks cup held right at 
crotch level. 
The Bulls/Engineers also run on 

Tuesday morning, but by Wednesday, 
things are much more civilized. Serious 
business is being conducted and the booths 
are for the most part calm enough so that 
you can actually get a good look at every-
thing without a long-distance lens. 
Thursday's are even better. 

So if you can arrange it, do the off-floor 
meeting thing on Monday and Tuesday, 
and hit the ground running on Wednesday 
morning. 

Speaking of morning, if you do need to 
be on the floor all four days (it is a few 
million square feet, after all), take in the 
breakfast buffet at the hotel and mosey on 
over to Paradise Road around 10:30 or 11. 
No Starbucks stampede at the starting gate 
and it's a lot easier to get a cab; plus, most 
booths remain staffed past closing time. If 
you are in the hall, you can usually contin-
ue right on past the closing bell (except on 
Thursday, when you will get run over by a 
fork lift, or fleeing sales engineers, if you 
are anywhere near the floor at 4:01 p.m.). 

In a candy store, 
and you're on a diet 
I have spent hours and hours getting the 

details on really, really neat stuff, like com-
puterized 35 mm film editing gear. 
"George Lucas Uses This!!" "As Seen on 
American Idol!!!" And so on, and so on. 
Of course, I need to churn out a couple 

of dozen local car dealer spots every week, 
and the cap-ex budget won't buy much 

Imagine 20,000 rushing engineers, half of whom are loaded up 
with a steaming Starbucks cup held right at crotch level. 

more than four tickets to George's latest 
blockbuster, so what am I doing test dri-
ving his favorite editing toy? 

The convention is a broadcaster's candy 
store, but you'll save a lot of time and wear 
on the soles if you remember that you're 
on a budgetary diet. I have always tried to 
make a list of things I want to see, and then 
use Radio World and other trade periodi-
cals to scope out new and exciting offer-
ings that I might actually need. 

Still, it's easy to miss something, so 
there is value to just wandering around and 
window shopping. Just don't get so carried 
away with it that you miss the one thing 
you absolutely had to check out. 

Swapping stories 
After years of fumbling around for a 

reasonable way to justify the after-hours 
bar bill, I came up with one that works 
with my Accounting Nazi (and has the 
advantage of being true). 
I have numerous engineering acquain-

tances who are fanatics about seeing the 
latest techno-craze at the show. I have no 
idea how they search out the little 10x10 
booth at the back of the center hall near the 
fire department call box, but they do it, 
year after year. I have cultivated these 
folks, as you would an extremely rare 
orchid. I have shamelessly plied them with 
drink (thus the bar bill), and food, and got-
ten them to spill their guts. "You gotta go 
see X!" 

Then the next morning (after the buffet, 
don't forget), I stroll over to X's booth near 
the call box and get the lowdown. This is 

New: A Radio ét Audio Stage 
The North Hall of the LVCC will feature a series of free HD technology and 

management presentations. 
The new Radio & Audio Stage is being presented by NAB, and the project is 

in cooperation with IMAS Publishing, parent of Radio World, Pro Audio Review 
and TV Technology. 

Attendees will have a chance to learn about innovations in HD Radio and HD 
audio. 

"Presenting radio companies will discuss everything from applications for 
emerging revenue opportunities to managing your HD assets along with great 
new product demonstrations," the organizers stated. "Many audio companies are 
pushing the aural envelope with ultra-high bit rates and latest digital audio for-
mats for recording, storage and surround sound." 

The Radio & Audio Stage will be open for morning and afternoon segments 
Monday through Wednesday, with a morning-only segment on Thursday. 
Presentations are free. 

The schedule is Monday—Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and Thursday 
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. 

not as crummy of me as it seems, because 
every now and then, I come to the party 
with a tidbit of my own, and share the sto-
ry with them (and make them pick up the 
bar bill, of course). 

Every booth has the 

ExpoCard reader. 

Swipe the card. 

Because at the 

airport, the last 

thing you want to 

do is carry on. 

This trick also works in reverse. "Don't 
waste your time" is as valuable a comment 
from someone whose input you trust, as is 
a rousing endorsement. 

Carry on 
Every year, I am amazed at the number 

of people (including me, I confess) who 
pick up one of those shopping bag things 
with the nylon cord handles. And, of 
course, once you have the damn thing, 
every sales guy you talk to immediately 
zeros in on it and starts slamming 
brochures into it like an NBA player. 

And who can resist allowing the Booth 
Babe (to me, they all look like they just 
walked off the set of "Sex in the City") to 
drop her blurb in there. Before you know 
it, you're walking crooked, weighed down 
by a 25-pound sack of stuff, all the while, 
balancing the (VERY hot) cup of 
Starbucks in the other hand. 

Dumb. 
All of this stuff is on the Internet now, 

and most booths have the ExpoCard read-
er. Swipe the card, make sure your booth 
guy marks down what you are looking for 
and carry on. Because at the airport, the 
last thing you want to do is carry on. 

There are, of course, countless other tips 
for navigating successfully a show that has 
gotten so big that it is impossible to see 
every booth (or even every third booth). 
Presumably, we all know to wear comfort-
able shoes, work our way from the North 
Hall to the South or the other way around; 
make a list and plot your course through 
the maze, etc., etc. PDAs have made this 

Crystal Finalists 
NAB named 50 finalists for its 2007 

Crystal Radio Awards. 
The awards recognize radio stations 

for outstanding year-round commitment 
to community service; the program was 
launched 20 years ago. Finalists were 
chosen by judges representing broad-
casting, community service organiza-
tions and public relations firms. 

Winners announced at the Radio 
Luncheon, Tuesday, April 17, which 
also features a keynote address by Brian 
Cooley, editor for CNET.com. Rick 
Dees will be inducted into the NAB 
Broadcasting Hall of Fame as well. 

The finalists: 

KBAY(FM) San Jose, CA 
WGHT(AM) Pompton Lakes, NJ 
KBHP(FM) Bemidji, MN 
WG0H(AM) Grayson, KY 
KCSR(AM) Chadron, NE 
WGY(AM) Latham, NY 
KCVM(FM) Cedar Falls, IA 
WHHH(FM) Indianapolis, IN 
KFOR(AM) Lincoln, NE 
WIBC(AM) Indianapolis, IN 
KHHT(FM) Los Angeles, CA 
WISR(AM) Butler, PA 
KKPL(FM) Windsor, CO 
WIVK(FM) Knoxville, TN 
KLGR(AM) Redwood Falls, MO 
WJBC(AM) Bloomington, IL 
KLOS(FM) Los Angeles, CA 
WJJY(FM) Brainerd, MN 
KMTX(AM) Helena, MT 
WLEN(FM) Adrian, MI 
KOA(AM) Denver, CO 
WPAP(FM) Panama City, FL 
KOIT(FM) San Francisco, CA 
WQNZ(FM) Natchez, MS 
KPRS(FM) Kansas City, MO 
WSYR(AM) Syracuse, NY 
KRSP(FM) Salt Lake City, UT 
Wl'AM(AM) Cleveland, OH 
KSFI(FM) Salt Lake City, UT 
WTLC(AM) Indianapolis, IN 
KSTP(PM) St. Paul, MN 
WTMX(FM) Chicago, IL 
KTAR(AM) Phoenix, AZ 
WTOP(FM) Washington, DC 
KTCK(AM) Dallas, TX 
WTRV(FM) Grand Rapids, MI 
KUGR(AM) Green River, WY 
WUMB(FM) Boston, MA 
KYKX(FM) Longview, TX 
WUSL(FM) Philadelphia, PA 
WBUT(AM) Butler, PA 
WVAQ(FM) Morgantown, WV 
WCMT(AM) Martin, TN 
WVKL(FM) Virginia Beach, VA 
WDBR(FM) Springfield, IL 
WXMA(FM) Louisville, KY 
WDRV(FM) Chicago, IL 
WYCT(FM) Pensacola, FL 
WFYR(FM) Peoria, IL 
WZPL(FM) Indianapolis, IN 

more efficient, and again, Radio World and 
the others publish comprehensive floor 
coverage and exhibitor lists. 

So, that's it, a short, but I think valuable, 
list of tricks culled from over 30 years of 
trudging around the Las Vegas Convention 
Center. If you're going to the show this 
year, look for me ... I'll be sauntering into 
the North Hall with a full belly around 11 
a.m. on Wednesday. 

Jim Withers owns and operates 
KS1X(AM) in Corpus Christi, Texas. Reach 
him at (314) 345-1030 or by e-mail to 
jim@koplar.com. • 
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AM/FM Analog or HD RadioTM Audio Consoles Broadcast Studios 

High Power AM Systems and Service Intraplex Transport 
HD Radio'm is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation 

Harris PR&E NetWave console with optional networking. 
Available in 8-16-24 channel frames, all with fully euFp„ 
modular construction. 'ee 
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FlexStar HDx exciter-the gold-standard 
for FM and FM-HD exciters, featuring 
RTAC: (Real Time Adaptive Correction for 
best mask compliance) and Exgine, the 
latest iBiquity platform in HD Radio. 
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OPTIMOD 9400-AM Digital 
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For over 20 years, OPTIMOD-AM has dominated the sound 
of major-market AM radio. Orban's new 9400 offers even 

better analog AM processing, while its unified analog and digital 
design substantially reduces costs compared to a two-box configuration. 
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ZX1000, 1 kW tri-mode FM/FM-HD 

or digital only transmitter. FM 
transmitters avaiable from 250 W 
to 70 kW, in analog or HD Radio. 

' 
Destiny 3DX-50, 
50 kW medium wave 
direct digital drive high 
efficiency, high reliability 
AM transmitter. AM 

transmitters from '1 kW 
to 2 megawatts, all fully 
compatible with HD Radio. 

No-compromise, independent, multiband processing 
for analog AM and digital radio—in one box! 
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assuredcommunicationf 

www.orban.com 

Contact Harris at 800-622-0022 or email autoconfirm@harris.com 

www harris.com  
Government Systems • RF Comm • Broadcast • Microwave 
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Enforcement No-No's & Cuss Words 
Broadcast Regulatory & Legislative Conference 
Looks at Indecency, Payola and Other Hot Topics 

by Patrick Murck 

Content is king — where have we heard 
that before? — at NAB2007's Broadcast 
Regulatory & Legislative Conference. 

According to Kris Benson of NAB, 
radio and TV managers have a strong 
interest in how content is regulated in 
Washington because "broadcast provides 
the highest-rated content of all delivery 
platforms." Of interest to many attendees 
will be discussion of the FCC's quadrenni-
al ownership review. 

Benson said a big topic for radio is the 

XM-Sirius merger, which NAB says 
would be a "government-sanctioned 
monopoly" if approved. Also of interest to 
radio are discussions of the proposed use 
of FM translators to boost AM signals, a 
proposal supported by NAB, and progress 
in bringing HD Radio to the marketplace. 

Enforcement, regulation 
On Sunday, the American Bar Associ-

ation, NAB and Federal Communications 
Bar Association hold a Communications 
Law Forum that requires separate regis-
tration. 

Monday starts with a "Washington 
Policy & Politics Breakfast"; then the 
day's sessions are dominated by enforce-
ment and regulation of programming, with 
three of the six panels slated to cover 
enforcement, regulation of advertising and 
regulation of indecent content. 
The first of the day, "Stay Out of 

Trouble With the FCC: What Recent 
Enforcement Actions Mean to You," fea-
tures experts speaking with moderator 
Frank Jazzo of Fletcher Heald and 
Hildreth. Panelists include Jack Goodman 
of Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorn 
Coe Ramsey of Brooks Pierce McLendon 
Humphrey & Leonard; and David 
Solomon of Wilkinson Barker Knauer, an 
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Just Kidding. 
RemoteMix 4 actually has everything BUT the kitchen sink. 
With so many ways to get audio from one place to 
another, it's clear that we really need simple tools that 
intelligently combine compatible functions. JK Audio 
always the leader in smart design, now takes a giant 
leap forward... 

Designed for live remotes, RemoteMix 4 sets a new 
standard in compact intelligent, multi-function audio 
devices (that's CIMFADs to you). Combining a four-
channel field mixer with a four-channel headphone 
amplifier, a phone- line hybrid and keyboard, a universal 
PBX handset interface and a 2.5mm wireless phone 
interface, the RemoteMix 4 is ready to work just about 
anywhere you are. 

Use it as a phone- line hybrid, calling into your studio 
talk show hybrid. Use it as a front end mixer for your 
POTS, ISDN or IP codec. Or use it with your laptop 
codec. No matter how you use it, you'll find that it's 
an incredibly versatile mixer. 

Plus... IT SOUNDS GREAT! A soft limiter prevents 
overdriving the phone line interfaces, while the mixer 

_JK Audio 
TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO 

T• 77, ' 

XLR output is pre-limiter (full range), meaning you 
have a feed for every need. Bass boost adds a bit of 
low end before sending the signal down the phone line 
to provide that "how'd you get it to sound THAT good 
over POTS lines" nudge. There are convenient 3.5 mm 
send and receive jacks for recording the show or mixing 
in your MP3 player. 

We think we've done our homework with RemoteMix 4. 
And we're going to have it out in plenty of time for the 
fall sports season. 

See it at NAB in booth N9426. 

www.jkaudio.com 

  MI1> 
JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA • Toll Free: 800-552-8346 • Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502 • info(ëpjkaudio.com 

RW contributor. 
Likely highlights will be the Univision 

consent decree for violating the FCC's 
children's television requirements and the 
proposed payola settlement involving 
Clear Channel, CBS, Entercom and 
Citadel. Additionally, the panel will try to 
touch on indecency proceedings in the 
Second Circuit Court of Appeals and 
enforcement of tower and EAS require-
ments. 
Monday discussions also will include 

"Legally Speaking: All Things Radio," 
which will focus on legal issues in the 
radio industry and feature Peter Doyle, 
head of the FCC's Audio Division; and 
"How to Advocate on Behalf of Your 
Station," a discussion on how broadcasters 
can manage some of the regulatory bur-
dens unique to the industry. 

Not about radio, but probably of interest 
to anyone with a TV set, is "Digital 
Television: The Countdown Continues," an 
overview of the regulatory issues remain-
ing before the switch to digital broadcasts. 
NTIA will be heavily represented on the 
panel to address the digital converter box 
assistance program. 
And an afternoon panel of interest to 

both radio and television has the telling 
title: "Indecency & Other Controversial 
Content: What the...?" 

Content 
Tuesday's sessions are weighted toward 

exploring content licensing and copyright 
issues, with three of the six panels address-
ing broadcast, satellite and cyberspace 
matters. 

The FCC breakfast is an annual confer-
ence highlight. It takes place Tuesday 
morning. "The Regulatory Face Off" will 
be held Tuesday afternoon at 3 p.m. and 
feature a panel of FCC commissioners. 

Tuesday's sessions 

are weighted toward 

exploring content 

licensing and 

copyright issues, 

with three of the 

six addressing 

broadcast, satellite 

and cyberspace 

matters. 

Other sessions on Tuesday include 
"Broadcast Ownership: Déjà vu All Over 
Again," a panel that will include a former 
legal advisor to Chairman Powell and cur-
rent chief of the FCC's Consumer and 
Governmental Affairs Bureau; and "Legal 
Advice for Small-Market and Independent 
Stations," which will provide an overview 
of basic broadcast regulatory requirements. 

There will also be one panel on 
Wednesday morning, "Tower Siting in a 
Newly-Regulated World." The panel will 
give an overview of regulatory hurdles that 
must be overcome when building a broad-
cast tower. 

At press time, Commissioners Michael 
Copps, Jonathan Adelstein and Deborah 
Taylor Tate had confirmed plans to attend 
the NAB show. 

The list of Broadcast Regulatory & Leg-
islative Conference sessions is at www. 
nab.org/nabshow/conferences/brIc.asp. 
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HD Radio Is on News Agenda Too 

Radio World 23 

Here are selected sessions of interest 
to radio readers on the agenda of RTN-
DA@NAB, offered by the Radio and 
Television News Directors Association. 
They include a look at how HD Radio 
will affect the radio newsroom and a ses-
sion on current technology for radio 
reporters. 

Events are at the Las Vegas Hilton. 
Registration opens Sunday, April 15 at 11 
a.m.: the Opening Session begins at 4 
p.m. followed by an Opening Reception 
sponsored by Disney Parks Public 
Relations. 

For show information and registration 
visit www.rtnda.org and click on 
"Convention." 

SUNDAY 
9 a.m.-3 p.m. 

"Jumpstart your Journalism" — 
Interactive and practical program is 
designed for college students and TV 
journalists new to the profession. Write 
clearer and stronger stories, find memo-
rable sound bites, learn how to find focus 
for stories and develop skills for making 
ethics calls on deadline. Preregistration is 
required; $25 additional fee. 

4-5:30 p.m. 
Opening Session: "News 2.0: Leading 

and Succeeding in the New Journalism 
World" — What happens when consumers 
take command of their news options. 

MONDAY 
9-10 a.m. 

"Broadcast Management Convention 
Fellows Program" — Professional devel-
opment for new or mid-level news man-
agers of color. Advance sign-up required. 

10:30-11:45 a.m. 
"People Meter: Ratings by the Second 

and How to Prosper" — What's happen-
ing with Arbitron's move into the 
Personal People Meter era. 

2:30-3:45 p.m. 
"RTNDA & NAB Joint Super Session: 

Upload, Download and Overload: 2008 
Election Media Strategy" — Digital 
media experts, politicians, bloggers and 
broadcast journalists discuss the impact 
of new media on the integrity of cover-
age, candidates, voters and traditional 
media. Hosted by Chris Matthews of 
MSNBC/NBC News. 

4-5:15 p.m. 
"HD Radio: Are You Ready?" — How 

does it impact a newsroom? Moderator: 
Andrew Lindenauer, VP of operations. 
CBS Radio Digital Media Group. 
Panelists: John Hinnen, VP/GM 680News/ 
Rogers Radio News Programming. 
Toronto; Buzz Knight, vice president, pro-
gram development, Greater Media, 
Boston; E. Glynn Walden, senior VP, engi-
neering, CBS Radio. 

5:30-7 p.m. 
Paul White Award Ceremony & 

Reception — RINDA honors CNN's 
chief international correspondent 
Christiane Amanpour. Also speaking: 
Barbara Cochran, president, RINDA, 
Washington. 

TUESDAY 
10:45 a.m.—Noon 

"50 Writing Tools in 50 Minutes" 

Chris Matthews hosts a session on 
2008 election strategies. 

2-3:15 p.m. 
"Your New Job in the Digital World" 

— Learn how to set staffing requirements 
for new media ventures. 

WEDNESDAY 
9:30-10:45 a.m. 

"Go Ahead. You Can Touch It" — 
The latest in radio technology in a 
hands-on session. "Have a mobile news-
room on a tight budget by learning what 
is being used now in the field by radio 
news reporters — Flash recorders, 
MiniDiscs, world telephones and more." 
Moderator: Randy Bell, news director, 
WMSI(FM), Jackson, Miss. Panelists: 
Bill Drummond, professor, UC Berkley 

Graduate School of Journalism; Tyler 
Moody, senior producer, CNN Radio; 
Alex Stone, correspondent, ABC News 
Radio, Los Angeles. 

11 a.m. — 12:15 pm. 
"Report Global, Think Local: Giving 

Your Audience the World in Their Own 
Backyard" — "Terrorism, Iraq, Iran, 
North Korea, nuclear threats, chemical 
weapons, biological attacks and the bird 
flu; American audiences have a lot to 
think about," organizers say. "Local news 
on school boards, taxes and garbage pick-
ups touch the lives of listeners and 
always will. But, in today's world, issues, 
from Osama to insurgencies, are also 
local and interest your audience." A ses-
sion on reporting globally while thinking 
and selling locally.. 

The best use the best. 
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Sound Software 

Visit us at www.rcsworks.com or www.prophetsys.com Email us at best(i_Drcsworks.com 

Visit Us at NAB Booth #N6511 
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1.818.840.6749 

Talk is, as they say, cheap. But when a customer like you has something to 
say, we sit up and pay close attention. To us, that conversation is golden, 
a precious commodity. 

We know every station, facility and operation is different. So we watch 
how your staff operates, sit in on the morning shows, work with your 
engineers and architects. Then we design, build and program your facility 
with technology appropriate to meet your unique needs and expectations. 

conversation goes like this: 
You talk. We listen. 
From digital routers to console control surfaces, intercommunications 
to systems integration, SAS provides comprehensive and competitive 
broadcast engineering solutions. Solutions that are smart, dependable 
and expandable for all broadcasters—large and small. 

Your straight-talk (yeah, both the kudos and 
the gripes) is the very inspiration behind the 
innovation of our designs, and the quality of 
our customer service. For 20 years our unsur-
passed, "we got yer back" commitment to 
client support, and our ever-improving and 
evolving technologies have delivered to this 
industry the highest standards of integrity, 
experience and reliability. 

So whaddya say? Call us. We' re all ears. 

zo years of listening. 20 years of innovation. 

Look who's talking now. 
ABC Air America Bonneville Clear Channel CBS Disney ESPN Moody 
NPR Pamal Radio One Spanish Broadcasting System Westwood One and 
more than moo major market and smaller radio broadcasters across the country 
and abroad depend on SAS expertise. Shouldn't you? 

The Rubicon— family of digital 
control surfaces—the favorite of 
hundreds of major and medium 
market radio programmers. 
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Hunka Hunka 
Burning Lug 
by John Bisset 

How many times have you reached for 
a tube of caulk, RTV or glue only to dis-
cover that the previous user did not seal 
and store it properly? Now the material 
has the consistency of concrete. 
An affordable solution is as near as 

your jar of large "wire nuts." Simply 
install one of these oversized "Hummers" 
on the end of the tube and you are good to 
go for at least another six months. 

The internal screw threads of the wire 
nut securely fasten and seal the nut to the 
caulking tube tip, yet it can be unscrewed 
easily for use. This works better than nails, 
screws or even plastic wrap to seal the 
tube, and is inexpensive. 

Washington radio veteran Bob Hughes 
passes this tip along to the readers of 
Workbench. Bob can be reached at 
robertkhughes@cox.net. 

* ** 

We'll title this tip "strange uses for 
parts." 

Neil Swanson worked in the broadcast 
industry for many years, most recently in 
Minneapolis/St. Paul. He then made the 
leap to cellular — you know, no remotes, 
regular hours, weekends off, no pager. 

As we all know, broadcast engineering 
never leaves your blood. Neil's still a ham 
and reads every issue of RW. 

After seeing our horror stories involv-
ing Belden 8451 audio wire used to run 
AC voltage, he shared an interesting 
encounter from early in his broadcast 
engineering career. 

Younger readers may not realize there 

Radio World, April 11, 2007 

was a time when all stations were required 
by the FCC to perform and pass annual 
audio "proof of performance" measure-
ments. Neil's first proof failed. The audio 
system could not pass the noise spec. The 
chief engineer, Neil's boss, installed an 
audio transformer between the composite 
output of a Moseley 303 STL and the 
composite input of the RCA FM exciter! 
As a fledgling çngineer, Neil just watched. 

The transformer took care of isolating 
the noise, and that measurement specifica-
tion was achieved; but now, for some rea-
son, the station could not pass the stereo 
proof! Let's see if beginner engineers read-
ing this column can figure out why. Read 
on. 

*** 

Tampa Bay SBE member and Harris 
executive Hal Kneller passes along the 
following tip from the SBE Chapter 39 
list. It comes from Bob Hardie, chief of 
MyTV Tampa Bay. It's a horror story with 
a happy ending. 

Bob's 85 kVA UPS "power distribution 
panel" acted up recently. Investigation 
found that one of the three output phases 
of 120 VAC was gone. 

It turned out that one of the 2/0 wires 
from the utility transformer to the main 
breakers feeding the 120 V breakers was 
loose. The bolt/nut evidently was not 
tightened properly at installation. 
Six years later it loosened to the point 

that it was literally burning. The 1/2-inch 
bolt head glowed a deep red. Embers 
ringed the bolt like a campfire. A laser 
temperature probe read 758 degrees! Fig. 2: Periodically tighten call breaker connections and 

See VISUAL VOICEMAIL, page 28  feeder bolts — with the power off.  

Past columns are archived at radioworld.com 

Fig. 1: An inexpensive solution to the problem of improperly stored caulk. 

Visit Uno 

RED 
odel 532 FM/HO Mod-Monitor 

Menu-driven off-air monitor with LCD spectrum display, 
RDS/PAD readouts, TCP/IP connectivity. COME SEE IT! 

bandScanner 95 — FM spectrum-scanning receiver/analyzer - 

USB-powered, shows all signals in the market with carrier level and complete RDS data display. 

Off-Air AM Mod Monitor - AM-only monitor uses synchronous 
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Turning Partners Into Competitors The Big Picture 

Directions Being Contemplated in the Digital 
Music Industry Could Be Detrimental to Radio 

Stick with me around the turns here. 
First, recall that there has been plenty 

of posturing lately on Digital Rights 
Management (the "other DRM" to 
those in the radio technology busi-
ness), much of it generated by an 
open letter by Steve Jobs a few 
months back in which he called for 
the music companies to drop their 
demands that digital music down-
loads be protected by such tech-
nologies. 

Jobs was responding to increas-
ing pressure, mostly from Europe, 
to open up the market-dominating 
iTunes content protection format called 
"Fairplay" so that songs purchased from 
Apple's service would be playable on 
clients and devices other than Apple's 
own iPods and iTunes players on PCs 
and Macs. 

Jobs suggested that the best solution 
would be to do away with the content 
protection provided by Fairplay, but that 
Apple could not do this unilaterally. It 
needed record companies' approval to 
do so, and he called for those companies 
to make such a move in his open letter. 

This attempt to shift blame to record 
companies was a nice feint, but it avoid-
ed the real point. The core of the argu-
ment from Europe was not about the use 

Mt. Mansfield 

Vermont 

October 2006 

of DRM to protect content but its lever-
aging to lock customers in to the Apple 
brand. Remember that Apple is a hard-
ware company, and it makes the bulk of 
its money in the digital music business 
from selling iPods and their accessories, 
not from selling songs on iTunes. So 
opening the iTunes marketplace to other 
devices would be understandably coun-
terproductive to its business strategy. 

Nevertheless, it got a lot of people 
thinking about just how important DRM 
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was to the digital music business. After 
all, as Jobs pointed out, record compa-
nies still distribute far more music on 
CD than via downloads, and CDs have 
no inherent content protection. 

Double-barreled 
Taking this a step further, all DRM 

systems used for music downloads today 
can be worked around by simply burn-
ing protected content to CD, thus 
removing the content protection (and 
most other metadata) without the audio 
ever leaving the digital domain. This is 
akin to locking the doors on a convert-
ible while leaving the top down. So why 
bother? 

by Skip Pizzi 

Thus began a semi-serious discussion 
among record labels of using a popular 
unprotected format such as MP3 for the 
sale of music downloads. 

See PARTNERS, page 29 

Visual Voicemail 
Continued from page 26 

Using a fiberglass rod, Bob and his 
team wedged some metal in the connec-
tion, and the bolt head returned to normal 
color, while the temperature dropped sig-
nificantly. This allowed continued opera-
tion, at least for a few hours while the 
repairs were organized. 

Repairs were made after midnight, 
when all the power could be turned off. 
The damage was much more involved 

BROADCAST ELECTRONIC 
FM EXCITER -WIDEBAND 
MODEL F X-30 

Fig. 3: Clean those exciter fans. 

especially with experiences we can all 
relate to. Bob Hardie can be reached at 
bhardie@wtta.sbgnet.com. 

* * * 

In addition to writing equipment 
reviews and other stories for Radio World, 
Ty Ford provides audio production and 
voiceover services (see www.tyford.com). 

Ty is always on the lookout for unique 
products and services to help him operate 
more efficiently. He writes with a link for 
Mac users who have too much voicemail. 

SPARE LINE FL 
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than had been imagined. Repair was not 
as simple as removing the old bolt, replac-
ing the wires and tightening it back up. 
High heat melts things. 
Bob writes they now use the Fluke 

infrared laser probes at both studio and 
transmitter locations. In addition to mea-
suring electrical boxes and circuit break-
ers, they check cooling water pumps and 
even cooling fan motors. The diligence 
has paid off as many small problems have 
been detected before they could grow. 

Consider Bob's experience a big wake-
up call. Warmer weather is here, which 
will only make this kind of heating prob-
lem worse. Electricians and some insur-
ance companies offer an infrared camera 
scan. If you contract for this service and 
you're an AM station, include the phasor 
and coupling unit components. Loose coil 
clips, rollers or component tubing connec-
tions will also heat and drastically change 
operating parameters as the problem gets 
more severe, not to mention destroying 
components. 

Always good to hear from the TV folks, 

The site details an interesting piece of free 
software. Go to www.apple.com and enter 
CallWave Visual Voicemail in the search 
field. 

* * * 

Regarding Neil Swanson's story: 
At one time or another in our careers, 

we've all probably wished for a trans-
former with specs from DC to light; it still 
hasn't been invented. 

Although inserting an audio trans-
former in the composite line took care of 
isolating noise and hum, the frequencies 
of the composite signal are higher than an 
audio transformer can pass. 

John Bisset has worked as a chief engi-
neer and contract engineer for 38 years. 
He is the northeast regional sales manag-
er for Broadcast Electronics. Reach him at 
(571) 217-9386, or jbisset@bdcast.com. 
Faxed submissions can be sent to (603) 
472-4944. Submissions for this column 
are encouraged, and qualify for SBE 
recertification credit. di 
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Partners 
Continued from page 28 

Initial distribution would be paid for 
by the consumer, but subsequent redis-
tribution by that consumer would be 
uncontrolled — just like a ripped CD. 
This would allow universal playback of 
the downloaded content on any media 
player client and device, since MP3 is 
the lingua franca of the digital music 
world. Yes, each paid download could 
spawn an endless sequence of free 
copies, but this would be no worse than 
every CD purchase. ( In fact, some 
smaller digital music stores already 
operate this way, albeit with limited 
content selections today.) 

As the discussion continued, the idea 
of advertiser-supported digital music 
download sites came up, with the ad rev-
enue counterbalancing the potential lost 
revenue to record companies, and the 
ads being tolerated by consumers in 
return for the lack of DRM on such 
sites' content. Soon one could envision a 
viable new paradigm for digital music 
distribution, which might compete 
strongly with radio for both listeners 
and advertisers. 

Here was a way to turn the quasi-
partnership that record companies and 
radio stations begrudge to each other 
today into a full-fledged competition 
between them. A popular music down-
load site could therefore draw listeners 
and advertisers away from local radio 
stations, and provide music discovery 
plus purchase options at a single loca-
tion. The user is fairly captive while 
waiting for a song to download, so this 
provides an excellent opportunity to 
play an ad with reasonable expectations 
for its viewing and retention. 

Moreover, these sites could include 
radio streams — also with advertising, 
perhaps — to further expose listeners to 
new music that they might ultimately 
purchase. Interestingly, because these 
sites could be operated by the record 
labels themselves, they might be 
immune to the increased music licensing 

MARKET PLACE 

Patch Verx Has 

Templates for 

Jack Fields 
WireCAD offers Patch Verx, which 

allows engineers and systems design-
ers to create jack-field layouts and 
designation strips from pre-existing 
templates or make his or her own tem-
plates using a wizard. 

Patch Verx includes templates for 
common patch bays; it eliminates for-
matting of Word documents or Excel 
spreadsheets. It can be used as a 
standalone tool, or if you own and use 
WireCAD, Patch Verx will load auto-
matically as a plug-in. 
WireCAD VS is out this spring 

with new features. Its design tools are 
used to produce accurate, detailed sin-
gle-line drawings, rack layouts, cable 
labels, reverse engineering capabili-
ties and other reports. 

For information call the company 
in Idaho at (866) 273-5298 or visit 
www.wirecad.com. 

fees that regular Internet radio services 
may soon be subject to. 

Speaking of music Webcasting royal-
ties, it should also be noted that these 
increased fees would only apply to U.S. 
online radio services, not to those origi-
nating offshore. Yet U.S. Internet users 
could access those offshore streams as 
easily as domestically originated ones. 
Here again the music industry (in this 
case, via its proxy, the U.S. Copyright 
Office) may indirectly generate greater 
competition to U.S. radio stations by 
providing an advantage to foreign 
Webcasters. 

Odd couple 
So the combined effect of advertiser-

supported music distribution sites and 
increased Webcast royalties could con-
spire to turn listeners and advertisers 

away from U.S. radio operations — both 
on-air and online: 

Neither of these processes is set in 
stone, however. As I write, there is con-
siderable protest and the threat of litiga-
tion over the proposed Webcast royalties, 
so they may not stand. Meanwhile, major 
record companies that have flirted with 
the concept of MP3 distribution have not 
confirmed their plans, and some seem to 
have already decided against going in 
that direction. (Of course, advertiser-sup-
ported music download sites could still 
come to pass, even with DRM-protected 
content, but these are less likely to suc-
ceed against currently established players 
in that space.) 

Radio stations could also fight fire 
with fire by developing (or by working 
with third parties to establish) their own 
online music sales portals. A good 

3rofessional 3roac 

example of this already in operation is 
the WMMR Digital Music Store (and 
similar stores at other stations' Web 
sites), operated by Tunegenie. 

In any case, through a series of 
strange circumstances, the music indus-
try has recently become uniquely 
empowered to affect the future of U.S. 
radio. Just how the record and radio 
industries — and perhaps more impor-
tant, their customers — react will be 
pivotal to the outcome of this unusual 
arrangement, but it is nearly certain that 
many longstanding business relation-
ships will be forever changed in the 
process. 

Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of 
Radio World. 
Comment on this or any article in 

Radio World. Write a letter to the editor 
at radioworld@imaspub.com.• 
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Foti: 
by Paul McLane 

Quality Is Next Frontier 
Omnia Audio turns 10 this year. 
The company is actually older Audio 

processor manufacturer Cutting Edge 
Technologies began 19 years ago, found-
ed by Frank Foti, who was then chief 
engineer of WHTZ(FM) in New York In 
1992 it merged with Telos Systems and 
was later renamed Omnia, the label of its 
DSP-based audio processors. That's the 
anniversary the company observes this 
year 

Radio World spoke with founder and 
President Frank Foti. 

What are you noting this spring? 
Ten years ago was our first full-

fledged effort into a digital audio proces-
sor — NAB1997, when Omnia was first 
introduced. Over the last 10 years, doing 
some back-of-hand calculating, it has 
been the hottest-selling audio processor, 
bar none. 

Which models are you talking about 
and how do you know the competitive sit-
uation? 

The more high-level, Omnia-6 and the 
Omnia-fm. As we look at our sales — 
and we know what other companies are 
capable of doing, because they're public 
or what we hear from the dealer network 
— those products have outsold all others, 
in some cases 2-to-1 or 3-to- 1. 

Total, we've shipped between 7,500 
and 10,000 units. 

Why do you think you've succeeded in 
this market? 

I'll paraphrase Bill Clinton. I told 
myself, "It's the sound, stupid." The 
product, when properly used, sounds bet-
ter than anything else on the dial. 

How much more "blood" is left in the 
processing turnip? Quality wars might 
serve the broadcaster better than loud-

Engineering is in his blood: Frank Foti and his 1/8th-scale live steam engine, 
running at the Lake Shore Live Steamers Club track in Kirtland, Ohio. 
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ness wars as radio is forced to compete 
more with Web audio streams. 

Great question. Would the next Omnia 
make you 3 dB louder? No. The chal-
lenge, the next frontier has to be in the 
area of quality. 

Frank's always continuing to develop 
and scheming and thinking. I came in 
once after not having listened to the radio 
in a while. I listened to it fresh, asked 
myself: "What do you not like?" 

If we want to give conventional broad-
casters another step forward, the goal 
would be to maintain the same competi-
tive level — "loud," yes; but what can we 
do to maintain the perceived level in the 
ear and maintain quality? 

It comes down to audio processing 
magic that, once loaded into a targeted 
audio device, the audio level remains the 
same as what people are used to, but the 
audio quality goes up by one or two steps. 

The tools are out there to make any-
one's ears bleed with any host of devices; 
but how good can it sound? We have to 
use our computer power, DSP and cre-
ativity to improve the product. 

How low do you see bit rates falling 
for compression codecs in being able to 
sustain an acceptable "entertainment-
quality" level over the next 5 or 10 
years? 

Coded audio is in our lives, whether 
we like it or not. I chuckle when I see 
people make claims like, "My facility has 
nothing to do with coded audio." I beg /o 
differ with them. 

The tools are out 

there to make 

anyone's ears bleed 

with any host of 

devices; but how 

good can it sound? 

— Frank Foti 

We deal with bit rates that are going 
lower and lower almost monthly. How 
low can it go? I wish I could give you an 
answer. 
I remember in the early ' 90s when 

Telos was showing what could be done in 
stereo at 128 kbps with what became 
known as Layer III. To think that same 
type of quality is now available in stereo 
at bit rates of about half that! 

I'd be a fool to shut off whatever activ-
ity is out there in the minds of people 
who do codec work. The core of an HD 
stereo on AM is 32 kb and the audio 
quality is not that bad. That's really say-
ing something. 

Are all circuits in the new Omnias 
modeled in software first and then evalu-
ated in simulated or virtual hardware? 
Or is there still a place for "breadboard-
ing" with actual hardware, as designs 
are perfected before becoming real? 

If something runs on a computer and it 
works there and it's software, then target-
ing it to DSP and a piece of firmware, all 
things will basically run the same. 

In the early days of Omnia we had a 
circuit board with a couple of DSP cards 

See OMN1A, page 31 

See us at NAB Booth #N9608 
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Omnia 
Continued from page 30 

from the [Telos] Zephyr. Now we're able 
to model in simulation and in real time 
utilizing a computer, then basically take 
that model and turn it into executable 
code. The development process has 
changed quite a bit. 

In the early days, when we did have a 
digital development board, I had a solder-
ing iron on my workbench. I don't even 
have a soldering iron anymore. We build 
a development platform and then develop 
the software. 

Seventy-five to 80 percent of the work 
went into developing the platform, the 
hardware. Now 20-25 percent goes into 
that, the rest is all software. 
We live in a world where much of the 

marketplace wants dedicated hardware/ 
firmware, but others want it in the form 
of applications for Linux or Vista or oth-
er target platforms. 

What should we expect at NAB? 
We'll show Omnia.8X, which is eight 

individual stereo audio processors run-
ning on a dedicated software-based 
engine. The application is multicasting or 
networks. 

There are always developments in our 
core area of radio broadcasting, of coded 
audio. Our industry is pushing as strong 
as it can for HD Radio and multicasting 
to grow, and we've spent considerable 
time addressing that part of the market-
place. 

As a "hobby," if you will, we've been 
involved in supporting and promoting 
surround utilizing HD Radio. I see one 
more, if not two more, generations of 
audio processing with regard to conven-
tional AM and FM radio, and out of that 
we'll see more devices focused on over-
the-air fidelity. 

You've been vocal in the surround 
debate. What is your reaction to the 
recent report from the NRSC on broad-
casting surround via HD Radio? 
I think it was their way of showing the 

results of a year-and-a-half, two years of 
people getting on the phones every two 
weeks and debating the merits of their 
technology. 

You don't sound too impressed. 
I'm really not. I think what it came 

down to was no one wanted to stand up 
and say, "You know what? If you're 
gonna broadcast surround using HD 
Radio, you gotta do it carrying forward 
the best technology as possible." 

Stereo has always been carried for-
ward. When stereophonic recording came 
into being, if the sound deserved to be in 
the left channel, it stayed in the left, or 
the right, or mono. That was acceptable 

to the consumer. 
I find it difficult to believe that the 

whole listener experience doesn't care, if 
different material is coming out of five 
different channels that that's OK. I think 
that's a response that is convenient. 

They're passing along remanufactured 
technology from the 1970s, the old Quad 
sound, and a lot of effort isn't being giv-
en to honoring the original intent of the 
artists' material. 

Likewise, I have strong concerns that 
matrixed surround, when you try to pass 
it through the conventional FM stereo 
system, that the amount of degradation is 
considerably more than people on the 
NRSC are willing to admit. 
Now some will say Frank Foti has a 

vested interest. Yes, we've known the 
people at Fraunhofer longer than anyone 
in the United States. But we wanted to do 

what was best for radio, that's why we 
got behind the MPEG surround system. 

[The report] was a way that a group of 
people could publish something. How 
much it'll educate the market place I 
don't know. 
I contributed to it, actually. My contri-

bution was cut and pasted from numerous 
papers I've done at NAB. I still carry a 
fairly strong opinion. I only hope broad-
casters — if they choose to adopt the 
technology to get the "wow factor," that 
they're giving the best experience for 
their listeners. 

Is surround happening at all? 
The average person is saying no, it's 

dead. But Donald Fagen got the Grammy 
for the best 5.1 CD audio disk for 
"Morph the Cat," and the "Love" album, 
the surround form of it, has sold. Even 

some surround critics have said, "This 
may make me rethink the whole thing." 

There's still too much confusion for 
the consumer. It's not good enough yet to 
be more mainstream. But if we want to 
see radio have as strong a chance as any 
to be a viable medium, someone needs to 
get behind these ideas and give them the 
push they deserve. 

Thoughts on Omnia turning 10? 
The biggest is more personal and one 

of gratitude. In 1988 I had a crazy idea 
and in a fit of total insanity I went into 
business. I have many people to be grate-
ful towards, one of which is my partner 
Steve Church. We put our heads together 
in 1992. Frank Foti is the guy who was 
hoping people would take a chance on 
his stuff; and he is very humble and 
grateful that they did.. 

The cash-machine formerly known as 
RevenueSuite returns to the airwaves as 

Google AdSense for Audio. 

RevenueSuite, a source of additional income for radio stations, promises to be 
even more so in this incarnation as AdSense for Audio, thanks to the power 
of Google technology. And when you combine that with the industry's most 
innovative station automation products— SS32 and Maestre — you'll understand 
why hundreds of stations in markets of every size are starting to talk about the 
future of radio stations with renewed optimism. 

At Google, our commitment is strong and clear and unchanging: we're here to 
help you run your station more efficiently and profitably than ever before. 
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Contact Chuck Maines at Broadcast Depot to get your next quote 

MILE STONES 

Child of the Sixties: CCA AM-1000D 
Bue Fitch Continues His Reminiscences 

About 1 kW Transmitters in Radio's Past 

by Charles S. Fitch 

In the foothills of the Rockies are high 
desert regions so vast that, even when 
viewed from 35,000 feet, they sweep 
from horizon to horizon. On a recent air-
line flight I was surprised to see in the 
rolling desolation below a ribbon of two-
lane blacktop tracing its way to a tiny 
hamlet. The blacktop entered this 
Xanadu-like berg and ran until the paved 
route abruptly ended. 

The unimproved road continued some 
distance beyond until it terminated at a 
communication site with one tower. As the 
plane flew on, I discerned the classic sev-
en orange and white bands of a typical 
short AM stick. In this isolated setting, the 
station most likely was a Class IV (now 
Class C) 1,000-watt full-timer on one of 
the local channels. 

Physically remote even today, this com-
munity must have seemed even more iso-
lated before satellite, Internet and the oth-
er instant communications streams we 
now enjoy. 
I reflected that this little station at one 

time must have been almost the center of 

its community, a source of news and enter-
tainment and possibly the only commer-
cial advertising vehicle. It combined the 
roles of local paper, radio station, public 
ledger and town crier. 

CCA 
Most such 1 kW stations possessed but 

a single transmitter. In recent Milestone 
columns we've been reviewing the ubiqui-

KVIV staff member Jesus Cruz 
in front of the CCA AM - 1000D 
main (and only) transmitter, still 

on the air in El Paso. 
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Auxiliary transmitter at VVNEZ(AM), 
1480 kHz in Windsor, Conn. 
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tous, classic units of the tube age that 
worked so well for so long in such set-
tings. ( See our Milestones archive, 
radioworld.com.) 
One manufacturer, Communications 

Corporation of America, brought its AM-
1000D 1 kW to market in 1967. Like the 
Bauer 707 covered in Radio World last 
summer, its power tubes were 4-400 
tetrodes. It was built like the proverbial 
tank, with a large, 7- 1/2-square-foot foot-
print, compared to the more modest 6 
square feet of the Bauer and Gates. 

The CCA had a separate interior enclo-
sure for just the RF output components. 
All of these rigs had essentially "pi" out-
puts networks. However, this one used 
adjustable coils — viewed by some as slug 
tuning — to tune the RF output circuit as 
opposed to capacitors found in most com-
petitive rigs of the period. 

This precipitated a unique feature and 
circumstance, a coil "turn counter" that 
was part of the adjustment handle assem-
bly. Two of these adorned the front and 
often were set to zero once the optimal 
tuning had been achieved. This setting 
made it easy to observe out-of-normal 
operation and to return to the original set-
ting when need be. 

The rigs had a choice of two crystals 
with switch selection. The Bauer and 
Gates normally used crystals without 
heaters. Some CCAs did, some didn't; 
this probably was a function of customer 
preference. 
An interesting side note is that as long as 

there has been an AM frequency stability 
standard, it has been 20 Hz (or just 20 
cycles, in the Dark Ages). Why? Because 
an error of 20 Hz or less is below audible as 
far as carrier beat is concerned. If you hear 
a "growl" or whistle on an AM channel, the 
carrier difference is way more than 20 Hz. 
Many worried if the crystals weren't heated 
that the "rocks" would not be able to reli-
ably maintain that +/- 20 Hz spec. 

Like the Bauer 707, the CCA utilized a 
Superior Electric Stabiline constant volt-

age regulator. This unit stepped down 
from 240 to 120 volts for input voltage to 
the filaments, the bias and low-voltage 
supplies. Three-percent regulation was 
achieved under severe input line voltage 
variations. Especially valuable was the 
stability of the power tube filament volt-
age. This feature extended the life of these 
bottles considerably. 

Foibles 
More modern regulation techniques 

have replaced these units in present design 
applications. 
The industry vision is that constant 

voltage, or ferroresonant, transformers are 
designed to have the core magnetically 
saturate at a particular voltage and fre-
quency. As the transformer saturates, the 
output is limited to a relatively constant 
voltage. Because of the nonlinear nature 
of a saturating transformer, resonating 
components are added to prevent the out-
put voltage from becoming too distorted. 

These units typically regulate the volt-
age to within 3 to 5 percent. However they 
have high impedance; they are noisy, inef-
ficient and sensitive to frequency changes 
as compared to more modern alternatives. 
My view is that many transmitter 

designers know a lot about electronics but 
little about electricity. In the CCA — and 
many contemporary units — we see 
another example of this. 

The return path for all the 120 V con-
trol logic is through the frame of the rig. 
In other words, ground and neutral are the 
same; but as we know, they are not. Many 
a transmitter of this vintage has had to be 
rewired with a separate neutral return for 
the affected circuits to make it code-com-
pliant in present tense. 

Although these 1000Ds had their own 
foibles (like wires falling out of crimp con-
nectors), they ran well and many still do. 
One bug-a-boo was the drive sensor 

that would not put bias on the final tubes 
until the RF drive level was high enough. 
This drive sense circuit essentially was an 
RF path to ground through a relay coil and 
some current limiting, metering and load 
resistors. This was a sensible safety device 
that saved a lot of power tubes; but it kept 
many rigs off the air at the worst possible 
times when components in the sense path 
opened or failed. 
I encountered a unit that had run for 

years in a damp pumphouse sitting next to a 
well. About 1,000 feet of coax ran the out-
put up to a tower at the top of the hill (thank 
goodness for direct power measurement). 

Another encounter was a "D" in a 
pathetic shed sharing its space with a bevy 
of mice and bugs. The pest control spray 
was so thick on everything that it actually 
changed the tuning in the transmitter and 
ATU. 

The 1 kW rigs of this era made charac-
teristic sounds; the Collins had multiple 
blowers, so it produced a sort of barber-
shop harmony sound. The CCA "D" had 
one big blower in the bottom of these 
dense rigs. Its sound was mainly the swish 
of much air moving. 

Talking of sound: Do tube transmitters 
sound better? In this age of NRSC roll-off 
and now the HD AM 5 kHz roll-off, it's 
hard to tell. 

In the past, flat AM transmitters were 
those that reproduce audio to 100 percent 
modulation, +/-2 dB, from below 50 Hz to 
above 10 kHz, where the speakers start to 
roll off on the mod monitor. When 
A/Wing between two such rigs it would 
be hard to tell from response which one 

See CCA page 33 
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Able to leap tall buildings? 

No distance or line- of-
sight restriction makes 

Starlink SL9003T1 the 
ideal choice for STUTSL 
and intercity links. 

Starlink T1's 

bidirectional high capacity 
significantly reduces 
communications costs 

compared to discrete audio, 
telephone and data circuits. 

And Starlink's 

uncompressed digital 
audio will stand out 
above your competition. 

STL over any distance or terrain... 
...Moseley Starlink Ti 

See Us at NAB Booth # N7711 

Call the digital SIL experts today. 

Dave Chancey 805.968.9621 

Bill Gould 978.373.6303 
www.moseleysb.com 

• HD RadioTM and Multicasting 

• Transmitter remote control 

• RBDS data 

• Telephone extension 

• IP-based equipment control 

• ' Internet and e-mail connection 

Moseley 
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A
s a radio technology manager or buyer, you do the above _ 
and more — all year long; but you only have a few days to cram 

in a great deal of research about it while you're at NAB2007. 
Our Product Preview Guide is intended to help you "open the NAB pack-

age" and get the most from your time on the exhibit floor. Put us in your 
briefcase and take us to Las Vegas. 
This advertising supplement to Radio World includes the following pack-

ing list of features: 

• Product Previews from industry-leading vendors who provide an 
advance look at their offerings including IP audio codecs and products; 
smarter and more powerful transmitters and RF products; metadata and new 
media management solutions; digital studios, talk show gear and furniture; 

studio problem-solvers; new air processors; surround sound; alert and mes-
saging products; documentation; and more. 
• Contacts and booth information for each supplier. 
• A color-coded map of the Radio/Audio Hall, even more important this 

year with a new location and layout in the Las Vegas Convention Center. 
Colors on each profile page correspond to sections of that map. 

Unpack the most information you can from your NAB experience. Bring 
the Product Preview Guide with you. 
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AEQ  

IP Audio Codecs and More. 

Phoenix IP Audio Codec and 
COURSE Multi-Codec 

The PHOENIX is an IP audio codee 
that has two .slots for inserting optional 
communication modules. Initially 
POTS will be the first available module, 
but ISDN, X21, V35 and GSM are com-
ing soon. Indeed the modular approach 
of the PHOENIX means 
that future modules can be 
easily developed depending 
upon market preferences. 
The PHOENIX is avail-

able in two formats: 
• PHOENIX MOBILE for 

portable use, with a digital mixer 
with four analog inputs, internal Li-
Ion battery and 12V DC power sup-
ply/charger 
PHOENIX STUDIO, Standard 1U 
rackmounted case with stereo ana-
og and digital inputs and outputs 

universal power supply (90-
C) 

*AEQ 
4121 SW 47 Ave, Ste. 1303 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314 

Telephone: 954-581-7999 

Toll Free: 800-728-0536 

sales@aeqbroadeast.com 

www.aeqbroadcast.com Lt NAB2007 Booth N6326 
Color-laved map pages 16 & 17 
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The PHOENIX can simultaneously 
provide a backup (or coordination) 
channel utilizing the optional communi-
cation modules. 

Incorporating the most popular 
encoding modes to ensure the ffiteroper-
ability with other' manufacturers' equip-

ment, the PHOENIX also incorporates 
other pmpietary encoding modes such 
as AEQ LD Extend, AEQ POTS and the 
AEQ telephone hybrid with frequency 
extension. 

In addition, where many communica-
tions circuits need to be terminated in 
one location, AEQ has developed new 
boards for the software-controlled, rack-
mounted COURSE multi-codee, that 
now not only communicates 
using ISDN and X21/V35, 
but now with IP and tele-
phone hybrid connections. 

AEQ Bravo Analog 
Audio Mixerfor 
Radio Broadcasting 

Designed to work 24x7 
and at an affordable price 
suitable for small and medi-
um-sized radio stations. A 
stereo console with two pro-
gram busses, four midline chan-
nels, eight dual stereo line inputs, 

dual telephone channel with integrated 
telephone hybrids, CUE bus with inte-
gral loudspeakers and headphone out-
puts and an amplified monitor output. 
With its compact and robust design, 
the BRAVO is everything you need to 
make radio and more. 

Other Interesting Products 
Launched in 2006: 

n ARENA Digital Console 
for Radio and TV 

• PAW 120 Digital Field 
Recorder 

n LIVE and ARROW 
series, for Outside 
Broadcasts and remote 
links via VHF and UHF 

n LISTENER 8 Channel Multiple 
AM/FM Radio Receiver for record-
ing and monitoring. 

We Also Introduce: 

• Portable and rackmounted audio 
codecs for ISDN AEQ Eagle, AEQ 
TLE-02 D, AEQ Swing and AEQ 
MPAC-02, digital telephone hybrid 
AEQ TH 02 
Digital audio routers AEQ BC 2000 
D and AEQ IMPACT 
ON AIR analog consoles AEQ 
BC 300, AEQ BC 500 and AEQ 
BC 2500 

Radio World NAB Product Preview 4 April 11, 2007 



Atidb 
APT 

IP STLs and IP Options for HD Radio. 

APT's WorldNet and WorldCast 
audio codecs offer . professional, reli-
able and cost-effective broadcast solu-
tions for studio transmitter links, stu-
dio networking and remotes. At the 
forefront of high-quality audio deliv-
ery, APT codecs enable the transport of 
AM, FM, HD Radio and multiple chan-
nel content over IP, Tl/E1, Leased 
Line, Satellite, Microwave and ISDN 
networks worldwide. 

IP STLs for Mission-Critical 
Applications 

At NAB2007, APT will unveil the 
new WorldCast range of Audio 
Codecs, specifically designed to deliv-
er optimum audio performance and 

reliability over IP networks. At the 
heart of the new range is the new 
WorldCast Eclipse, which offers a pro-
fessional platform for 24/7/365 mis-
sion-critical audio delivery. The 
WorldCast Eclipse offers Ethernet, 
X.21/V.35 and ISDN interfaces provid-
ing access to a wide range of networks 
and a selection of major coding algo-
rithms such as Standard and Enhanced 
apt-X, MPEG 1/2 Layer Il/Ill, MPEG 4 
AAC, G.711 and G.722. 

All products in the WorldCast codec 
range have been designed to deliver 
optimum audio performance and relia-

bility over IP and there are several key 
features that enable them to achieve 
this: 
• Support for SIP and SDP protocols 

enabling easy connection to all 
compliant IP codecs 

• Designed around a DSP-based 
architecture avoiding the instabil-
ity associated with PC-based 
hardware 

• Supplied with Enhanced 16 & 24-
bit apt-X® algorithms offering 
exceptionally low latency and 
exceptional acoustic properties 

• Supplied with intuitive and 
sophisticated Codec Management 
System (CMS) Software offering 
extensive remote control and config-

uration capabilities 
over multiple units 
throughout a network 
Other IP audio 

codecs making their 
NAB debut are the 
WorldCast Horizon 
offering broadcast-
grade audio quality 
over IP and the 
WorldCast Meridian, 
a multi-algorithm 
audio codec with both 
IP and X.21/V.35 
interfaces. 

New IP.Options for HD Radio 

APT will also be highlighting sever-
al new features on the WorldNet Oslo, 
their flagship product for HD Radio 
and multiple channel STL applica-
tions. A new dual port IP card will 
open up a wealth of options to the 
broadcaster enabling greater flexibility, 
security and control. The audio capa-
bilities have also been greatly expand-
ed with the ability to send uncom-
pressed linear audio for pure PCIVI 
quality, to compress the audio using 
MPEG 1/2 Layer II or to utilize com-

panding techniques . such as J.57 and 
J.41. These capabilities supplement the 
core Enhanced apt-X coding technolo-
gy which offers cascade-resilient, near-
lossless audio quality with under 2ms 
delay. 

New Coding Technology for 
Live Performance 

Also at NAB, APT will introduce 
their new coding technology apt-X 
Live® to U.S. broadcasters. 
APT's current compression algo-

rithms, Standard and Enhanced apt-X 
are highly acclaimed throughout the 
broadcast market and are regarded as 
the de facto standard for high-quality 
audio delivery. Now, with apt-X Live, 
APT can deliver compression of up to 
8:1 while retaining the same excep-
tional acoustics and exceptionally lie 
delay synonymous with the 
brand. 

890 Winter Winter St., Ste. 215 

Waltham, MA 02451 

Telephone: 781-810-2260-

Toll Free: 800-955-APTX 

sales@aptx.corn 

www.aptx.com 

NAB2007 Booth N4218 
coh”--kcyra map: pages 16 & 17 
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Axia Audio 

The Fastest-Growing Brand in Broadcasting. 

With over 500 studios now on the air 
using Axia IP-Audio networking tech-
nology Axia Audio has become the 
fastest-growing brand in broadcasting. 
With Axia broadcasters can build 

audio networks and muting svvitcher 
applications using standard Ethernet 
to connect a few rooms or an entire 
facility, reducing much of the cost 
associated with wiring labor 
and infrastruCture. An 
Am audio network 
can carry hun-
dreds of digital 
stereo (or 
nearly a 
hundred sur-
round) audio chan-
nels over a standard CAT-6 
cable — over 10,000 streams per 

em! 
cause IP-Audio networks are 

mod and scalable, broadcasters 
have lo lots of ways to use them. 

2101 Superior Avenue 

Cleveland, OH 44114 

Telephone: 216-241-7225 

inquiry@axiaaudio.com 

; www.AxiaAudio.com 

NAB2007 Booth N7726 
r olor keyed map: pages 1 e, & 17 
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The Axia sysieni includes a family of 
"audio nodes" that allow easy interfac-
ing to digital, analog and microphone 
audio. Just place Axia Audio Nodes 
next to your 'audio equipment and it's 
on the network. Use CAT-6 cable to 
connect any studio device to any other, 
anywhere in your broadcast plant — 
across the hall, across the building, via 
fiber or Ethernet radio, even across 
campus, And Axia IP-Audio networks 
use LivewireTM for audio and logic 
connection — a standard that's been 
adopted by broadcast equipment man-
ufacturers, such as AudioScience, 
Radio Systems, lelos, IDC, Prophet 
Systems. Omnia, 25-Seven Systems, 
ENCO and others. 

Axia's modular ElemcntTM broadcast 
console offers a wide range of module 
choices and frame sizes. Element is 
scalable from two to 40 faders in single 
or split-frame configurations, so you 
can order the ideal surface for every stu-
dio, whether on-air or production. 
Element's abundant outputs and flexi-

hie architecture can be s‘\ itched 
between stereo and surround mixing, 
and its info-rich user display built-in 
router control, and integrated phone 
and codec support simplify the most 

complex shows. 
Clients love their 
Axia networks. 

\\ t h 
our Axia system, 

we can quickly change the 
routing, enabling all of the talent 

to hear one another, hear the right 
mix minus, be able to take phone 
calls, and have the correct mixes to 
callers,' says Mike Elliott, general 
manager of Husker Sports Network. 
"The ease of use is terrific ... Axia's 
networked audio system solves a lot of 
common audio headaches." 
According to Terence Dupuis, chief of 

broadcast operations at the University 
of Missouri, St. Louis, "Axia represents 
great value. Constructing the entire sys-
tem with standard Ethernet cable is a 
huge cost savings compared to conven-
tional wiring. Ethernet is already the 
most common method of transferring 
digital audio in a broadcast environ-
ment, so it makes perfect sense to run 
the entire system this way" 
And Blake Thompson, producer of 

the syndicated -Dave Ramsey Show," 
says, "Our Element console was easy 
to learn and Dave loves the look of it. 
He's happy that it makes things easier 
on his team in the control room. I 
would highly encourage those consid-
ering a studio upgrade to talk with the 
Axia team." 
See Axia in action at the NAB in 

Las Vegas, Booth N7726 or visit 
www.AxiaAudio.com. 

• 
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4-00 
>5.fe studios already? 

Time flies when you're having fun! 

4-00 
Hard to believe, but we passed the >ID studio mark recently. 

We're told that it's a major milestone, but we prefer to call it 

a good start. 

In fact, our clients have made Axia the fastest growing con-

sole company in radio. To you, we say "thanks" for your trust 

and enthusiasm. And to those of you who aren't yet clients: 

we're ready when you are. 

Okay, back to work now. (Consoles don't build themselves, 

you know.) 

e 
wwwAxisAudio.om 
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Conirex 

ACCESS Portable: Small, Compact and Powerful Stereo 
BRIC/IP/POTS Audio Codec. 

Broadcasters have long dreamed of 
complete flexibility and ultimate mobili-

ty for remote broadcasts without 
. having to lug around 

unwieldy 

racks of gear or clumsy setups too diffi-
cult to configure in the field. ACCESS 
PORTABLE delivers in a sleek, compact, 
handheld unit capable of sending 
mono,stereo or dual mono audio over 
POTS, DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi. 3G cellular 

DO/UMTS), satellite — plus some 
es you may not have even heard of. 

SS PORTABLE was designed for 
connections in the field via 

19 Pine Rd. 

Devens, MA 01434 

Telephone: 978-784-1776 

Toll rec: 800-237-1776 

info@comrex.com 

w ww.comrex.com 

' NAB2007 Booth N5726 
Ceilor-hnid map- rages 1(,& I. 

a wide variety of data connections 
regardless of whether in the hands of 
anon-technical" personnel or seasoned 
remote "road warriors." Complete with 
a seven-hour Lithium-Ion battery 
with built-in charger and combined with 
an integrated CardBus slot for wireless 

IP cards and modems, ACCESS 
PORTABLE will allow you to con-
nect from virtually anywhere! Your 
remotes will never be the same. 
ACCESS will work on a wide 

variety of wired and wireless data cir-
cuits, including: 
• Cable, DSL and POTS 
• Wireless Networks-802.11b (Wi-

Fi), WiMax 

• 3G cellular Data Networks — 
EVDO,UMTS 

• Satellite terminals 
to Public Internet — Uses revolut-

ionary BRIC Technology, designed 
to overcome the innate unreliability 
of the public Internet 

ACCESS is also a full- featured - 
POTS codec: 
• Use ACCESS to make a POTS-to-
POTS connection. Dial up a 
Comrex POTS codec (including 
Matrix, Vector or BlueBox). 

• You can deliver 15 kHz Stereo on a 

single POTS line when connecting 
to another ACCESS. 

Features and Benefits 

• Uses BRIC technology to deliver 
broadcast audio over the public 
Internet 

• User interface via integrated LCD 
touch screen for display menus and 
metering 

or Web browser included for connec-
tion to Wi-Fi access points that 
require log-in 

• Built-in Ethernet port 
• Built-in rechargeable battery 

supplies 7 hours of talk-time (5 
hours with mixer) 

• Connection to a wide range of 
data networks via integral 
Cardbus slot including: 
• Modem Connections 
• 3G Cellular Links 
• Wi-Fi or Wi-Max Access cards 

• ACCESS Portable includes a 
CardBus-style 802.11b Wi-Fi Card 
and 56k POTS modem card 

• Ethernet port acts as Internet shar-
ing device, allowing use of laptops 
on circuits utilizing Cardbus cards 

• Backward compatibility to Cornrex 
POTS codees 

• Optional MPEG 4/AAC algorithms 
available for extremely high-quality 
audio. 
Optional Mixer provides up to six 
Mono inputs/headphone outputs as 
well as stereo inputs when connect-
ed to ACCESS Portable 
Optional custom cases are available 
to protect your ACCESS Portable 
frbm the rigors of the road 

Get the full story by visiting us at 
www.comrex.com. 
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nternet remotes... 
there's been talk. 

n Live from 37,000 Feet— 
No kidding—Live Broadcas1 
from a Lufthansa flight! 

... successfully aired his three hour talk show 
from a commercial airplane [using ACCEEl at 
37,000 feet on o regularly scheduled flight be-

tween Frankfurt, Germany and New York, US. 

Peter Greenberg—Host of the syndicated rodi. 

pmgrom Travel Today 

For the complete story visit 
eittp:i.rernotebroodcos-ts.blogspot. corn 

See Us at NAB Booth # N5726 

4 ,..t...CCSS 

n Radio Free Asia—Live 
from the Himalayas 

"The results [with ACC ESS] were especially 
reliable considering that Dhcramsara has one 
of most "probfematic" Internet infra: tructures 

that we have come across." - - David Baden 
Chief Technolcgy Officer adio Free Asia 

For the complete story •tsrt 
http 'rrnimehr.nevirerçt"; hirnTet corn 

Ski Mountain Remote 

This picture, really demnstrates what ACCESS 
is about. This product truly has the abiiity to cut 
the wires. 

For the c on iplet, :ton 
rt moirbrrxikc, c•lory,pelt 

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info(comrex.corn 
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel 978-784-17-76 • Fax: 978-784-1717 

JAMN 94.5—Walk for 
Hunger 

"ACCESS was used on the air exclusively for 
1,MN94.5 at this one. It wics al over EVDO with 
a tremendausamount of active cell phones in 

the area. The ACCESS was connected to the 
Vetrizon wire le.s 13-oadband... 

the Cn 
tp fC,1,,,t, bkX:5pCi 

Put Cornrex On The Line. 
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fltreirb Ube-1d, 
Crown Broadcast 

The Best Just Got Better. 

25166 Leer Drive 

Elkhart, IN 46514 

1. Telephone: 574-262-8900 

' Toll Free: 866-262-8919 

kkoselke@irecl.com 

www.crownbrOadcast.com 

NAB2007 Booth N6906 
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Reliable, robust, easy to use, excel-
lent sales and service support, 3-Year 
Warranty; these are just some of the 
remarks we hear regarding our prod-
uct from our customers. 
We also have heard that our low-

power products do not have: front-
panel frequency agility. ability to mon-
itor SWR via remote control; and no 
way to control output power with the 
remote. The customers have spoken 
and we have listened; so we are happy 
to introduce the latest enhancements 
to the Crown product line. 

At the Show 

As of NAB2007, all Crown Broadcast 
low-power transmitters and exciters 
will have the .following enhancements: 
front-panel frequency agility out to 10 
kHz resolution and the ability to mon-
itor SWR and raise and lower power 
via remote control. 
We have heard one other thing from 

the field, and that was customers who 
had to purchase one size bigger trans-
mitter than they really needed in order 
to compensate for line loss and other 
factors. As. of NAB and in addition to 
the enhancements above, three of our 
products have been upsized to help the 
end user compensate for any loss they 
will have in their transmission chain. 
The FM100 will now be the FM150, 

the FM250 will now be the FM300 and 
the FM500 will become the FM600. 
This gives a power upgrade to 150 
watts, 300 watts and 600 watts respec-
tively. As with the above upgrades, the 
power upgrade will be available at NO 
additional cost to the end user. 
Owners of current Crown Broadcast 

transmitters also can benefit from 
these upgrades through our exclusive 
transmitter renewal plan. The unit(s) 
can be sent to us where all worn or 
consumable parts will be changed and 
all new components will be installed. 
If requested, the unit will also have all 
the new features up to and including 
the increased power output. These 
renewed units will have a 2-year war-
ranty.and will also sport all new color 
front panels taken from our line of All 
Hazards Weather Radio transmitters. 
Crown will 'also be happy to show 

our new HD Translator product at 
NAB2007. This new product is a col-
laborative effort between Crown 
Broadcast and Fanfare Electronics and 
will be able to pass the entire FM enve-
lope without demodulation, thereby 
allowing broadcasters to use transla-
tors for HD without the 1BOC license 
or HD signal generator. We look for-
ward to customer feedback at the show 
on these and any future upgrades that 
would be of help to the broadcaster. 

• 
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D.A.V.I.D. Systems 

Moving Media Across Multiple Platforms. 

Under the theme "D.A.V.I.D. 
Moves Media," D.A.V.I.D.'s booth 
at NAB2007 will showcase how 
the company is helping broadcast 
organizations leverage their estab-
lished brands and infrastructure 
to provide content to new distri-
bution channels. By partnering 
with one of the world's most dom-
inant content management and 
digital media 'delivery system 
providers, many of broadcasting's 
most prominent organizations 
rely on D.A.V.I.D. to manage the 
creation, distribution and coordi-
nation of content for on-air play-
out, Web sites, HD Radio, pod-
casting, streaming, RBDS, mobile 
phones, surround sound receivers and 
other new media platforms. 
Examples of what D.A.V.I.D. will show 

at NAB2007 include: 
Video for Radio: Suitable for such 
media as HD Radio, Web sites and 
mobile phones, video content can 
now be ingested, edited, scheduled 
and played out to complement 
audio broadcasts. 
Web Site Content Coordination: 
Playlists, news stories and archived 
content that comprise the air prod-
uct can automatically be presented 
and accessed through the station's 
Web site. 
Simplified Podcasting: Podcasts 
can be created automatically from a 
regular program or with just one 

•-
0111110,! 0 C19, 1 n.1 .1 . 

click on a finished production. 
Remote Access to the Database: 
Any standard Web browser can be 
used to provide a bidirectional 
interface to the station's database, 
making receiving contributions 
from repOrters and other remote 
personnel as simple as surfing the 
Internet. 
Video and Audio Convergence: 
The mult4media landscape can all 
be managed through one system 
with powerful editors and compre-
hensive content management. 
Surround Sound: D.A.V1.D. is pio-
neering surround sound technology 
standards, storage and playout in 
the broadcast world. 
Extensive Metadata Storage for 
RBDS, HD Radio, Web sites, 
Internal Searches, etc.: Compliant 
with the Program Associated Data 
(PAD) and Program Service Data 

(PSI)) standards, hundreds of 
Metadata fields provide an out-
standing resource to operators and 
listeners alike. 
For years, D.A.V.I.D. has provia-

ed massive Metadata and mixed 
media support for the services that 
DAB has afforded its customers in 
Europe. The DigaSystem stores 

e•••• 

audio, video, graphics and 
text with hundreds of cus-
tomizable Metadata fields, 
vastly improving the asset 
value of the content. As sim-
ilar content demands are 
becoming increasingly com-
mon in North America, 
D.A.V.I.D. is uniquely posi-
tioned to actualize the full 
potential that HD Radio and 
Internet distribution chan-
nels represent in the United 
States and Canada. 

Using open architecture, 
modular applications, standard 

databases and non-proprietary hard-
ware, D.A.V.1.D.'s solutions are scalable 
and integrate with third-party applica-
tions that are already in use. D.A.V.I.D. 
customizes the DigaSystem to fit indivií 
ual workflows and organizational s 
ty needs making tailóring the s 
needs change effortless. 

1655 N. Fort Myer Dr., Ste. 700 

Arlington, VA 22209 

Toll Free: 888-374-3040 - 

Fax: 888-620-3267 

i n fo@DAVIDSys terns . us 

www. DAV1DSystems. us 

T 
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Electrosys 

The Latest Arrivals in the 
Electrosys Family. 

o.. 

Electrosys renews its participation at 
the NAB show in Las Vegas, the most 
important international event in the 
world of broadcasting. 
At this year's convention, the Orvieto-

based company is presenting a group of 
products for those segments of the mar-
ket where it has a consolidated position 
(medium- to high-power liquid-cooled 
analog-digital television transmitters, 
machines with 1.0.T., compact medium-
to-high power FM units), together with 
a series of solutions for the mobile com-
munication market that already have 
been favourably received: MEX DVB-H 
chain, encapsulators, encoders. • 
The convention is also an opportunity 

for Electrosys to present a series of new 
special units linked to projects for the 
development of recently acquired market 

ems, such as the new FM digital 
lator, transmodulator and GAP-

in view of the strong pres-

località Sferracavallo, 19/A 

05010 - Orvieto (TR) - Italy 

Telephone: +39-0763-3361 

electrosys@electrosys.it 

www.electrosys.it 

;- NAB2007 Booth C3331 

ence Electrosys 
has in the South 
American mar-
ket, focus is 
placed on the 
newest products, 
including the 
new FM digital 
modulator, the 
GAP-Fillers and 
the MEX modu-
lator (analog-
digital dual cast) in high-power machin-
ery, products that are in particular 
demand by broadcasting operators in 
Latin America. 
The convention also provides 

Electrosys an opportunity to present the 
technology of its new UHF air modules 
(W6-210A, 6 pallet-high power stage), 
the liquid cooled III band amplifier mod-
ules (W3-215L), the vertical FM mod-
ules as well as its I band modules. 
You can visit the Orvieto-based com-

pany at NAB it &Kith #C3331. 

About Electrosys 
Electrosys was born in 1961 as helm 

and. is a company belonging to the 
Italian EMICOM Group. For over 40 
years Electrosys has designed, developed 

f 

and manufactured a wide range of equip-
ment and systems for analog and digital 
radio and television broadcasting, as well 
as for space and scientific applications, 
for physics and innovative solutions for 
fixed network and mobile telecommuni-
cations operators. 

Electrosys is a market leader and a 
familiar, reliable worldwide manufacturer, 
with more than 15,000 broadcasting and 
telecommunication systems installations 
in more than 130 countries all over the 
world., Through its Research & 
Development Department, day by day 
Electrosys introduces innovation into the 
broadcasting and telecommunication 
world, by confirming its excellence in 
product and service quality in the contin-
uous market and technology evolution. 
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Global Security Systems 

Personal Alerts and New FM Revenue Streams. 

((( ))) 

ALERT FM 
Powered by GSSNet 

ALERT FM 

Global Security Systems (GSS) has 
developed a personal alert and messaging 
system called ALERT FM that enables 
emergency man-
agment officials 
to create and 
send digital 
alert messages, 
including tor-
nado warn-
ings, home-
land security 
notices, hurricane evacuation instruc-
tions and Amber alerts, to first respon-
ders, school officials or citizens based on 
geographic or organizational groupings. 
n ALERT FM messages are delivered 

via GSSNet, our digital network of 
existing FM transmitters around the 
United States, to multiple receiving 
devices. 

n Overlapping signals from different 
FM stations help to ensure that there 
is always a signal that can be 
received even when other communi-

cations systems are disrupted. 
n This targeted alert and messaging 
system sends mass or personalized 
alerts about an emergency situation 
to ALERT FM receivers or any device 

equipped with a standard FM receiv-
er chip, such as cell phones, iPods, 
smoke detectors, home alarm sys-
tems, or clocks — truly making alert 
messaging accessible to every house-
hold nationwide. . 

• ALERT FM is the most cost-effective 
and efficient alert messaging system, 
capable of reaching 200 million 
households with a single message in 
mere seconds. 

n Emergency management officials 
control the message content and are 
able to send alert messages before, 
during and after the emergency. 

• ALERT FM can target geographic 
areas like a zip code, county or 
entire state. 

REAL FM 

Global Security Systems has devel-
oped an exciking new revenue stream 
for FM broadcasters called REAL'FM, 
a platform that allows broadcasters 
to publish radio. content synchronized 
with their existing FM broadcasts to 
multiple receiving devices, including 
REAL FM receivers or any device 
equipped with a FM receiver chip, 
such as cell phones, iPods or other 
PDAs. 
n REAL FM content blast can be syn-

chronized with existing radio spots. 
n REAL FM advertisements are deliv-
• ered via GSSNet, our digital network 
of existing FM transmitters around 
the United States. 

n REAL FM provides a rich informa-
tion channel to dramatically enhance 
the FM broadcast experience. 

n REAL FM provides value-added 
services and real-time interactivity. 

n REAL FM content can be easily 
updated and changed. 

n REAL FM uses existing • RDS 
infrastructure. 

• Provides new revenue stream 
for FM broadcasters at point of 
service. 

n Listeners will be 
able to see infor-
mation on the song 
and artist cur-
rently playing 
on the radio, 
buy the ring 
tone of the 
song currently 
playing, and 
immediately 
download 
song to 
device. 

aj;DzDwietalizy 

308 E. Pearl St., Ste. 202 

Jackson, MS 39201 

Telephone: 601-7094240 

Toll Free: 1-866-869-5180 

i nfo@gssnet. us 

www.gssnet.us 
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Harris 
Highlighting Digital Radio 
Broadcast Studio Workflow. 

Harris Corp. will demonstrate a full 
complement of networked digital 
radio broadcast studio systems, 
consoles and supplementary 
equipment at NAB2007. The 
Harris Radio Broadcast Systems 
display will focus on enhancements 
to existing products and new ancil-
lary tools to improve the live, daily 
studio workflow at an economical 
price point. 

Harris will feature the 
VistaMaxTm studio audio network-
ing system for larger facilities and 
VistaMaxTm EnvoyTm system for 
small-to-medium and satellite stu-
dio facilities. The VistaMaxTm plat-
form drives on-air content from 
multiple sources to multiple studios, 
while reducing the complexity of engi-
4ring associated with traditional 
o a solutions. 
Ha will introduce the VistaMaxTm 

500-sen ode for consoles and card-

17iRRIS 
I 

4393 Digital Way 

i Mason, OH 45040 

V Telephone: 513-459-3400 

Toll Free: 800-622-0022 

broadcastsales@harris.com 

viww.harris.cém 

NAB2007 Booth N2502 
1,....c..d..,.;.1nap: ',ages 16 & 17 

VistaMax Envoy 

frames. The software-based platform 
features enhanced UDP support for 
external servers, like computer play-
back systetnS, 'to remotely control 
VistaMaxTm devices and to receive real-
time system status messages. 
Incorporation of SNIP for real-time 
synchronization, automatic reverse 
logic routing for sources with two-way 
logic (microphones, associated control 
panels), expanded macro support, 
intercom applications and enhanced 
support for complex link topologies are 
among the benefits. 
The company will show enhance-

ments to its NetWaveTM digital on-air 
console. The range of consoles was 
introduced at NAB2006 as a compact 
and feature-rich console built for small-
to-medium markets in need of a cost-
efficient, digital•on-air board. Harris will 
showcase the NetWaveTM, with its 
increased mix-minus capabilities, from 
two to six channels, to enable more 
sophisticated remote interaction with 
listeners. This feature is especially useful 
for broadcasters with demanding talk 
shows and other remote applications. 
The NetWave digital on-air console is 

designed especially for net-
workable configurations when 
bundled with VistaMaxTM 
EnvoyTm for audio manage-
ment and source sharing.. 
At NAB2007, Harris also 

will introduce the 4X-A2D, a 
low-cost analog to digital con-
verter that is an ideal com-
panion for the NetWave. 
Rackmountable or in a 1RU 
case, the 4X-A2D features 
four analog inputs that con-
vert signals to AES digital en 
route to the NetWaveTM or 
other digital console. The 
converter may be especially 

useful for stations broadcasting 
in EiD RadioTM that are incrementally 
converting to a completely digital stu-
dio infrastructure. 

Harris also plans to show its 
RMXdigitalTm on-air console, a premier 
digital console for medium-to-large 
markets. Harris will introduce a com-
panion, the RMXdB-HL, a rackmount 
self-contained mix-engine or "headless" 
RMXdigitalTm that provides a cost-
effective solution to controlling and 
automating content output, especially 
on auxiliary delivery channels like the 
Internet, HD-2 and HD-3 multicast 
channels, and WiMax feeds. 
The RMXd8-HL can be remotely con-

trolled by an automation system or, as on 
standard RMXdigitalTm consoles, it can 
be controlled using standard VistaMaxTm 
session and macro files. It has eight inde-
pendently controlled outputs (four ana-
log, four digital) and five mix-bus out-
puts, with analog and digital outputs 
that are fed by thé built-in, eight-channel 
virtual mixer. The "Optical Link" option 
allows the RMXd8-HL to be located up 
to 2 km from the main studios so a trans-
mitter or auxiliary studio location may 
cost-effectively tie into the main 
VistaMaxTm system. 
HD RathoTM is a trademark of iBiquity 

Digital Corp. 
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Henry Engineering 

Introducing the USB-AES Matchbox. 

Henry Engineering adds another 
product to its series of USB interfaces 
with the new USB-AES Matchbox. The 
USB-AES Matchbox is a professional 
digital audio interface and digital-to-
analog converter. The unit provides 

HENRY 

in mu 

ON 

ewe, ren,Ye'g ,Cm 
AES/EBU dig-
ital audio input 
and output from any computer that 
supports USB. The USB-AES Matchbox 
is ideal for broadcast stations, com-
mercial sound and any application 
where AES/EBU digital audio needs to 
interface with a computer. ' The USB-
AES Matchbox is USB-powered. 
The USB-AES Matchbox connects to 

the computer via a USB port. Any 0/S 
that supports USB 1.1 or higher 'can be 
used; no special driver or software is 
needed. The unit provides AES/EBU 
professional digital audio input and 
output via XLR connectors. Sample 
rates of 48.0, 44.1 and 32.0 kHz are 
supported with 16 bit resolution. The 

GND ffDIF OU SPAR RES IN AE5 OUT 

CO tei  

Som5 

AES/EBU input and output are bal-
anced and transformer-isolated, pro-
viding galvanic isolation to eliminate 
any chance of hum or noise caused by 
ground loops. Auxiliary S/PDIF unbal-
anced digital 1/0 allows use with con-

AMM, 
USB-AES MATCHBOX 
USB<>AES PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL INTERFACE 

OUT 
CONEIINE R 

sumer digital equipment. 
The USB-AES Matchbox also pro-

vides professional analog line-level 
outputs on Xl...12 connectors. The ana-
log output, utilizing a Burr-Brown 8X 
oversampled DIA etinverter and 
advanced filtering technology, pro-
duces stellar•performance that out-
performs virtually any sound 'card 
and often surpasses the audio quality 
of many 24 bit systems. The analog 
output levels are adjustable with 
Output Level trimmers recessed 
behind the front panel. The internal 
switch-mode 30-volt supply ensures 
20 dB of headroom above normal 

operating level. 
pther useful features 
include Output Confirm 
LEDs that indicate the 
presence of output audio, 
and a Speaker output, for 
use with amplified moni-
tor speakers. The Speaker 
output can be muted with 
an external contact clo-

LEF T OUT RIGHT OUT 

• • • • 

ref IIIII MUTE AES DISITAL I/0 ANNI.00 52J.J 

sure via the Mute port. The steel chas-
sis provides effective RF and EMI 
shielding. The unit is compliant with 
the most recent AES grounding stan-
dard. 
Henry Engineering will also 

introduce MultiPhones II, an 
updated version of the original 
MultiPhones multi-user head-

phones system. MultiPhones 
II now has three "Talkback 
Zone" outputs, for use with 
to up to 12 "Guest Pod" lis-
tening stations. The Guest 
Pods can be divided into 
three separate groups, e.g., 
Host, A-Guests and B-
Guests. A Producer or Call 
Screener can communicate 

with each group individually, using 
the selective Talkback pushbutt 
on the MultiPhones 11 front pa 

O'JTEUT 

eeeeeeee 

4** ...... 

503 Key Vista Drive 

Sierra Madre, CA 91024 

Telephone: 626-355-3656-

Fax: 626-355-0077 

henryeng@aol.com 

wvvw.henryeng.com 
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gleCtr011iCS Booth 

C1714 

Stop by our booth for a chance 
e win a FREE Tube Clock! 

efitt-348-5580 • www.rell.com 

Need relief from music royalties? 

The 

Radio Streaming Experts 
ww.abicast.corn 

come see us at booth #C554 

Stop by Booth N4526 
and check out 

A-T's new ATH-N150 
studio monitor 
headphones 
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Holophone 1 

Surround Sound Microphone Systems. 

H4 SuperMINI: Capture 5.1 
surround and deliver in stereo 

Holophone Surround Sound 
Microphone Systems is a leader in 
5.1, 6.1 and 7.1 discrete channel 
surround sound capture. Setting the 
industry standard with the award-
winning and patented H2-PRO, 
Holophone has introduced the 
H4 SuperMIN1 Surround Sound 
Microphone System. Delivering 
expansive 5.1 channel audio field 
capture in a super compact package, 
the H4 SuperMINI is compatible 
with any portable stereo recorder. 
The system offers an integrated 

multi-channel pre-amplifier, virtual 
surround headphone monitor and 
matrix surround encoder allowing 
truly professional results for six-

nnel processing of live audio 
the concert hall and sports 

to fast-paced ENG 
. The H4 is ideally 

He LOP i-K)N1-E 

258 Adelaide St. East, Ste. 200 

Toronto, ON Canada MA INA 

Telephone: 416-362-7790 

info@holopheme.com 

www.holophone.com 
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suited for all live-event radio broad-
casters and those who are interest-
ed in real-time surround 
audio for delivery to an 
ever-increasing home 
theater audience. 
The microphone 

has six independ-

ent microphone elements that are out-
put through either a matrix surround 
encoded stereo analog output or six 
line-level analog outputs (L, R, C,'LFE, 
LS,. RS) available through three stereo 
mini-plug jacks. The SuperMINI has 
additional" capabilities 
that include an input for 
an exteenal, center-chan-
nel placed shotgun or 
lavalier microphone to 
enhance sonic opportuni-
ty options pnd features a 
zoom button that increas-
es the forward bias of the 
pick-up pattern. It also 
includes Virtual Surround 
Monitoring on head-
phones for real-time 3-D 
audio monitoring of the 
surround field. 
The Holophone H4 

SuperMINI Surround 

Sound Microphone System finally puts 
the power of high-quality sur-

round sound production 
in the hands of the 
radio professionals 
and enthusiasts at 
any level. When 

used in 
conjunction 
with the 5.1 
channel, 
full-sized 
H3-D and the 
Sidewinder-6 
six- channel 
adapter, the 
SuperMINI 
becomes a 

portable sur-
round sound record-

ing device with full-scale 
capabilities. 
The H4 SuperMINI's on-

board matrix encoder outputs 
a stereo signal that can be 
broadcast through the stan-

dard radio infrastructure. When the 
signal is run through any Dolby Pro 
Logic 11 home theatre receiver, the 
encoded material is instantly decod-
ed back into six discrete and intact 
channels. When no home theatre 

decoder is present, the 
signal will be received 
and output in tradi-
tional stereo. 
The Holophone H4 

SuperMINI provides an 
unprecedented opportu-
nity to capture and dis-
tribute true surround 
sound without any addi-
tional system upgrades 
or software. It is a cost-
efficient and simple tool 
that yields substantial 
advances in content 
capture for the radio 
industry. 
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Inovonics 

FM Receiver Scans for Data. 

In spite of signal congestion and 
what would appear.to be total market 
saturation, the FM broadcast band 
remains a dynamic, growing thing; 
there seems always to be room for just 
one more carrier. But whether it's a 
new station lighting up or a format 
change among existing market com-
panions and competitors, keeping 
track of what's happening on the dial 
can be a real cliore. 

lnovonics' BandScanner is a sim-
ple, low-cost FM scanning receiver 
with a number of useful features for 
the FM broadcaster. It plugs into the 
USB port of any Pç and with the. 
supplied Windows e software it 
sweeps the FM band and logs every 
signal it comes across. An easy-to-
read spectrum display shows carrier 
level vs. frequency, and stations with 

an RBDS presence may be analyzed 
in additional detail. 
Once an initial scan has automati-

cally completed, the BandScanner 
comes up with a station list in tabular 
form. The receiver may then be manu-
ally tuned, either by direct frequency 
entry or simply by double-clicking on 
the spectrum plot or on the station 
list. The selected station can be heard 
with headphones, and all RBDS 

groups may be decoded and 
logged. 

Scrolling-PS and RadioText 
message's pop up on the screen, 
and statistics of each RBDS data 
group can be individually ana-
lyzed to determine data through, 
put efficiency. In many cases this 
information is helpful in optimiz-
ing the RBDS encoder to send 
dynamic messaging for a more 
reliable presentation on the listen-
er's radio. Routine RBDS "house-
Weeping"' functions can often be 
set to transmit at less frequent 
intervals with no ill effect. 
The BandScanner is powered 

throtegh its USB connection, so 
a laptop turns it into a portable 
and useful field tool. At any 
given location the signal 
strength of a station is shown 

graphically with respect to adjacent 
carrier.s, and spectrum plots can be 
saved as JPG files with a mouse dick. 
Multipath effects are reflected as RBDS 
decoding errors, which are visible in 
their own special window 
As broadcasting technology becomes 

more complex, our ears no longer tell us 
everything we need to know about the 
signal that we transmit. Instrumentation 
is increasingly important as radio bri 
more and more data along for the 

1305 Fair Avenue 

Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5839 

Telephone: 831-458-0551 

Toll Free: 800-733-0552 

sales@inovon.com 

www.inovon.com 

e , 
NAB2007 Booth N8226 
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Jampro 

Making Life Easier for Engineers. 

A 
11011841 r-

ANTENNA 

\6340 Sky Creek Drive Sacramento, CA 95828 

1- Telephone: 916-383-1177 

Fax: 91E1.-383-.1182 

sonia@jampro.com 

w.jampro.cora 

NAB2007 Booth C2515 
Located in th r Central Hall 

" 

New ITS Test Section • 

Making life easier for engineers is 
Jampro's mission, hence the new 'com-
pact replacement for the bulky tuned 
elbow complex. The JIS Test Section 
allows access to either the 
antenna or the coax system 
without .the need for a tuned 
elbow complex. It's available 
for Band 1 (Low-Band TV), 
Band Il (FM), Band III (Hi-
Band TV) and Band IV (UHF 
TV). It comes with fixed bul-
lets for Input and Output, plus 
one "0" ring, ' hardware set, 
pass-through connection and test turn. 
Port closure maintains impedance for 
normal operation. 

New RCPU Patch Panel 

The RCPU is a low-effort, quick-
release patch panel with rock-solid con-
nections and low insertion loss. A posi-
tive lock mechanism assures quick and 

easy re-directions of RF signal 
paths. Ideal for patching RF 
feeds to emergency antenna, 
alternate main/auxiliary 
transmitters, filter bypass, 
master station combiner re-
routes and test point inser-
tions. No tools required to 
make patches. The RCPU 
comes in several sizes, with 

an optional signal-flow indicator panel, 
dual-line power splitter or power meas-
uring VSWII_ 
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hen YOU Want Mcbre, Than 
Just An Antenna 

MASTER FM 

DUAL INPUT 

HD ANTENNA 

A7-7N 
A 1-1 elb 

LOP% I VI 11- F-1 V 
ANTENNAS AND RF SYSTEMS, INC. 

Made in USA since 195 4 

Full line of 

HD Radio Accessories: 

Circulators, Mask Filters, 

Reject Tuners, and 

Rigid Components. 

J SHD DUAL INPUT RCHA 10dB 

I 'D SIDEMOUNT HIGH LEVEL 

NTENNA HD INJECTOR 

tee 

Your Partner for HD Radio Solutions 

JAMPRO ANTENNAS/RF SYSTEMS, INC. • P.O. Box 292880 • Sacramento CA 92829 USA • Phone (916) 383-1177 • Fax (916)383-118 2 • Toll Free (866) 452-6770 • www.jampro.com 
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Omnia Audio 

2101 Superior Avenue 

Cleveland, OH 44114 

Telephone: 216-241-7225 

Fax: 216-241-4103 

support@omniaaudio.com 

Nvwvv.OmniaAudio.com 

NAB2007 Booth N7726 
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Lock in Your Listeners. 

Broadcasters require significant 
flexibility in an audio processor. 
Transmission systems now exist in 
many different form-factors, and 
your processor must have the tools to 
meet those needs. Omnia.ONE pro-
vides these with innovative firmware, 
thereby meeting the challenges of HD 
Radio, DAB, DRM, Multicasting, 
Podcasting, Netcasting, Satcasting, 
and any other form of -casting" you 
can think of. Plenty of power inside 
its little frame, so don't let the size 
fool you! 

Also... It is ihè first audio processor 
to incorporate.LiveWire connectivity, 
thereby enabling linear audio over 
dedicated networks. LiveWire is the 
hottest 'interconnect' technology in 
the professional audio industry 
today...bar none! 
What's the secret? Well, we can't 

give away all the good stuff, but we 
can tell you the key is the platform 
that Omnia.ONE is designed around. 
The core as we call it. Think about 
what makes a great PC... it's the plat-
form. You wouldn't buy a PC that 
does not utilize, or enable the latest — 
greatest sOftware...right? The same 
holds true here. An audio processor's 
platform must offer power, flexibility, 
and capability, or it's not worth‘ the 
digits inside! Omnia takes it One step 
ahead...of all others! 
HD Radio, DAB, and DRM are weell 

suited. The SENSUSTM algorithms, 
designed to enhance quality and 
improve coded audio, are embedded 

in the firmware. Omnia.ONE can be 
configured in various means to opti-
mize all coded applications. 
Omnia.ONE contains multiband 

AGC, multiband limiting, bass/voice 
enhancements, final limiting, and 
codec conditioning. These are just 
the start. As more processing 
advancements occur, Omnia.ONE 
goes along for the ride, through the 
flexibility of the firmware platform. 
See the Omnia.ONE at the NAB in 

Las Vegas, Booth' N7726 or visit 
OmniaAudio.com. 

Omnia ONE Multicast Digital 
Audio Processor: 

• Wideband AGC v‘ith lour-band 
AGC Compression, four-band 
limiting, and look-ahead final 
limiting 

n Internal resolution of 24 to 56 
bits 

n Easily integrates with any 
Importer/Exporter via Livewire 
connectivity 

n Digital AES3 and analog I/O 
n AES3 sync input 
mu Adjustable AES2 output sample 

rate syncable to 32-96 kHz 
• RS-232 serial port, GPIO port, 

Ethernet lions for remote con-
trol and Livewire I/0 on board 

n Time aligned, dynamically 
flat, perfect reconstruction 
crossovers 

• Input failover on loss of audio 
n Familiar Omnia "one-knob" 

front-panel user interface 

elk 
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Omnirax 

Broadcast Furniture With Style and Functionality. 

The Engineer's Choice 

What differentiates Omnirax from 
other furniture manufacturers are a 
uniquely balanced blend of style, func-
tionality and ergonomics, excellent col-
laborative custom design ability and 
fanatical attention to detail. 
We work directly with chief engi-

neers, program directors, architects and 
station owners to provide intuitive and 
custom solutidns at near-production 
prices. 

Why Omnirax? 

Some ol the reasons 
top project engineers 
in the radio industry 
have chosen Omnirax 
as their furniture 
solution: 
Our customer re-

sponsiveness: To us, 
you're special. We are 
committed to giving 
you — the engineer — 
and your personnel 
whatever you need to 
perform your job in a 
user-friendly environ-
ment. No cookie-cutter production 
drawings dropped into your floor plan. 
At Omnirax, we listen! We recognize 
that everyone has their own specific 
needs and custom requirements — and 
we collaborate with you to address 
them. When your rooms are finished, 
they're unmistakably your rooms. 
Our size: We are small enough to give 

every job the personal touch, yet large 
enough to outfit a complete facility. 
Our integrity: We say what we mean, 

and we mean what we say. You can 
count on us. We always deliver. 
Our philosophy: To provide a high 

quality product at a price you can 
afford, and back it up with 100 percent 
guaranteed satisfaction._ 
At Omnirax our products and servic-

es spee for themselves. We let our cus-
tomers do the talking. 

"Our furniture from 
you not only fit into 
our budget and 
timeline, it was very 
well constructed 
and looked beauti-
ful. I expect to be 
outfitting many 
more facilities with 
Omnirax..." * 

"... The Omnirax 
design makes these 

Faith Alper at KK1Q, Pleasanton, CA 

sensnel-7' 
IMI:=111 

studios incredible for talent and opera-
tors.on both sides of the console." e 

"... I was impressed with the exception-
al care given packaging for shipment. 
A few very large and potentially fragile 
components made it cross-country 
completely unscathed." * 

"I'm blown.away." 
— Dave Williams, 

Director of Engineering, 
Clear Channel San Francisco 

"... Ease of installation is important and 
we got that with Omnirax. Customer 
service was superior to almost any other 
vendor we deal with." 

— Conrad Trautman, 
SVP Engineering and Technology, 

Westwood One, Inc. 

'VW 

11\ 
• 

Westwood One, Culver City, CA 

"... I wholeheartedly recommend 
Omnirax to everyone." 

—John Buckham, Project Engineer, 
Entravision Communications Radio 

Division 

*References available upon request. 

See us at Booth N5415 NAB, Vegas 

OMNIRAX 
P.O.Box 1792 

Sausalito,. CA 94966 

Telephone: 415-332..339-

Toll Free: 800-332-3393 

info@omnirax.com 

www.omnirax.corn 

NAB2007 Booth N5415 
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Sierra Automated Systems 

The SAS Connected Digital Network Continues to 
Expand in Features, Functionality and Hardware. 

SAS ICM-24 Intercom Panel 

l'or intensive all-news, network, and 
program production operations. 
SAS has always been a leader in com-

munications for radio, with intercom, 
IFB and paging fully integrated into the 
Rubicon series of digital console control 
surfaces and the 32KD Digital 
Router/Mixer. Our work in designing 
facilities for major news networks and 
all-news radio tations led to the devel-
opment of a new intercom panel that 
merges the best features of traditional 
television-style com systems with the 
needs of radio broadcast facilities. 

Features: 2U rack-mount. Built-in 
flush or gooseneck mic, speaker, front-
panel XLR for two-channel headset, 1/8-
inch jack for two-channel headphones; 
24 spring-loaded up/down listen/talk 

nnels, two lines/16 characters of text 
hannel. Up to listen, quick up to 

nger to hold, hold and turn 
er to adjust individual chan-

2821 Burton Avenue 

Burbank, CA 91504-3224 

Telephone: 818-840-6749 

radi o@sasaudio.com 

w ww.sasaudio.com 

, NAB2007 Booth N4413 
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nel listen level; listen to multiple chan-
nels at one time. Multiple group calls. 
Answer last call. Multiple panel setups 
easily recalled. Dial-up of listen/talk of 
any channel not programmed on one of 
the 24 keys. On-the-fly assigning of a 
talk/listen channel to a key. 
32KD-based, the ICM-24 connects via 

traditional four,wire+serial, via LAN IP 
or via TCP/IP OVCF the Internet. 
Intercoms on multiple 32KD systems in 
different cities can be linked for seamless 
communication. 

Expanded features of the 
Rubicon series of Console 
Control Surfaces 

Radio. is in many ways as much or 
more about control than about audio. 
Visit SAS at NAB to learn more about 
the many ways the SAS Connected 
Digital Neteork can integrate your sta-
tion's audio and control functionality. 
Managing of mix-minus always has 

been a challenge. SAS introduced auto-
matic mix-minus in the first version of 

Rubicon, providing an 
unlimited number of 
mix-minus outputs on 
a console. The auto-
matic mix-minus capa-
bility is greatly expand-
ed to include mix-
minus devices shared 
across multiple studios. 
This allows the station 
to save the cost of pro-
viding codecs in each 
studio, without requir-
ing a run to TOC to 
control their mix-
minus feed. 

Dees Digital 

SAS was commissioned by radio DJ 
legend Rick Dees to manufacture a digi-
tal console control surface that looks and 
feels like the analog rotary fader consoles 
of old, but with all .of the features and 
capabilities of today's network router-
based systems. The original will be on 
display at the SAS NAB booth. 

SAS Moved to New Larger 
Facilities 

SAS has moved, just a few blocks 
from our previous plant. Double the 
space, double the manufacturing capac-
ity for even faster turn-around on large 
systems. 
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Congrats 
to you, 

Rick Dees, 
on your 

no 
into the 

Radio Hall 
of Fame 

Yo Rick! 
You Rock! 

I ley, when Rick talks, we listen. 

Rick Dees has always liked the look and 
feel of the traditional sos- and 6os-style 
rotary fader consoles. For his new studio 
complex, SAS custom designed and 
built the Dees Digital Rubicon, a true 
Rubicon digital console control surface 
in the traditional st)le. 

See it at NAB zoo7, SAS booth N-4.413. 

SAS 

SIERRA 
AUTOMATED 
SYSTEMS 

20 ).ears of 1 istening. zo years of innovation. 



Superior Electric 

Prevent Downtime With STABILINE®. 

The preferred choice of broadcasters 
worldwide, from the name you trust in 
power protection. 

Lighting strikes, line disturbances and 
uneven loads cause disabling transients, 
spikes, sags and surges. Left unregulated, 
these conditions will degrade — even 
destroy — sensitive broadcast electronics 
in receiving stations, studios, 
mobile production vehicles 
and transmitter'sites. 

Avoid catastrophic 
equipment failure, 
software damage, 
reduced power tube 
life and poor signal 
quality with STABI-
LI NE TVSS Surge 
Suppressors, True On-
Line Uninterruptible Power Supplies and 
il4ornatic Voltage Regulators. 

r best defense against transients, 
gs and surges and brownout/ 

blems. 

eSuperior 
Electric 

2,8 Spring Ln., Ste. 3 

Farmington, CT 06032 

Telephone: 860-507-2025 

Toll Free: 800-787-3532 

info@superiorelectric.com 

www.superiorelectric.com 

NAB2007 Booth N8308 
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PT1 Series — Transient Voltage 
Surge Suppressors, Parallel-
connected Design 

Models deli\ er orry-free perform-
ance with an innovative and proven 
technology design. The tested single-
pulse surge current capacity (per mode) 
meets NEMA recommendations. Sand-

packed MOV arrays equally share 
current to suppress transients 

before they reach sensi-
tive loads while 
capacitors filter 
out high-frequen-
cy noise and low-
level transients. 
The PT1 Series is 
designed and test-

ed to withstand 
surge currents in accordance with 

ANSI/IEEE recommendations. They 
respond immediately and reliably to 
repeated high-current lightning inci-
dents and other transient voltage surges. 
The NEMA 4-X fiber-glass-reinforced 
polyester (FRP) housing features a non-
removable cover. LEDs for all phases 
illuminate to clearly indicate protection 
is active. 

SEG Series — True On-Line 
Uninterruptible Power Supplies 

True regenerative On-Line design pro-
vides the highest level of protection 
against a broader spectrum of power 
problems. This is accomplished through 
converting the incoming AC utility volt-
age to a regulated DC voltage. From the 
DC voltage, a new AC voltage is regener-
ated, providing a clean, tightly regulated 
power source to your equipment. This 
solid-state generation function sets the 
true regenerative On-Line UPS apart 
from all other line-interactive and off-
line designs. If your equipment opera-
tion is mission-critical, you need le 
STABILINE SEG Series! 

All SEG Series models support the 
addition of optional EBBs (Extended 
Battery Banks). Whether your applica-

tion requires a few additional minutes or 
hours, the SEG Series is ready. With the 
addition of an external input trans-
former, models can be configured for use 
as international voltage and frequency 
converters. This makes the SEG Series 
UPS an ideal choice for worldwide 
power applications. 
Your best defense against transients, 

voltage sags and surges and blackout 
problems. 

WHR Series — Automatic 
Voltage Regulators 

The WHR Series of Automatic Voltage 
Regulators automatically and contmu-
ously.feed sensitive broadcast equipment 
a constant voltage level even when 
power line input voltage varies as low as 
30% while holding the output voltage to 
within ±1%. The variable transformer 
design adds no waveform distortion, has 

very high overload capacity, the lowest 
added impedance and is 99% efficient. 
Units are available for single- and three-
phaseeapplications for AC systems up to 
and including 600VAC. Over 25 add on 
options are available for customization 
for specific power quality needs.' 
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ALDENA Telecomunicazioni 

Professional Antennas & Accessories. 

ALDENA is located in Cusago, near 
Milan, Italy. From its founding in 1979, 
on the basis Of experience dating back 
as far as the 1950s, ALDENA has been 
producing professional antennas and 
accessories for radio and television 
broadcasting, and has reached its cur-
rent position of international recogni-
tion for the excellence of its products 
and the integrity with which we per-
form our service g both before and after 
the sale. 
Our production portfolio ranges from 

professional antennas to complex radi-
ant systems and dedicated software, 
supported by technical consultancy and 
assistance services. ALDENA radiant 
systems and software are in operation 
all over the world; thousands of Italian 
and international radio and television 
broadcasters can boast their "on air" 
presence thanks to ALDENA antennas. 

In the same way, hundreds of telecom-
munications technicians and consultants 
are able to design radiating systems, eval-
uate electromagnetic impact and predict 
the area coverage thanks to the calcula-
tion software programs distributed by 
ALDENA worldwide. Distribution is han-
dled by specialized dealers who receive 

constant assp,-
tance from our 
company to 
ensure that end 
users get the pro-
fessional service 
they need, year 
after year. ALDE-
NA is present 
with authorized 
dealers on all five 
continents. 
High profes-

sionalism, opti-
mal technical 
performance ol 
products, limited 
costs, efficient 
pre- and after-sales assistance, precise cal-
culation and supervision services are all 
the main prerogatives of ALDENA prod-
ucts, which the company staff set as their 
main goals to achieve year after year. To 
complete the product range: professional 
antennas for point-to-point connections 
on frequencies from 40 to 28,000 MHz, 
highly directional antennas and systems, 
and dish diameters from 60 to 300 cm. 
Among radio frequency accessories 

we offer a wide range of balanced 
or unbalanced 
power splitters, 
combiners and 
band-pass filters 

1 for VHF and 
UHF bands. 

All this is 
completed by a 
series of profes-
sional services 
for design, calcu-
lation, forecast-
ing, installatictn, 
supervision and 
testing. As well 
as supplying affr 
information on 
production, the 

ALDENA Web site www.aldenailc.it pro-
vides users with upgrades of compa-
ny software programs, antenna radiation 
diagrams and a series of free utilities 
technical operators. 

Via A. Volta, 13 

20090 Cusago (MI) Italy r 

Telephone: +390290390461 

Fax: +390290390475 

aldena@aldenatIc.it 

www.aldenatIcit 

NAB2007 Booth N6819 
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Telos 

The Next Step in Talkshow Systems. 

2101 Superior Avenue 

Cleveland, OH 44114 

Telephone: 216-241-7225 

Fax: 216-241-4103 

telos-infoetelos-systems.com 

www.Telos-Systems.com 

NAB2007 Booth N7726 
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We'd like to introduce you to 
Nx12, the latest in the world-famous 
line of Telos talkshow systems. 
Nx12 is our most powerful per-

former ever, with the very 
latest advances in hybrid technology 
and support for both ISDN and 
POTS phone lines, including caller 
ID. This self-contained system con-
tains four advanced Telos hybrids, 
which can be used in single or dual 
studio configurations. 
Nx12 comes equipped with analog 

or AES inputs/outputs and native 
support for Axia Livewire IP-Audio 
networks as 'well. When analog out-
puts are used, the callers are mixed 
down to two separate analog feeds, 
while still making use of all four 
hybrids to produce fantastic audio 
quality while squeezing the best-ever 
trans-hybrid loss out of your POTS or 
ISDN lines. When AES or Livewire 
I/O is selected, the hybrid outputs are 
discrete. 

There's .a lot of advanced DSP 
packed into Nx12. To ensure that 
caller audio sounds its best, each of 
Nx12's four hybrids is equipped with 
its own Omnia AGC and noise gate, 
using the latest DSP algorithms to 
make caller-to-caller consistency by-

ter than ever, no matter how high or 
low the caller's gain is. In addition to 
hybrid cancellation, there's also echo 
cancellation to handle those tricky 

VoIP and cellular callers. 
Nx12 includes the special features 

producers and talent rely on to make 
their lives easier, like our exclusive 
Status SymbolsTM visual call manage-
ment system, remoje control keys for 
profanity delay and record devices, 
an adaptive feedback canceller for 
open speaker situations, and full 
caller ID support for POTS and ISDN. 
And of course, show producers can 
control Nx12 using Telos Assistant 
Producer call screening software via 
Ethernet. 
One Nx12 can easily handle 

phones for two stations, thanks to 
dual Program-on-Hold inputs and 
out-of-the-box support for up to four 
Telos • Desktop Director, Call 
Controller or Console Director con-
trol surfaces (expandable to eight). 
And Nx12 works seamlessly with 
Axia Element studio control surfaces, 
providing direct hybrid control right 
from the console and native Livewire 
audio I/O. 
Nx12. The next step in broadcast 

phones. 
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TRANSRADIO  

TRAM Transmitters: 
Reliability Made in Germany. 

TRAM AM-transmitters from TRANS-
RADIO are well introduced in the mar-
ket and have a proven track record of 
high quality. . With the TRAM family, 
broadcasters have the ability to reduce 

IlleM160 

the cost base for delivering existing AM 
services as well as to provide innovative 
new digital services. TRAM transmitters 
cover the entire power range from 5 kW 
to 2000 kW and are available as MW, LW 
and VLF versions. A typical overall effi-
ciency of 86 percent provides significant 
savings of power consumption. 
TRANSRADIO's activities around the 
world, for example Switzerland, Norway, 
Swaziland, Malaysia, Algeria and Egypt, 
have verified the ability to deliver trans-
mitters for all environments. 

The Modular System 

The modular and robust core-concept 
of the air-cooled solid-state transmitters, 
free of DSPs, EPLD, computers and any 
software, has proven to be the most reli-

able solution for broadcasters, ensures 
the easy availability of spare parts and 
guarantees a straightforward operating 
of the system. 
The layout in standard 19-inch racks 

allows for easy and 
comfortable accessi-
bility to all compo-
nents and modules 
and gives an excep-
tionally low space 
requirement for any 
of the available 
power classes. 
The power ampli-

fier stage offers true 
modular redundan-
cy by use of stan-
dardized 1 kW 
amplifier modules. 
Each individual 
module is equipped 
with an on-board 
PDM modulator 
and therefore no 
quantization prob-
lems occur like with 
digital concepts. . 

Ready for the future 

In the case of modern AM broadcast 
transmitters, a high positive peak modu-
lation is required. TRAM transmitters 
offer a positive peak modulation of 
125%. Upgrading the system with a dig-
ital exciter enables the broadcaster to 
provide digital broadcasting like 1BOC 
and DRM. TRAM transmitters are 
designed for analog and digital transmis-
sions and offer an exceptional linearity. 
Consequently, TRANSRADIO has estab-
lished itself as the world's leading DRM 
provider. 

In today's highly competitive market, 
unmanned transmitters need to be con-
trolled from any place of the world. 
Therefore the TRAM transmitters are 
accessible with the remote control 

TRANUIAINO_ 

option via SNMP and HTML. 
Uniquely, TRANSRADIO offers a 

100% complete documentation for 
maintenance, service and operation of 
the transmitter and 20 years of after-sales 
service to ensure a maximum lifespan of 
their products. 

Turnkey-ready solution 

TRANSRADIO delivers their well-
known German reliability as a custom-
tailored solution for the needs of cus-
tomers. Professional services range from 
the delivery of the transmitter to the 
management of turnkey-ready projects 
including all facilities to operate a broad-
casting transmitter. 

Contact 

If you'd like to schedule a meeting 
or demo at the NAB, please stop,e 
our booth at the LVCC North 
booth N9611 or contact 
j.huber@tsb-ag.de. 

TRANSRADIO 
SenderSysteme Berlin 

Mertensstr. 63 

13587 Berlin, Germany 

Telephone: 

+49 30 33 978 501 

j.huber@tsb-ag.de 

w ww.transradio.de 

NAB2007 Booth N9611 
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firetelLe liked 
WireCAD 

Because Genius Ain't Easy! 

So a while back I was out walking my 
dog Hiccup when the thought occurred 
to me that *hat the planet really needed 
was a way to avoid the tedious, time-
consuming, mind-numbing, error-prone 
process of single-line documentation 
and all of the associated reports that 
need to accompany it. I thought there 
must be a better way than the manual 
data entry I was doing and having to 
maintain synehronization between 
changes I made in the drawings and 
those in the databases. It occurred to me 
that we needed to make documentation 
so easy that it actually got done! 

Silly thought, I know, but that is what 
we set out to do. 
WireCAD is the result of years of focus 

on the problem of creating accurate, 
detailed documentation without having 

earn drafting. 
use a data-driven approach. What 

that 1ins to you is that you don't have 
to learn to draw functional blocks 

16 12th Ave. South, Ste. 4 

Nampa, 1D 83651 

Telephone: 661-253-4370 

Toll Free: 866-273-5298 

sales®wirecad.com 

www.wirecad.com 

NAB2007 Booth N2138 
Col...K.)1.d map. pages 16 & 17 
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in a CAD program, you just describe the 
equipment, who made it, what's it called 
and what I/O' dóes it have. WireCAD 
does all the heavy lifting for you. And 
now with version 5 you can share in the 
work with our new Community Server. 

Li 

-4 --4e- -1 

Upload and download equipment defini-
tions to, share with your peers. 
We automatically assign cable num-

bers, do error checking and print all the 
reports you might need, like cable labels, 
run. sheets, bill of materials and power 
consumption and heat-load reports. We 
automatically create your rack layouts 
and jackfield designation strips too! 
And let's talk about support. We know 

that WireCAD is a tool that you use and 
depend on; so support is key. We are not 
just saying that. We mean it! Whether 
you just need online chat, e-mail or a full 
. remote diagnostic session, we are here to 
help. 
Anyway this is a really long way of 

saying: Come see me at the NAB show 
booth N2138 and tell me the name of my 
dog, and I'll give you 10 percent off the 
really cool show specials that we will be 
running there. 
Thanks for taking the time to read this 

wholeething. 

— Christian Holbrook 
President 
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Addlue 10z-elide 
Radio/Audio Exhibitors 

Selected exhibitors of interest to radio attendees. Check on-site program for changes. Booths preceded 
by N are North Hall of the LVCC, C indicates Central, SL is South Lower, SU is South Upper, OE is 

Outdoor, R is RTNDA at Hilton. 

25-Seven Systems Inc. N7834 
360 Systems SU9120 
615 Music R121, SL8324 
Acorn RF ' C1309 
Acoustical Solutions Inc. SU5020 
ADC N721 
Adobe Systems Inc. SL3220 
AEQ S.A. N6326 

(See Product Preview, Page 4) 
AKG N7715 
ALDENA Telecomunicazioni N6819 

(See Product Preview, Page 27) 
Altronic Research • N5126 
American Tower Corp. N6028 
Anchor Audio N63 
Andrew Corp. C4946 
ANT Group Srl C2936 
Aphex Systems N6506 
APM Music SL8727 
APT N42I8 

(See Product Preview, Page 5) 
APWMayville SU7220 
Armstrong Transmitter N7034 
Arrakis Systems N5421 
ATA Audio N5528 
Audemat-Aztec N8614 
Audio Precision N6917 
AudioScience N733I 
Audio-Technica U.S. Inc. N4526 
Avlex Corp. N4631 
AVT C8828E 
Axel Technology Srl N3121, N5426 
Axia Audio N7726 

(See Produi t Preview.w Page 6) 
AzEP (Arizona Engineered) C8523 
B&H Photo-Video-Pro Audio SU3006 
Backbone Networks Corp. 51_6709 
Barix AG N8034 
Beat The Traffic R135 
Mar Electronics Labs N7722 
Belden C9441 
Bext Inc. N5731 
beyerdynamic N9014 
B1A FinanciaVDataworld N6817 
Bid4Spots N9231 
Birt1 Technologies Group N5738 
Bose Corp. C11629 
Bridge Digital Inc. N705 
Broadcast Electronics N7106 
Broadcasters General Store N8322 
Broadcast Microwave Services C1607 
Broadcast Software 1nel N8621 
Broadcast Store 
Broadcast Tools Inc. 
Broadcast Warehousç 
Burk Technology 
Burle Industries Inc. 
Buril Software Inc. 
BW Broadcast 
Calrec Audio Ltd. 
Cedar Audio USA 
Clark Wire & Cable 
Clear Channel Satellite 
Coast to Coast Tower 
Coaxial Dynamics 
Coles 
Comet North America N8406 
Comrex Corp. N5726 

(See Product Preview, Page 8) 
Continental Electronics Corp. N7706 
CPI / Eimac N7426, C2511 
Crown Broadcast N6906 

(See Product Preview, Page 10) 
Cte International Srl N9020 
Dalet SL4305 
Dan Dugan Sound Design N5517 
DaviconKomlab Inc. N5413 

SU2820 
N6908 
N7328 
N8611 
C4907 
N6028 
N7330 
N8529 
N4926 
C7025 
0E320 
C1614 
N6315 
N4926 

Elenos • 
Elettronika Srl 
ENCO Systems Inc. 
Energy-Onix 
ESE 
Eventide 
EV Microphones 
EZ Quest Inc. 
E-Z Up 
Fanlight 
FirstCom Music 
Flash Technology 
Fostex America 
Fraunhofer 
Genelec Inc. 
Gepco 
Global Security Systems LLC N6734 

(See Product Preview, Page 13) 
Google • N6I21 
Greatway Technology N3835 
Groove Addicts • SL7823 
Hamlet N419 
Harris Broadcast N2502 
• (See Product Previese; Page 14) 
Harrison Consoles N8122 
Heil Sound N9420 
Henry Engineering ' N7432 

(See Product Preview, Page 15) 
HHB Communications Ltd. N7117 
Holophone N6034 

(See Product Preview, Page 18) 
IABM C8847 
illbruck acoustic inc/SONEX N6919 
IMAS Publishing N6827 
Independent Audio N4926 
lnfosys SL14108 
Imes Corp. /N7735 
blowflies Inc. N8226 

(Sec Product Preview Page 10) 
International Datacasting Corp.C554I 
IRTE SpA C3320 
Jampro Antennas Inc. C25I5 

(See Product Preview Page 20) 
JBL Professional N7715 
JK Audio N9426 
JLCooper Electronics N3114 
Jünger Audio N38I5 
Kathrein Inc., Scala Division C2213 
Kintronic Laboratories N5113 
Klotz Digital N5728 
KLZ Innovations Ltd. N5435 
KOWA Co. Ltd. N5231 
KPFF Consulting Engineers C1616 
Latean USA C1916 

D.A.V.1.D. Systems Inc. N5431 
(See Product Preview, Page 11) 

DAWNco C7841 
DaySequerra/AT1 Group N7323 
DB Elettronica N6031 
Delta Meccanica Srl N68I9 
Denon & Marantz ProfessionalN1831 
Devlin Design Group R117 
Dialight Corp. N8035 
Dielectric Communications C1907 
Digigram N6518 
DK-Technologies America N I 813 
Dolby Laboratories N2513 
Dorrough Electronics C5213 
DPA Microphones N222.7 
DSI RF Systems Inc. CI336 
EBS N6031 
Eddystone Broadcast N5128 
Efron Computerized Studios N9608 
Elber Srl C1628 
Electronics Research Inc/ERI Nil 
Electrorack Enclosure Products C1936 
Electrosys C3331 

(See Product Preview; Page .12) 
N8310 
N7337 
N62I7 
N6213 
C1839 
N6909 
N961/ 
N1833 
N9726 
51.4010 
SL9820 
N7421. 
N8734 
SU683Ct 
Si.11215 
C7525 

Lawo AG N7030 
Lawson & Assoc. Architects N4138 
I_BA Technology Inc. N9130 
LEA International N3716 
Leadman Electronics C11813 
Lectrosonics Inc. N8116 
Linear Equipamentos C1324 
Logitek Electronic Systems Inc.N6521 
LP Technologies Inc. C1112 
Maekay Communications C4643 
Mackie SL9208 
Magnum Towers Inc. N5122 
Manhattan Production Music SL9520 
Marantz Professional N1831 
Marshall Electronics Inc. SU1926 
Masterclock Inc. N32I3 
Mayah Communications C88288 
MCL Inc. C4741 
Media Monitors N8119 
Merging Technologies SL4014 
MGE UPS Systems C6822 
Micro Communications Inc. N6129, 
Middle Atlantic Products SU7826 
Minnetonka Audio Software N3215 
Modulation Sciences C1131 
Moseley Associates Inc. N7711 
Motorola SU1920 
MultiDyne Video/Fiber Optic N3119 
MUS1CAM USA N54I8 
Myat Inc. C2220 
Myers Information Systems N3219 
Nada-Chair C6526 
Nagra USA Inc. N2226 
Nat'l Assn. of Tower Erectors C1633 
National Weather Service N6806 
Nautel Ltd. N8111 
Nemal Electronics Intl C2642 
Netia N5721 
Network Electronics US SU 10605 
Ncutrik USA N8526 
NKK Switches N1326 
Non-Stop Music SL9220. R206 
NPR Satellite Services C7541 
Obor Digital P16730 
Octopus Newsroom Trading N413 
OMB Cn24 
Ornais Audio N7726 

(See Product Preview.w Page 22) 
Omnimusic 51_9620 
°mil= N5415 

(See Pnxluct Preview, Page 231 
OMT Technologies N9011 
Opticomm N293I 
Overly Door Co. N9612 
PatchAmp N1226 
Patriot Antenna Systems 0E103 
Phillystran Inc. N5131 
plus24/Sanken Microphones N8826 
Potomac Instruments Inc. . N6826 
Power Module Technology , N8134 
Prime Image 1e4517 
Pristine Systems/Summit Traffic N7334 
Production Intercom Inc. N2235 
Professional Sound Corp. N9322 
Propagation Systems Inc. (PSI) C1920 
Prophet Systems Nb511 
PTEK « N6126 
QE1 Corp. NS408 
QuStream N34I8 
Radio Frequency Symons C1913 
Radio Systems N8231 
RadioTraffic.com N5221, Ni429„ 
Radio World/IMAS Publishing Nti827 
RCS N6511, R204 
RDL N3413 
RFMW Ltd, N134 
Richardson Electronics CI714 
Richland Towers C2534 

RIZ-Transmitters Co. N5222 
Rohde & Schwarz C2927 
Roland Systems Group SL8208 
Rosendahl Studiotechnik C8431-H 
RTW Radio-Technische N3216 
RVR Elettronica N8606 
RYMSA C2520A 
Sabre Towers & Poles N6435 
Salzbrenner Stagetec N4018 
sbs N5128 
Scientific Atlanta 9.19613 
Scnnheiser Electronic Corp. N7117 
Scrawl N9620 
Shively Labs N7026 
Shure N6921 
Sid Television Srl N8306 
Sierra Automated Systems N44I3 

(See Product Preview, Page 24) 
Signex N4926 
Skytec Inc. N6434 
Solid State Logic N2526 
Solutions Radio BV N8634 
Sonifex Ltd. N4928 
Sound Devices LLC N93I4 
Soundcraft USA N77I5 
Soundman OKM N4926 
Soundminer SL7723 
Specialty Data Systems Inc. N2135 
Spinner GmbH C8828A 
SRS Labs Inc. N402 
Staco Energy Products Co. N3813 
Stainless/Doty Moore C1133 
Stantron/APW Mayville SU7220 
Stockmusic.net • SL9622 
Studer USA . N7715 
Superior Broadcast Products C1312 
Superior Electric N8308 

(See Product Preview Page 26) 
Sure Shot Transmissions C4641 
Switchcraft Inc. C7507 
TASCAM SL4016 
IC Electronic N1931 
TEAC America Inc. 5113910 
Tektronix Inc. N2519. 
Telex Communications Inc. C5329 
Telmec Broadcasting Srl CI114 
Telos Systems N7726 

(See Product Preview, Page 28) 
Teracom Components C1309 
TextCaster C2844 
TFT Inc. N6508 
Thalcs Components Corp. C5943 
Tielinc Technology N9311 
Tower Innovations C1119 
TransLanTech Sound N4931 
TRANSRADIO SenderSysteme N9611 

(See Product Preview, Page 29) 
Utah Scientific N4321 
Valcom Manufacturing N7734. 
VCS Engineering N3415 

C6949 
N6026 
SU9211 
SU7915 
N7111 
C8128 
C1059 
C8423 

Vocality International 
V-Soft Communications 
Ward,Beck Systems Ltd. 
Wegener 
Wheatstone Corp. 
Whirlwind 
WhiteBlox 
Will-Bun Co. 
WiNRADi0 Communications N5514 
Winsted Corp. SU3316 
WireCAD N2138 

(See Product Preview, Page 30) 
WireReady N6808 
Wireworks Corp. C7617 
Wohler Technologies N3426 
Yamaha SL5710 
Zaxcom Inc. N9017 

• 
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Three Snapshots From the New Frontier 
The Revolution May Not Be Televised 

After All. Instead It May Be Webcast 

by Ty Ford 

With the many exciting possibilities 
that HD Radio offers, its success depends 
on more than whether consumers will buy 
new hardware and what they expect of the 
reception quality. 

Content trumps hardware. Cell phone 
technology has begun diverting attention 
from radio by allowing users to download 
and watch or listen to entertainment. 

Lawsuits aside, the street buzz about 
the Wi-Fi and EDGE-based Apple iPhone 
is fairly intense. The iPhone, or whatever 
it eventually will be called after the 
Cisce/Comwave/Apple shakeout, is the 
"gadget of the future" as envisioned by the 
NAB last year, with one critical exception: 
It doesn't have an AM or FM tuner. AM 
and FM are getting squeezed out. 

If terrestrial-based radio is to survive, 
broadcasters will certainly need to do 
more than rebroadcast their regular pro-
gramming on the first HD channel, and 
likely they need to step up quickly. 

From here to there 
Predicting what type of programming 

may be compelling is difficult, but 
WAMU(FM) in Washington and WTMD 
(FM) in Baltimore have taken an inventive 
step. 
WAMU is rebroadcasting WTMD's 

AAA format over WAMU's second digital 
channel. WAMU General Manager Caryn 
Mathes says the partnership works because 
thew is no AAA station in Washington. 
WAMU uses its third HD channel to air 

custom programming created for them by 
www.bluegrasscountry.org and local blue-
grass legend Ray Davis. WTMD has yet 
to add HD broadcasting but plans to do so. 

According to WAMU Director of 
Engineering John Holt, WAMU receives a 
125 kbps MP3 stream encoded from a 
board feed at WTMD. That 125 kbps 
stereo feed travels from WTMD to 
WAMU over the public Internet. WAMU 
decodes it, redigitizes it and forwards to 
the WAMU transmitter via a DSL connec-
tion. At the transmitter the DSL audio is 
reconverted to analog and fed to the 

CCA 
Continued from page 32 

was on the air. However, dynamically a 
tube rig does "color" the sound, especially 
when modulating at high levels. Soft clip-
ping is not a figment of the imagination 
but a function of the surge impedance of 
the power transformers and the loss of 
peak emission as the power tubes age. In 
egregious cases, that coloring would iden-
tify the rig on air. 
Some loved the "warm tube sound" of 

these rigs and miss it in the narrow band of 
today. 
Soon we'll look inside the Collins 

20V2. 
Charles S. Fitch, W2IPI, is a registered 

professional consultant engineer, member 
of the AFCCE, senior member of the SAE, 
etime CPBE with AMD, licensed electri-
cal contractor, former station owner and 
former director of engineering of 
WTIC(TV) in Hartford, Conn., and 
WHSH(TV) in Marlborough, Mass. le 

WAMU transmitter. 
Holt tells a cautionary tale for any 

broadcaster not convinced that sweeping 
changes are occurring. Along major inter-
states, Wi-Fi and EDGE-based Web 
access already are allowing travelers to lis-
ten to Webcasts instead of car radios. Holt 

live radio, I don't have that capability so 
I voice track." 
Good distribution is vital. At present, 

CowboyCulturalSociety.com streams 
128 kbps stereo to about 600 connec-
tions via Shoutcast; 300 at 128 kbps, 332 
at 24 kbps. Hopper had a friend at 
iTunes and as a result, CCS streams 128 
kbps as one of 23 Americana selections 
currently provided by iTunes. The listen-
ership continues to grow and with that 
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Pandora.com offers an interactive database that 
allows users to enter the name of a group, musician 

or song and let the database create a personal 
'radio channel' or playlist of similar music. 

and others feel the message is clear: HD 
Radio can expect head-on competition 
with Internet radio. 

As GPS data begins to include traffic 
conditions, local AM and FM broadcasters 
and even satellite radio will lose another 
finger of their grip on listeners to wireless 
broadband. 

Cowboy Cultural Society 
As AM, FM and satellite radio contin-

ue to try to make sense of the New 
Frontier, more inventive and compelling 
programming by Internet radio stations 
continues to peck away at available lis-
teners. Internet radio is not moving in 
big waves or creating predictable trends. 
Instead there are many wavelets that may 
(or may not) combine in expected ways. 
Two Internet radio programmers who 

seem to be onto something are 
www.cowboyculturalsociety.com and 
www.pandora.com. Although each enters 
the market differently, both provide 
much that AM and FM doesn't. 

CowboyCulturalSociety.com, or CCS, 
is the brain child (or love child) of KPIG 
Program Director Laura Hopper. 

KPIG(FM) is a Class A FM licensed 
to Freedom, Calif., between Santa Cruz 
and Monterey. KPIG is part of Mapleton 
Communications LLC in Monterey, 
which includes several other stations. 

Hopper started her career at KDNA in 
St. Louis. "KDNA was a commune. The 
station was on the first floor. The com-
mune occupied the second and third 
floors. I was a runaway and they had a 
free washer and dryer. That was the con-
nection." Hopper's first radio task was 
editing the F-word out of an Eldridge 
Cleaver tape. 

Fast-forward almost 40 years and a 
collection of 2,000 songs and cowboy 
poems. Hopper began Webcasting CCS 
in 2002 with the help of engineer friend 
Bill Goldsmith. "Bill invented the pro-
gramming software, which we call 'Hal.' 
I'm the only voice and although I prefer 

yodel for a commercial." In 2002, 
Gustafson sued Yahoo! Inc for $5 mil-
lion after Yahoo kept usirg his trade-
mark yodel in other commercials. With 
the profits from the out-of-court settle-
ment, Hopper says Gustafson is building 
an indoor roping arena. 

Pandora.com 
Tim Westergren founded Pandora.com 

seven years ago as a result of his experi-
ence as a musician and film composer. 

"I was spending a lot of time finding 
my clients' music taste so I could write 
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Cowboy Cultural Society 

Tim VVestergren founded Pandora.com a result of his 
experience as a musician and film composer. 

has come more new material for her 
library. Ellen pays minimum license fees 
to ASCAP, BM! and SESAC, ranging 
from $89 to $200 a year. 

Continuing to work as PD and air tal-
ent at KPIG, Hopper has plans for devel-
oping her out-of-pocket solo effort. 

"I want to run ads on the CCS site, not 
commercials in the stream. That revenue 
will allow me to start doing contest like 
sending listeners off to different CCS-
style gatherings." 

With her vault of rich material and 
down-home presentation, Hopper could 
license the CCS stream to HD FM coun-
try stations looking to supplement their 
programming. 
One never knows what might happen 

on the New Frontier. As Hopper tells the 
story, "Wiley Gustafson is a cowboy 
yodeler. Yahoo contacted him to do a 

for them. After a while I got pretty good 
at zeroing in on what they wanted. The 
thought occurred to me that if I could 
'bottle it' and create an effective inter-
face, I could do something with it." 
What Westergrert has bottled is a 

complex, highly interactive database 
that allows users to enter the name of a 
group, musician or song they like and let 
the database create a personal "radio 
channel" or playlist of similar music — 
by name, The Music Genome Project. 

As the pieces of music are served up, 
the listener gets to choose whether those 
pieces stay in rotation, aren't heard as 
often or are deleted Listeners can also 
click on the selections and be routed to 
Amazon, where the) can buy CDs, or to 
iTunes, where they can purchase indi-
vidual cuts. 

See INTERNET, page 34 
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Small Connector, Nice Payoff 
With Neutrik EMC XLR Microphone Connectors, 

Cellphones and XLR Mics Can Coexist Again 

by Paul Kaminski 

If you've ever had a recording, per-
formance or broadcast degraded by RF 
static from a cell phone, you've likely 
tried to figure out how to prevent that 
from happening again. Murphy's Law 
suggests that the static usually hits when 
the "money quote" is spoken in those 
circumstances. 
The Audio Engineering Society 

Standards Committee has been thinking 
for years about such a solution; Neutrik 
USA introduced its answer to this prob-
lem at last year's NAB with the NC3 
M/FXX-EMC line of audio connectors. 

Product Applications Manager Fred 
Besnoff said, "Microphones used in an 
event, conference room, public address 
system, etc. are prone to static when a 
cell phone or similar device is activat-
ed." The EMC-XLR series is designed 
to provide better RF screening for criti-
cal audio applications like these. 

Construction and fabrication 
Pins 2 and 3 (2 is positive and 3 nega-

tive in relation to phase) are soldered 
and connected in a similar manner to 
other XLR connectors. 
The EMC series design provides a 

continuous RF shield connection from 
the cable to the chassis connector hous-
ing via a circular capacitor around the 
cable shield. There's an EMI suppres-
sion ferrite bead between pin 1 (shield) 
and the cable screen to provide a low-
pass filter for RF rejection. Two metal 
pieces receive the shield wire; the shield 
wire is normally fanned out and sol-
dered over both pieces, or in the case of 
foil shields or single stranded wire, 
point soldered on one of those metal 
pieces. 

Those pieces fit into slots on a small 
circuit board, which locate the shield 
sub-assembly when the connector is 
assembled. Neutrik says the EMC-XLR 
connector needs to be connected to both 
ends of a microphone cable for the max-
imum rejection of RF, and that the chas-
sis connector for the destination equip-
ment (mixer, etc.) ought to be a metal 
version with a good contact for the 
shield connector. 

Testing 
I have had recordings degraded when 

cell phones rang, and the RF overpow-
ered the audio. I normally have but one 
chance to get the audio in a fluid field 
news situation where there is little to no 
control over the audio environment, so 
you can understand my interest in 
removing that obstacle to a good 
recording. 
I constructed a nominal 30-inch 

microphone cord (balanced XLR) with a 
male and female NC3-EMC-XLR con-
nector at both ends of Belden 1804a 
microphone cable. I then connected the 
cord to an Audio-Technica AT-897 shot-
gun microphone and a Shure SM-77 

dynamic microphone, both of which 
were connected in turn to a Marantz 
PMD660 recorder in record pause, so I 
could hear the audio. 
I used a T-Mobile Nokia 6010 cell 

phone to make a call. I held the Nokia 
phone approximately 2 inches from the 
female EMC connector, and listened for 
interference by RF static. I heard none. 
I then repeated the test with one of 

my standard 30-inch 1804a microphone 
cords and a studio-grade star quad cord 
with conventional XLR connectors. You 
could hear the RF static from the tele-
phone with the standard 30-inch 1804a 
cord and the studio-grade Star Quad 
cord when the phone was held next to 
those connectors. 

This rather unscientific test duplicat-
ed what I heard at the Neutrik USA 
booth last spring. The push-to-talk cell 
phones (Nextel, etc.) are noted for their 
RF interference when they operate. If 
you produce audio in an environment 
where there are a lot of Nextel phones, 
the EMC-XLR connectors can eliminate 
that issue for sound engineers and radio 
news people. 

Not a digital bullet 
While the increased RF rejection is a 

good thing, Besnoff reiterated that the 
EMC-XLR series connector is a applica-

Ever wish you 
could just move 
the post? 
Program logs can't map out the surprises in your broadcast day. But serving 

your listeners means getting severe weather bulletins, extra traffic reports, 

and other breaking news on the air immediately. 

BIM 'AI, rà • 

lj/ (* D  a 

Audio Time Manager 

lets you insert 

important, unplanned 

content into a network show and still have it end on time. III No More 

make-goods. • No more returning "already in progress." 

• No loss of content. • No listener whiplash! 

If you can press two buttons, you can make extra time when you need it. 

With audio quality so transparent it will amaze you. 

.i r  Move the post instead of crashing into it. 
« Audio Time Manager. Because its about time. 

25-Seven Systems, Inc. • Boston, MA • 888.257.2578 • www.25-seven.com 

lion-specific connector. 
It's not a replacement for AES-EBU, 

TOSlink or S/PDIF digital connectors, 
which Besnoff says are "inductance 
dependent ( 110 ohm or 75 ohm) and are 
serial interfaces for transferring digital 
audio." If you are connecting a phan-
tom-powered microphone to equipment, 
there should be no problems; the EMC-
XLR series acts strictly as a band-pass 
filter and phantom power should not be 
affected. Again, the ground at the equip-
ment side is key to deriving the maxi-
mum benefit from the EMC-XLR con-
nector system. 

Cost 
An informal survey of suppliers sug-

gests that the EMC-XLR series will cost 
a bit more per piece than the standard 
NC3FX or FXX series three-pin XLR 
connector. If, however, the audio you 
produce and process is of such impor-
tance that no interference from a cell 
phone can be tolerated (and with hun-
dreds of millions of cell phones in the 
field, you are sure to find one when you 
don't want to), the extra cost is justified. 
Depending on the situation, it can save a 
recording, broadcast or job. 

Paul Kaminski is a Radio World con-
tributor, news director for the Motor 
Sports Radio Network and contributor for 
CBS News Radio. Contact him by e-mail 
at motorsportsradio@msrpk.com. 

Internet 
Continued from page 33 

Westergren says a song or a group's 
popularity is not a criterion. "Relevance 
is the only thing that drives us, relevance 
for each individual listener. Right now 
each listener can have 100 different sta-
tions and the more they curate them, the 
more personalized they become." 

Creating such a database is not an 
easy feat. The Pandora library holds 
about 420,000 pieces of music and has 
been adding nearly 15,000 every month. 
Pandora employs 48 trained music ana-
lysts. Having a music degree is a 
requirement. Each analyst must take 150 
hours of training to prepare for the task; 
that takes place at the Oakland head-
quarters. 

After training, Westergren says, ana-
lysts may spend 20 to 30 minutes cate-
gorizing each piece of music. The 
result is that each song has a 400-point, 
DNA-like database profile that is used 
to predict what songs a listener might 
like. 

Last year Pandora caught the attention 
of Microsoft and an ad revenue sharing 
deal quickly was made. For now and in 
the foreseeable future, Westergren says 
ads will be visible on the page, but not 
audible. Now, with 5 million sub-
scribers, Westergren has opened offices 
in London and Tokyo to take the project 
international, where the company is 
making performance rights deals with 
organizations in other countries. 

According to the WiMax Forum, you 
can deploy a WiMax system and get 
throughput up to 40 megabits per second 
for upload and download per channel, 
for a range of 3 to 10 kilometers. The 
revolution may not be televised after all. 
Instead it may be Webcast. 

Ty Ford has been writing for Radio 
World since 1986. Reach him at 
www.tyford.com. • 

See us at NAB Booth #N7834 
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PE-itterned for broadcasting, NMS, SCADA 
Completely integrated SNMP interface: the latest NetPOD evolution 
Fully managed from the final user 
Specialized probes that perform complex measurements of real world signals 
C prinects to all types of site equipment. 

ANT 

remote contn 

ANT Group S.r.l. - Via & rah, 76 25085 Gavardo Brescia Italy 

Tel: + 39 0365 34558 Fax: +39 0365 371960 - email: sales@antgroup.it - web: www.antgroup.it 
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PRODUCT EVAWATION 

Latest HD-R Tabletop Is From Directed 
$250 Unit Boasts Two Detachable Speakers, 

Alarm Clock Among Its Features 

by Aaron Read 

BOSTON One big missing component 
of the HD Radio tuner rollout has been 
the HD equivalent of ubiquitous alarm 
clock radios. For a while we've had only 
the Boston Acoustics Recepter Radio 
HD; now we also have the Directed HD 
Table Top receiver (DHHD-1000) from 
Directed Electronics. 

The unit features a large backlit multi-
line display, with two detachable ported 
speakers plus an alarm clock. It's pretty 
good, overall. 

Whoever put this together has been lis-
tening to engineers' early laments about a 
lack of good antennas; a well-built AM 
loop and FM dipole antenna were includ-
ed, as well as two outboard speakers that 
are nearly as big as the radio themselves. 
Rounding things out were a headphone 
jack and aux input on the back, along 
with a mysterious "Service Only" S-
Video jack, a "wall wart" power supply 
and an instruction manual. 

Being a typical engineer, I put aside 
the manual for the moment since I want-
ed to see how intuitive everything was. 
For the basic setup, it was easy to get the 
unit powered on and listening to HD 
Radio. 

There is a menu button, but for most 
day-to-day functions you'll be using the 
other six buttons: power, band, tune up, 
tune down, preset, memory (labeled 
"memo") and the volume knob. Push in 
the volume knob to switch to the "Aux" 
input. 

Plugging in headphones mutes the 
speakers. The radio automatically 
switches to the HD signal if it detects 
one strong enough to lock onto. Lacking 

live barely two miles from 1,000 watt 
WZBC(FM) on 90.3 MHz, so I tried tun-
ing in WICN(FM) — an 8,000 watt 

Removing eight screws from the rear reveals a sparse interior. Most of the 
electronics are packed along the front, bottom and one side. 

HD, it'll show RDS PAD if that signal is 
present. 

This quickly led to the first treat of 
this radio. You can set the display to 
"program guide," meaning that if a mul-
ticast channel is detected, it'll show the 
PAD from that multicast stream, and the 
PAD from the main channel at the same 
time. So you can listen to one channel, 
and if you spy something you want to 
hear on the other channel, it's a simple 
matter to tune one spot over. 

The sensitivity of the radio quickly 
became apparent when I moved to the 
NCE band, a place where the Boston 
metro has more than a dozen college sta-
tions all crammed next to each other. I 
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directional on 90.5 MHz over 30 miles 
away on roughly the same azimuth. 

Surprisingly, WICN was there. There 
was a fair amount of static, more than I'd 
consider "listenable" for any length of 
time, but there was no crosstalk from 
WZBC. 

Next test is on the AM band. We only 
have three stations in Boston proper run-
ning HD-R on AM: WBZ, WMKI and 
WXKS. 

All three blended to HD-R within a 
few seconds of tuning and the improve-
ment in audio quality is dramatic: much 
more high end, and all stereo. Some 
minor audible artifacts, but overall I'd 
say it's much better than regular AM. 
An added treat showed up when I 

tuned to WJIB; this radio continues the 
trend of HD tuners decoding C-Quam 
AM Stereo. I wouldn't quite call it as 
good as HD, but it's not bad. 

Finally, after warning my wife, I 
cranked up the volume on a few stations 
to see what the supplied amplifier could 
do. I wouldn't say it "goes to eleven," 
but it's more than loud enough for most 
any domestic situation. 
Of course, there's also the nice consis-

tency to an HD signal. There's no static, 
pops, fades, clicks or hiss; it's just steady 

See DIRECTED, page 38 
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• 
Overall the Directed HD Table Top receiver (DHHD-1000) from 

Directed Electronics is pretty good, and out of the box its supplied 
FM dipole is superior to the BA-supplied 'rat tail.' 

over 1000 sold! 

FM 89.3MHz HD- I 

AUTO WTLS 

la Remote Control and Logging of HD Radio" 
Signal Attributes as well as RBDS and PAD Data 

Ill Robust Remote Alarm Panel for Carrier and 
Audio Loss with Email Notification 

DaySequerra 
www.daysequerra.com 

DaySequerra • 154 Cooper Road, Building 902 • West Berlin, NJ 08091 • Phone 856-719-9900 • 02007 All Group Inc. 
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Broadcast Electronics HD Radio Seminar 

This is the free, annual technical event where engineers get up-to-date on the latest technologies, share 

their experiences and increase their odds of becoming heroes to everyone at their stations. Don't miss it! 

Saturday, April 14 from 2pm until 4pm, Las Vegas Convention Center Room N211 

Go to www.bdcast.com to register! 
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Sponsored by Broadcast Electronics 
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HD RadioTm Scoreboard 

The HD Radio Scoreboard is compiled by Radio World using information supplied by equity Digital Corp., the ND Digital Radio filliance and other sources. 
The data shouin reflect best information as of mid-Illarch. This page is sponsored by Broadcast Electronics. HD Radio is a trademark of equity Digital Corp. 
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Market 
Anchorage 

Anchorage 

Juneau 
Juneau 

Ketchikan 

Petersburg 

Sitka 

Wrangell 

Market 
Honolulu 
Honolulu 

Honolulu 
Honolulu 

Honolulu 
Honolulu 

Honolulu 
Honolulu 

On the Air in Licl and 50 
ALASKA 

There are seven stations in Alaska broadcasting eight HD Radio 

Freq. 
1250 

101.3 

104.3 
104.3-2 

105.3 

100.9 

104.7 

101.7 

as reported by the HD Digital Radio Alliance. 

Station 
KENI-HD 

KGOT-HD1 

KTOO-HD1 
KTOO-HD2 

KRBD-HD1 

KFSK-HD1 

KCAW-HD1 

KSTK-HD1 

Format 
News/Talk 

(HR 

Variety 
Groove Salad 

Public 

Eclectic 

Eclectic 

Nws/Tlk/AC 

HAWAII 
There are no HD Radio stations 

Freq. 
98.5 
98.5-2 

93.9 
93.9-2 

92.3 
92.3-2 

101.9 
101.9-2 

The HD Radio Botto 
Licensed 

EF 
ast 

The following 

Station 
*KDNN-HD1 
*KDNN-H02 

*KIKI-HD1 
*KIKI-HD2 

*KSSK-HD1 
*KSSK-H02 

*KUCD-HD1 
*KUCD-HD2 
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are 

in Hawaii, according to 

listed as coming soon. 

Format 
(HR/Hawaiian 
Mainstream Country 

(HR/Rhythmic 
Old School Hip Hop 

AC 
Smooth Jazz 

Alternative Rock 
Metal Rock 

channels, 

Licensee 
Clear Channel 

Clear Channel 

Capital Comm ty Broadcasting 
Capital Comm ty Broadcasting 

Rainbird Comm ty Broadcasting 

Narrows Broadcasting 

Raven Radio Foundation 

Wrangell Radio Group 

the alliance. 

Licensee 
Clear Channel 
Clear Channel 

Clear Channel 
Clear Channel 

Clear Channel 
Clear Channel 

Clear Channel 
Clear Channel 

(s) stations are listed as coming soon. 

Market Penetration 
UniffleStates, 
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3.4% 

licensed by 'Wiley licensed by lbiquity 
and on the air and not on the air 

Number of 
FM Stations 

Multicastinc: 
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GRACE BROADCAST SALES 
Sound Ideas (Or Building Business`" 

71 

Free Demos 

Questions' Call us toll- free ( 8138) 472-238$ 

wwvv.gracebroadcast.com 

eleee 1 • 
I (mill). Presents 

Class of '07 Graduate Salute 
Market Exclusive Campaign 

Generate Income — Attract New Clients 
Unique — Ready To Sell Promotion 

:30 & :60 fully produced jingle package (sample available) 

call 806-778-7911 or visit www.rockinwproductions.com 

Be compliant with the new BAS Prior 
Coordination Notification Procedures! 

Pc-A 
Hundreds of people have told us 
they need a service that will: 
/ Perform a Path and Interference study 

for each application. 
J. Send all the Prior Coordination Notices to 

others in the spectrum. 
/ File the FCC Form 601. 

r. Make it easy to start the process. 

• And do it for less than other services charge. 

So we've created your inexpensiv 
one-stop solution for RPU and 

SE. licensing needs! 
[puma. mtbuz. tokluu. 

visit www.terrestrialrf.com 
8 2 

ATTENTION 
PROVIDERS! 
Promote your services to 
Radio Worldt readers. 
Reach Radio Station 

owners/managers and 
engineers with your message. 

For information on affordable 

advertising call Claudia at 
1-703-998-7600, ext. 154. 

NEW $ALES BOOSTERS 
from tenAuE. tieu\AVIT 
Fully produced & market exclusive 
:30- or : 60-sec. radio features you 
can download immediately and 
START SELLING TODAY! 

Do You Have Advertising Clients or 
Prospects in These Categories? 

HOME IMPROVEMENT- GARDENING 
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES - PETS 
INSURANCE- HEALTHCARE-ETC. 
Get FREz. US & SALES MATE 

now at GraceBroadcast corn 

Makes Sense!(Dollars, too.) 

E-mail Claudia Van Veen at 

cvanveeneimaspub.corn or call 

1-703-998-7600 x 154 to reserve your space. 

Directed 
Continued from page 36 

sound. You don't even really notice it 
until it goes away — then you wonder 
how you lived without HD. 
The next morning I was able to test 

the unit's two alarm clocks. Either clock 
can be set to any time, and set to buzz or 
play the radio. An added bonus: you can 
even set the volume of the buzzer or 
radio. 
Programming the alarm is a little 

tricky, but the buzzer sounds disturbingly 
like a modern office building's fire 
alarm, which really gets ya out of bed, I 
can assure you. There's also a 
snooze/sleep button. 

Removing eight screws from the rear 
reveals a sparse interior. Most of the 
electronics are packed along the front, 
bottom and one side; there's a lot of 
empty space for something so remark-
ably small to begin with, although the 
unit still draws 1.5 A at 12 VDC ... quite 
a bit. 

The not-so-good stuff 
So far, I've been pretty impressed with 

this little unit. Now we come to the 
downsides. 

First is audio quality. The supplied 
speakers are fairly small, and despite 
attempts at bass ports in the back, there's 
just not much "oomph" on the low end at 
all. There's also no EQ or even bass/tre-
ble "tone" controls. 
I tried hooking up my trusty set of 

Technics LX-50 home stereo speakers, 
and the lack of bass was noticeable even 
on those. Ditto for headphones. Using 
the Aux port with my iPod set to "bass 
booster" there was better sound, but I 
had to turn up the gain very high just to 
get normal listening volume ... high 
enough that some minor distortion was 
evident. I think there's just no way to get 
a silk purse out of this sow's ear, but hey 
— it's a table radio. 

While the radio can hold 30 presets, 
programming them is a somewhat 
tedious process. Nor can you program a 
multicast channel to be a preset, or even 
tune to a multicast channel while in pre-
set tuning mode. The radio does hold on 
to your presets though, and the clock, 
during a power outage. 
I also noticed that receiver sensitivity 

for FM drops dramatically depending on 
how the antenna is oriented. Many non-
savvy listeners just ball up the antenna 
wire, and doing that on this radio makes 
it pretty "deaf." Also, there's no mention 
of how to properly orient a dipole anten-
na in the documentation. 

Speaking of which, the documentation 
— or should I say, the lack of it — is 
fairly damning. There's a small and 

Product Capsule 
' I 

HD Tabletop 
DHHD-1000 

Thumbs Up 

*/ Compact size 
Good to excellent sensitivity 

/ Good alarm clock 

HD-R/RBDS PAD display 

Aux input and headphones jack-

Thumbs Down 

/ Mediocre sound (weak bass) 

/ Poor documentation 

— Ultra-bright display 

/ Inability to set multicast channels 

to presets 

No "professional" features 

PRICE: S250 

Web site: www.directed.c 

sparse booklet that's filled with confus-
ing yet repetitive info; most of it in bad-
ly-translated English. Fortunately, most 
of the radio is pretty intuitive, but the 
lack of good documentation could be a 
deal-killer for non-technical folks. 

My eyes! My eyes! 
Another major gripe I have is the 

ultra-bright blue backlight display. It's 
comparable to that searingly bright neon 
from Kramer's apartment in "Seinfeld." 

Even with the 10-stage dimmer at its 
lowest setting, it's still pretty bright for a 
dark bedroom. Clearly this radio is 
designed for bedroom alarm clock use, 
so the display issue seems a major over-
sight. 
With an MSRP of $250, the 

DHHD1000 would seem to be in direct 
competition with the Boston Acoustics 
Recepter Radio HD tabletop clock radio. 
Unfortunately, the BA sounds better, 
looks better and has better features, all 
for the same price. In addition, when 
using the same antennas, putting the 
tuners head-to-head yielded roughly the 
same receiver sensitivity. 

This isn't to say the DHHD is a bad 
radio. Overall it's pretty good, and out of 
the box its supplied FM dipole is superi-
or to the BA-supplied "rat tail,"giving it 
a distinct edge to the non-technical user. 
And if the price follows a typical pat-

tern of dropping over time as R&D costs 
are recouped, then I would consider it a 
worthy contender in the tabletop radio 
market. 
Aaron Read is a staff engineer for 

Broadcast Signal Lab, technical director 
for public radio's "The Infinite Mind" and 
a self-described professional jack of all 
trades. See www.friedbagels.com/blog. • 

DIGITAL NEWS 

Wal-Mart Carries HD Radio 
BENTONVILLE, Ark. Some HD Radios are coming down in price, and Wal-
Mart is the newest retailer to begun stocking the products. 

Wal-Mart is carrying the JVC HD-W10 Mobile HD Radio receiver in approxi-
mately 2,000 stores in 85 markets. The radio retails for around $ 190. 
HD Digital Radio Alliance President/CEO Peter Ferrara said the retailer repre-

sents a new level of reach for HD Radio and underscores that IBOC is "is now 
within easy reach of millions of consumers." 

Wal-Mart joins national retailers Tweeter, RadioShack, Circuit City and The 
Sharper Image in selling HD Radios. 

The move is being promoted in an advertising campaign on alliance member 
radio stations. 
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Ibiquity Rolls Out Fee Cap 
COLUMBIA, Md. Ibiquity Digital 
launched a new incentive program it says 
will give small station operators a break 
on licensing fees for the HD Radio tech-
nology. 

Under the incentive program, radio 
owners could cap their one-time license 
fees at $ 10,000 per station. Fees are oth-
erwise due to rise to $ 15,000 this July 
and to $25,000 next July. 

To qualify, licensees must make certain 
commitments and pay a deposit by 
September. 

Ibiquity says the program is well suited 
to owners of small groups and indepen-
dent station owners; it allows participating 
groups to lock in the license fee on future 
station acquisitions. 

Per the terms of the program, any radio 
group not currently licensed under a previ-
ous Ibiquity conversion incentive would 
have their primary audio license fees 
capped at $ 10K per station. 

Ibiquity's use of the term "group" 
includes single-station owners. 
"We talked to some small-market 

broadcasters about what sort of program it 
would take to get them to enter into the 
program." They gave the company feed-
back "about what it would take to move 
groups" to convert to HD Radio, said 
Scott Stull, Ibiquity vice president of 
broadcast business development. 

"We're looking for a multi-year com-
mitment and in return we're willing to 
lock in this year's price:' 

In 2004, Ibiquity offered its first incen-
tive program on licensing fees. Groups 
that signed up at that time locked in a 
$5,000 per-station price. That price is still 
good as long as groups meet their conver-
sion targets. The same is true with the new 
incentive, according to Stull. 
The largest 20 radio groups own just 20 

percent of the AM and FM stations in the 
U.S., which means the majority of the 

DIGITAL NEWS 

Dice Introduces 

HD-R Car 

Converter 
LAKE TAHOE, Nev. DICE 
Electronics says its HD Dice car con-
verter with integrated iPod connection 
port now supports text display on cer-
tain models from Honda and Acura. 
DICE stands for Digital In Car 
Entertainment. 

The Honda- and Acura-compatible 
HD Dice also receives satellite radio 
signals and associated text displays. 

Like the vehicle-specific iPod inte-
gration kits from Dice Electronics, HD 
Dice connects and integrates with the 
vehicle's factory entertainment system 
and does not need an external con-
troller. Track buttons allow the user to 
tune among HD Radio stations or to 
control the iPod. 

The HD Dice is now available for 
some models from Toyota, Lexus, 
Scion, BMW, Mini Cooper, Buick, 
Cadillac, Chevrolet, GMC, Hummer, 
Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Honda and Acura 
with iPod integration and AUX input. 

The HD Dice lists for $ 199; an iPod 
interface cable can be added for $39. 

Licensing 

Deadline 

Main Channel 

Licensing Fee 

Digital Conversion 

Deadline 

June 30, 2007 $10,000 Dec. 31, 2007 

June 30, 2008 $15,000 Dec. 31, 2008 

Subsequent $25,000 None 

Source: Ibiquity Digital HD Radio Broadcaster Licensing Fact Sheet 

nation's stations are owned by small group 
owners and independents, according to Ron 
Davis, chairman of the Small Market 
Operators Caucus, who endorsed the pro-
gram in Ibiquity's announcement. He 
believes the program is a good fit for small, 
independent broadcasters, as it will help 

them accelerate their IBOC transitions. 
Qualifying groups, be they multi-sta-

tion or single-station owners, will commit 
to license and convert stations under the 
following terms: 

• All group stations already licensed 

with Ibiquity Digital must be converted 
under the existing license terms; 
• At least one group station not convert-

ed must be by Dec. 31 of this year; 
• 50 percent of all group stations with 

revenues in excess of $300,000 must be 
converted by Dec. 31, 2010 based on a 
schedule outlined in the License 
Commitment Agreement; 

• $2,000 of the $ 10,000 license fee for 
each station committed under the incen-
tive is due by Sept. 30, 2007. The remain-
ing $8,000 for each station is due at the 
time the station is licensed. 

The discount applies to all group sta-
tions, pending the execution of a 2007 
License Commitment Agreement between 
the group owner and Ibiquity by Sept. 30. 

— Leslie Stimson 

Success comes from knowing what you do best, and then doing it. At ENCO, we know 
broadcast software, and that's what we do. DAD, from ENCO, is reliable, powerful audio 
playout and automation that's easy to use...and affordable to purchase. Since 1992, ENCO 
has provided mission critical systems to small, medium and large markets as well as major 
radio networks and groups. Your business depends on the audio you play, and you can rely 
on DAD. 

Playing your audio. It's what we do. It's all we do. And we do it well. Call us today for the 
ultimate upgrade to your existing automation system and experience what sets ENCO apart. 

ENCO. When Playing Audio Really Matters. 
(800) ENCO-SYS 
(248) 827-4440 
www.enco.com E 

See Us at NAB Booth # N6217 
NCO 
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No distance or line- of-
sight restriction makes 
Starlink SL9003T1 the 
ideal choice for STUTSL 
and intercity links. 

Starlink Ti's 
bidirectional high capacity 
significantly reduces 
communications costs 
compared to discrete audio, 
telephone and data circuits. 

And Starlink's 
uncompressed digital 
audio will stand out 

• above your competition. 

SU over any distance or terrain... 
e • Moseley Starlink Ti 

Call the digital STL experts today. 

Dave Chancey 805.968.9621 

Bill Gould 978.373.6303 
www.moseleysb.com 

• HD RadioTM and Multicasting 

• Transmitter remote control 

• RBDS data 

• Telephone extension 

• IP-based equipment control 
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Where Ideas Turn Into 'Blinks' 
Creative Services Group Produces 
Custom Work for Clear Channel Clients 

by Ken R. Deutsch 

When the HD Digital Radio Alliance 
last year introduced edgy radio spots for 
the new digital technology, using the tag 
line 'Are You Def Yet," the spots came 
from a relatively low-profile arm of Clear 
Channel called the Creative Services 
Group. 

Formed in 2004, this entity is a kind of 
"mini agency" in Atlanta that produces 
custom commercial work for advertisers 
on Clear Channel stations in its top 25 
markets. The production facility provides 
services such as audio branding, cus-
tomized musical underscères and full-
blown jingles. 

CSG Studio Gear List 

Wheatstone Generation 4 Digital 
Consoles (3) 

Wheatstone SR-9, 5.1 Surround 
Mix Console 

Each room is equipped with the 
following: 
Manley Vox Box Mic Preamps (2) 
Neumann TLM-103 Microphones (2) 
Kurzweil K-2600 XS Keyboard 
Tascam MD-350 MiniDisc recorder 
Marantz CD Player 
Telos Zephyr XStream 
Pro Tools HD 192 110 
Pro Tools MIDI Interface 

Computer Systems: 
Dell Dimension 9150: 3 gigs of ram, 
300 gig hard drive 

Macintosh Quad Processor G5: 
3 gigs of ram, 200 gig hard drive, 
Pro Tools HD 3 system 

20-Inch Dell LCD Monitors (3) 

Audio Monitors: 
Genelec 4-Inch Nearfield Monitors (2) 
JBL 4410 A Studio Monitors (2) 

Software and Plug-ins: 
Pro Tools HD 7.2, Final Cut Pro, 
Adobe Audition 2.0, Waves Diamond 
Bundle TDM, Waves SSL Bundle 
TDM, Sony Oxford TDM, Sound 
Toys, Anteres Autotune 5, Reason 
3.0, Vokator, Grm Tools, Reverb One, 
B.F.D., Drums On Demand, 
Bombfactory Plugin Suite 

Various gear shared between moms: 
Mesaboogie Dual Rectifier 
POD Pro 
MicroKorg 
Korg R.A.D.I.A.S. 
Korg Toneworks Tuner 
AKA! MPC 1000 Sampler 

Four senior producers and 10 other 
employees are involved in brainstorming, 
writing and producing concepts for Clear 
Channel clients; ideas are shared with oth-
er stations in the group via the Internet for 
local adaptation. 

Clear Channel production directors can 
download scripts and finished audio ele-

ments such as music and effects from a 
private Web site via a process known as 
SpotShare. 

The company aims CSG services at 
clients with healthy budgets who are will-
ing to accept non-traditional advertising 
— such as the one- or two-second radio 
spots Clear Channel dubbed "blinks," and 
"adlets," which run five seconds. 

Though the industry trend seems to be 
away from traditional :60s, Forrest Martin, 
a senior producer with the group, 

Jason Phelps, Vito Gorinas, Forrest Martin and J.J. Foxx Jason Phelps 

acknowledges that the really-short-spot 
concept may seem odd to the uninitiated, 
but says they work well for a certain type 
of client, "someone with a national brand 
that can be recognized. For McDonald's 
we demonstrated how we could make a 1-
second blink of their famous `ba dop ba ba 
bah...' theme." Clear Channel officials 
say it created the short ad concept to help 
extend established, national brands, 

Martin feels many traditional :60s are 
boring, with messages that could easily be 
tightened to 30 seconds. The company 
emphasizes that short spots work best 
when used in conjunction with other 

See CSG, page 42 

Do not take a BRICK to the 
NEXT PRESS CONFERENCE 
... nor your mp3 player 

Take the AEQ PAW 120 
PROFESSIONAL RECORDER 

Like mobile telephones, the latest AEQ digital recorder fits 
comfortable in your hand and in your pocket! The PAW 120 is the 

ultimate digital recorder for journalists who value comfort and quality! 

PAW 120's main features: 

• Record, play and edit Linear PCM and MPEG compressed audio Built-in speaker. 

• Built-in microphone and XLR adapter, with connections for mono or stereo external dynamic or 
condenser microphone, including phantom power. 

• Stereo or Mono Line Input and Output Appears as USB removable external device compatible with 
both Windows and Mac OS. 

is Support of BWF file format, allowing for easy integration with radio automation systems. 

• Uses two AA dry cells or rechargeable batteries. 

AEQ also offers excellent communication and audio equipment: 

▪ Digital consoles and audio routers for radio and TV u The latest in RPU Technology to Stationary and portable ISDN 

Audio Codecs and Telephone Hybrids • Advanced Multi-Channel Talk Show System • Multiplexers, Analogue Mixing 

Consoles, AD Converters, Monitors, and Digital Commentary System for large sport events. 

Phone: 954-581-7999 
Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 ( US only) 

e-mail: sales ,aeqbroadcast.com 

www.aeqbroadcast.com 

•••••• 

AEQ 
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Powerful Processing in One Rack Space 
Vorsis HD-P3 Provides Clean 

Sound From Any Networked PC 

by Rich Rarey 

Once in a while a piece of broadcast 
equipment is so complex, so powerful, 
that to expose its entire control surface, 
one would have to have a whole rack of 
knobs, buttons and indicators. 

The Wheatstone Vorsis HD-P3 digital 
multiband signal processor is smarter 
than that. It's a snazzy 1 RU device with 
only level metering and gain-reduction 
metering on the front — the control sur-
face for which is contained and displayed 
within the realm of TCP/IP data — mak-
ing it powerful yet controllable from any 
networked Windows-based computer. I 
was not expecting such complexity in an 
audio processor, yet audio easily flowed 
through it upon power up, even without 
connecting its rear-panel RJ45 jack to a 
data network. 

The HD-P3 boasts a comprehensive set 

of audio processing tools in that single 
rack unit: filters; EQ; de-esser; expander-
gate; AGC; compressor; multiband limiter; 
output limiter; M-S matrix; pre-and-de 

emphasis; AM bandwidth filter; and HD 
delay. It is well designed for AM and FM 
broadcast transmission, and suitable for 
professional sound applications. 

First things first 
To begin to explore the HD-P3 fea-

tures, one must first install the Windows-
based control application and connect the 
HD-P3 to a data network or use a data 

crossover cable to connect directly to the 
controlling computer. Once running, the 
Vorsis control software presents the user 
with a pretty interface, and the opportuni-
ty to locate and control the HD-P3. 

Normally I cringe when equipment has 
no physical controls. Devices seem to get 
"lost" easily in the ocean of IP addresses 

when changing from the factory default. 
But the HD-P3 software incorporates the 
Media Access Control address of the 
HD-P3 network card, as well as its IP 
address, and I had little trouble configur-
ing it from its factory default address. 

Once located in the network, the phys-
ical HD-P3 can be brought online, and 
the software's dynamic display comfort-
ably fills your 1024 x 768 screen with a 

Product Capsule: 
Wheatstone Vorsis HD-P3 

Digital Multiband Signal Processor 

Thumbs Up 
r I RU size 
/ AES and analog I/O 
/ Integral delay on AES outputs for 

synchronizing HD channels to the 
main analog transmission 

/ Pretty GUI interface 
/ Fast display response 
/ More than three-dozen 

factory-provided presets 
/ Good for AM/FM/HD 

transmission processing 

Thumbs Down 
Lots of controls; spend the time 
to program it for your sound 

/ Controlling software requires a registra-
tion key after seven-day free period 

/ Windows computer is required for 
configuration 

/ Must use HD-P3 MAC address to set 
up controlling software 

PRICE: $ 1,995 

CONTACT: Wheatstone in 

North Carolina at (252) 638-7000 

or www.wheatstone.com. 

single window with four integral areas: 
control, virtual metering and frequency-
domain graphs, a title bar and what I'd 

See VORSIS, page 44 

CSG 
Continued from page 41 

lengths. Vice President/General Manager 
Bob Case says, "Advertisers today are 
much more interested in shorter length, 
they recognize that time is precious. We 
do get calls for :60s every once in a while 
as well as even longer spots and full spon-
sored content. It all depends on the strate-
gy and the objective of each individual 
advertiser." 
CSG sometimes produces pieces that 

run as long as two minutes, more like 
songs than commercials. 

"Whether we're creating a really short 
spot or a 30-second spot, the key is that 
we must connect emotionally with the lis-
tener," said Martin. "We're not the right 
guys for clients that want to have a phone 
number mentioned four times in each 
spot. We are more useful to advertisers 
interested in branding their businesses:' 

Search engine 
Here is a sentence from the CSG policy 

book that you will never hear uttered by a 
local sales manager: There is a 10-day 
turnaround policy on all projects. 

"Each spot must be approved twice, 
once in script form and again when the 
final audio is completed," Martin said. 
"Liz Smith, our creative director, is 
responsible for that." 
When the written spot is approved, 

CSG producers have many tools at their 
disposal including almost every music and 
effects library from Canadian supplier 
Sound Ideas. These tracks come with 
national licenses so the resulting spots can 
air in any market. 

"The search engine makes the choices 
less overwhelming," said producer J.J. 
Foxx. "If I can't find what I'm looking for 
in our libraries, I will go to www.sound-
dogs.com and buy it. Sometimes I make 
my own sound effects using a portable 
recorder. I have had several interesting 
conversations with managers of home 
improvement stores as to why I was shak-
ing paint cans, tossing items on the floor 
and banging on buckets. I end up buying 

J.J. Foxx at work 

the items that can give me the sound I'm 
looking for." 

Then there is the Voice Bank. 
"This was developed especially for us 

by Joe Lomonaco, a great production guy 
in Rochester," said Martin. CSG staff use 
it to find the right voice for a spot; the 
access the "bank" online via password. "I 
can get online and search for just the right 
voice for any spot by gender, age, name or 
voice description. 
"Some of our talents work for Clear 

Channel, some go through an agency and 
some are independent announcers. A lot 
of them have home studios, but even if 
they don't, we can usually get them into 
one of our studios in Los Angeles or 
wherever they are." 

Music Director Jason Phelps is called 
in when library music isn't enough. With a 
background that includes a stint backing 
up pop star Shakira, his own certified No. 
2 song on Billboard and videos on MTV, 
he is more than qualified. Phelps has his 
own specially equipped, spacious studio 
capable of accommodating an entire band. 
But one has to wonder why he would give 
up the life of a pop star to write music for 
car dealers. 

"I wanted to get out of the artist side of 

the business because my wife and I had a 
baby girl in 2004," said Phelps. "It became 
difficult for me to hit the road because I 
missed them tremendously. [Clear 
Channel's] Jim Cook asked me to move to 
Atlanta so I could make music for him and 
I was given the task of re-inventing the 
radio jingle. No more singing the name of 
the business. No more singing the phone 
number. We connect with audiences just 
like a song." 

Phelps regularly hires freelance musi-
cians and singers to contribute to his pro-
jects. But all the producers use musical 
tools to create underscores and effects. 
Each studio is equipped with a Kurzweil 
2600XS keyboard, an 88-note synthesiz-
er/sampler. 

"I'm not a musicians but I find ways to 
use that and a number of ' soft synths' 
[software versions of synthesizers] that are 
plug-ins for our Pro Tools system," said 
Martin. "We just did some effects for 
Disney and I was creating Tinkerbell 
sounds where in the past I would have 
tried to pull a something off a library." 

Other gadgets favored by Martin 
include Vokator, a high-resolution voco-
der/synth by Native Instruments, and BFD 
from Fxpansion, which is a MIDI program 

for creating drum tracks. Those letters 
almost stand for "Big Frealcin' Drums." 

Help on the way 
When CSG's dance card is filled they 

call in extra troops. 
"We have a SWAT team," said Martin. 

"These are outside producers we trust who 
help us when we get slammed, but the 
same approval process is involved on 
every project." 

Creative Services Group may be work-
ing on as many as 40 projects at once. 
Keeping it all straight falls to continuity 
director Karen Shiflett. 

"She is the keeper of the Bonkers List," 
said Martin. "That's a list of the status of 
every project we're working on. D.J. 
Williams is director of client services. You 
might call him "The Firewall." 

"D.J. acts as an agent for us," said 
Martin. "Sales people from the radio sta-
tions are not allowed to contact the pro-
ducers directly; they must go through 
DJ." Other members of the team include 
producer Vito Gorinas, a former jock and 
station imaging expert; copy writer and 
research director Summer Mullins; Bob 
Case, the general manager, who was one 
of the founders of CSG; and Gabe Warren, 
director of technology. 

In a twist on a familiar industry expres-
sion, producer Gorinas likes to say he cre-
ates "theater of the blind," which he 
defines as "painting audio pictures with 
colors you've never heard before." 

Gorinas marvels at the tools available 
to him. 

"I've never had so many creative 
weapons at my disposal, from HD Pro 
Tools rigs to plug-ins to music gear. Now 
on the imaginary front, have they come out 
with a plug to make me sound like Don 
LaFontaine yet? That would be sweet." 

Radio World asked Forrest Martin to 
share a tip or two for production directors. 

"Never hesitate to ask questions," he 
said. "And build a network of people. That 
is really the most important tool you haver 
Examples of CSG's work are at 

lutp://betterradio.net. 
Ken R. Deutsch is a former jingle pro-

ducer and is now enrolled in college at 
age 55. e 



Free Standing AM Broadcasting Antenna 

530 Khz to 1700 Kh - Used World Wide 

Height 49ft ( 15 ) to 75ft ( 23m) 

Less ground area nee ed - Maintenance Free 

Fifteen (15) Years Proven Experience 

SI rsirrj19. 

175 Southgate Drive, Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1G 3M5 

P.O. Box 603, Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1H 6L3 

Tel: ( 519) 824-3220 Fax: ( 519) 824-3411 

FCC approval pending specified efficiencies from 1200 KHZ to 1700 KHZ 

Email: enquiries@valcom-guelph.com Internet: vvww.valcom-guelph.com 

See Us at NAB Booth #N7734 
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Koss Pro4AAT Gets a Grip 
Its Latest Generation of Headphones Add Titanium 
Maintain Grip, Sound-Blocking Cushions of Original 

by Paul Kaminski 

The most basic signal monitoring for 
any radio broadcast or production, 
whether in studio or on remote, is 
through a set of headphones. Most of us 
have a favorite set of headphones that we 
have once used and aspire to own so we 
can have that special "sound" wherever 
we go, whether it's on the road or in a 
studio. For me, that set of headphones 
was the Koss Pro4. 

History 
The Koss Pro4 was introduced in 

1962. Even in a college radio station 
environment in the late 1960s, with little 
to no experience, I could tell the differ-
ence in the sound that came from a set of 
Koss Pro4s and that sound from a set of 
standard no-name headphones. The Pro4s 
gripped your head, the squishy cushions 
blocked out sound, and when driven 
properly, they had a very nice sound. 

The Pro4s even had a fitting so a qual-
ity broadcast boom microphone (rare in 
those days) could be attached without 
making modifications to the earcup like 
opening one up and drilling a hole for the 
microphone mounting hardware. 

The model was discontinued in 1967. 
In 1970, the Pro4AA was introduced and 
continues in production to this day. In the 
1970s, Koss Pro4s went on display at the 
Smithsonian Institution. 

Today 
The third-generation Koss Pro4AAT 

has a titanium-coated diaphragm. It also 

has the now-standard 1/8th TRS plug, 
with a screw adapter so it can mate with 
1/4-inch stereo jacks. It has an eight-foot 
coiled cord, which exits the left earpiece. 
We tested it in our small studio environ-
ment with our Dell Latitude laptop com-
puter and a Peavey PV- 10 mixer. 

Like its legendary ancestor, 
the Pro4AAT's headband 
still has a firm grip, the 
cushions mold around 
your ears to provide a 
seal between the sound 
and the background, and the 
system gives you an 
accurate representation 
of what's being sent 
through the mixer or 
computer. It does not, however, have the 
mount for a boom microphone like the 
still available Pro4AA. Going inside the 
earcup to drill a hole for such a mount 
would more than likely void the lifetime 
warranty. 

Koss also later introduced a fourth 
generation, Pro4AAAT. 

Nuts and bolts 
Koss' published number for frequency 

response for the Pro4AAT is 10-25 kHz. 
The impedance is 250 ohms so it might 
like a headphone amp better than the 
input from a sound card. The sensitivity 
is 96 dB SPL/1 mW. Distortion is less 
than 0.1 percent. 

There's a lot to be said for an accurate 
signal at a reasonable level in your head-
phones. That's what we found when we 
used them in our small studio environ-

Orban Donates Equipment 

To Katrina-Ravaged WBSL 

As part of its Katrina Relief Program, broadcast equipment manufacturer 
Orban/CRL donated a refurbished Optimod-AM 9200 to WBSL(AM) in Bay St. 
Louis, Miss., which recently returned to normal operation after being devastated 
by Hurricane Katrina in August 2005. 

The blues, gospel and talk station is back to full power at 5,000 watts. Chief 
Engineer Thomas Bradley and General Manager Ira Hatchett are shown with the 
9200 in the WBSL temporary studios. 

ment. The ear 
cushions do a remark-

able job of sealing out ambient noise. 
They also will work to block out noise 
that can cause feedback, which can occur 
when you work a sensitive microphone 
somewhat closely. 

We'd expect that they'd handle any-
thing we could throw at them on the road, 
except for getting lost or stolen. 
However, for those who like their sound 
loud, the headphone amplifiers in most 
studio setups will drive the Pro4AATs to 
the point where hearing damage can 
occur. 
The Pro4AATs are made (just like 

Harley Davidsons) in Milwaukee. They 
have a lifetime "No Questions Asked" 
warranty. 
The manufacturer's suggested retail 

price on the company Web site is $99.99. 

Product Capsule: 
Koss Pro4-AAT 

Headphones 

Thumbs Up 

,/ Headband grip; wont fall 

off your head 

.,/ Cushions work well in locking 

out ambient sound 

▪ 10 Hz-25 kHz frequency 

response 

▪ Low distortion, high sensitivity' 

/ Screw-style 1/8-inch TRS to 

1/4-inch adapter 

Thumbs Down 

./ No fitting for a boom 

microphone 

PRICE: MSRP $99.99 

CONTACT: Kass Corp. in Milwauk 
at (800) USA-KOSS (872-5667 

or visit www.koss.com 

You may be able to find these head-
phones at a lower price. 

You can buy cheaper headphones, and 
replace them more frequently. There are 
still Pro4 headphones at work today. 
Frugality dictates that one would rather 
buy a single durable set with a strong 
warranty and pay a bit more, than replace 
a less capable set that costs less in two to 
three years or sooner. If you work in a 
small studio environment and have a sub-
stantial investment in computer power 
and microphones, you need an accurate 
set of headphones to complement your 
speakers. 

Paul Kaminski is a frequent Radio 
World contributor, and news director for 
the Motor Sports Radio Network His e-
mail is motorsportsradioemsrpk.com. • 
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call a "housekeeping" area. 
Eight buttons near the top of the win-

dow logically illustrate the signal flow 
from Input to Filter to Expander to De-
esser to Compressor/MB Limiter to 
Parametric EQ and finally, Output. 
Clicking on one of these eight buttons 
displays the controls for that section. 

For instance, clicking MB Limiter dis-
plays the 22 virtual knobs that control the 
Multi-Band Limiter section. Overall, the 
eight sections expose more than 50 con-
trol knobs and sliders, and over 40 toggle 
"buttons." It clearly shows why a virtual 
control panel is better than a physical 
control panel. 
A fine companion to the knobs is a 

text box immediately below the control 
that not only shows the current numeric 
value of the setting but allows the user to 
type in a numeric value to change that 
control's setting quickly. The software 
enforces minimum and maximum values, 
so you won't wind up with an odd but 
inaccurate setting. 

Always visible and critically important 
is the frequency-domain graph and the vir-
tual level and processing meters on the 
software window. The waveform display 
response is impressively fast, prettily 
showing audio waveform and three-band 
dynamic gain reduction. Adjacent to the 
display are virtual bargraph input and out-
put level meters and limiter gain reduction. 

The display speed over a network con-
nection was a concern, but I saw the same 
near-instantaneous display response when 
my computer connected to the HD-P3 
from home on a VPN tunnel over Fios, as 
I did when connected to the HD-P3 at 
work in the same corporate network. 
A nice feature is when a particular sec-

tion is selected, the waveform display 
graphically depicts that section's settings 
in distinct easily seen lines and color. 

A good read 
There's no question the HD-P3 is com-

plex and good documentation absolutely is 
required. 

The Vorsis software does not come with 
online help but with a well-written techni-
cal manual. This is a bonus for two rea-
sons: the computer screen is busy enough 
without trying to resize and use a Help 
window; and second, the manual is one of 
the clearest, friendliest works of profes-
sional documentation that has come across 
my desk. 

The manual's wit is wry; in discussing 
Mid-Side width, it advises against making 
the image too wide because "an inadver-
tent excess added by your dainty hand can 
sound horrible?' Its clear explanations and 
apt comparisons between HD-P3 perfor-
mance and well-known compressors/lim-
iters made it an easy, pleasant read, enjoy-
able in a quiet setting so the details and 
complexity can be appreciated. All HD-P3 
features, controls, windows and physical 
connections are documented and well 
illustrated. 

See VORSIS, page 45 
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After reading the technical manual, the 
focus of the HD-P3 became clearer. It has 
extensive processing capability for prepar-
ing audio for AM/FM/HD transmission. 
For FM, the HD-P3 offers selectable pre-
and-de-emphasis for inserting the device 
into the transmission chain, as well as 
generating separate L+R and L-R signals 
for multiplex encoding. The HD-P3 
includes AES outputs that have config-
urable delay for synchronizing main chan-
nel audio to an HD channel. 

For AM transmission, the HD-P3 has a 
set of tools to make the AM legal and 
loud, starting with the Brick Wall filter, 
emphasis for boosting the "high end" for 
AM receivers and an asymmetric output 
peak limiter for controlling positive and 
negative peaks. The manual states that 
"the look-ahead output limiter in conjunc-
tion with its zero-attack-time 'clipper,' 
ensure zero overshoot, and allow one to 
get close to sender linear modulation 
extremes with confidence." The HD-P3 
provides a mono sum output, if desired. 

While the HD-P3 is meant to make 
audio loud and transparent, the manual 
includes sensible remarks about making 
the transmission path loud to the detriment 
of long-term listenability. 

In actual use, I initially chose to exer-
cise the HD-P3 by processing a 64 kilobit 
MP2 program service coming into our 
plant. The manual cautions repeatedly 
about heavily compressing low bit rate 
audio, and processing lossy formats like 
MP3. (Caution to stations that play MP3 
files on the air: Excessive processing will 
break the audio.) 

Find your preset 
Because there are so many knobs to 

play with, I chose to start listening to the 
more than three dozen factory-provided 
presets that configure the HD-P3 to a vari-
ety of sounds. I found none of the presets 
exactly made the kind of sound I was 
after; in fact, the rock ' n' roll presets 
applied to this low bit rate audio made for 
poor distorted audio. I finally settled on 
the Deutsche preset, because it made the 
signal louder and crisper, with mild com-
pression without artifacts. 
I then switched the input to one of our 

music program services (high bit rate 
MP3 playbacks, made for HD) and 
enjoyed playing with the AM_51( setting 
because it accurately created an AM 
receiver sound; and the Vocals setting 
illustrated the HD-P3's power at quick 
compression. Here, with music, the Rock 
and Urban presets made a pleasing, lis-
tenable intensity with distinctly punchier 
bass lines, and that smooth and sleek 
processed sound. 
A nice feature of the controlling soft-

ware is the control and management of the 
HD-P3 presets. They're easily called up 
and modified, and the software indicates 
when you've modified and saved them. 
Best of all, you can easily compare the 
original preset against your modification 
in text form, or click the Compare button 
to hear the difference. This makes it easy 
to use a preset as a starting point and 
develop your preferred sound. 
My only complaint about the HD-P3? 

After dialing around the pleasing presets, 
returning to an old flat, unprocessed signal 
is just too boring. 

Rich Rarey is master control supervisor 
for National Public Radio. e 

PMD660 Powers Blog at 30,000 Feet 
Marantz Professional says its PMD660 compact digital recorder 

powers the airborne audio blog, "Betty in the Sky With a Suitcase!' 
The podcast regularly originates from 30,000 feet. Its host, "Flight 
Attendant Betty," is a flight attendant for a major airline who records 
her podcast while flying acriess the country. She keeps her last name 
and the airline's name secret. 

The handheld PMD660 features portable, battery-powered opera-
tion. It offers a choice of recording uncompressed WAV files at 44.1 
or 48 kHz, as well as 64 kbps mono or 128 kbps stereo in MP3 for-
mat. An optional 1 GB flash card holds more than an hour of stereo or 
three hours of mono of uncompressed audio, while the unit itself can 
operate for up to four hours running on four standard AA batteries. 

Additionally, the PMD660 has stereo microphones, XLR connectors 
with +48 V phantom power and is compatible with an optional RC600 
wired remote that attaches to most microphones to supply record/pause 
control, track marking and peak metering from the mic position. 

For more information, including pricing, contact D&M Professional in Illinois at (630) 741-0330 or visit www.d-mpro.com. 

'Flight Attendant Betty shares a laugh with 
a pilot while recording for her audio blog.  
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ZFR800 Digital Recording 
Handheld Microphone 

With the ZFR800, 
Zaxcom has combined 
the best of both worlds... 

ooks and functionality. 
The ZFR800 gives you the professional look yo 

deserve with an ergonomic camouflaged keypad f6r 

one-handed operation of all recording functions. 

The ZFR is all you need on the go, it records on 

instantly removable memory cards so your 3udio 

can get where it needs to be in a flasr. 

With Zaxcom's fault tolerant operating system files are 

always recorded uncompressed, the file type and quality 

are selected later using ZaxConvert software. Format 

options include .WAV files in 16 or 24 bit resolution 

with a sample rate of 32, 44.1, 48 or 48.04E kHz or 

.ZTF (Zaxcom Transcription Format). .ZTF files have a 

compression ratio of approximately 20 to 1 tor quick 

delivery to transcription houses over the irternet. 

Multiple ZFR's can be synched together through 

the optional internal time code receiver. 

additional featureS 
- Rec. "O., -if • unc 
on a 2GB miniSD card 

- Utilize any Shure° screw-on capsule 

- Headphone monitor output for quality control 

www.zaxcom.com 
• IA 

See us at NAB Booth 019017 
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Gizmo Likes Closed-Ear Aspect of 7509HDs 
Sonys Hold Their Own in Noisy Rooms; 

Editors Now 'Trust What they Are Hearing' 

by Brian Mackewich 
VP Post Supervisor 
Gizmo Enterprises Inc. 

NEW YORK Gizmo Enterprises Inc is a 
full-service production and post-produc-
tion company in New York City. The 
types of work we do are quite varied. The 
company continues to evolve as it enters 
its 13th year in business. Initially a 
broadcast video post company, we now 
are a multi-platform media production 
company that offers an array of creative 
and technical services with facility-level 
expertise. 

The last few years have seen Gizmo 
expand into DVD production services, 
graphics design, HD finishing and multi-
platform encoding. This work has been 
accompanied by a steady increase in 
audio production. After seeing a steep 
decline in advertising in 2001, radio pro-
duction is up. 

Another area that has seen steady 
growth over 10 years is audiobook pro-
duction. Gizmo Executive Producer 
Susan Mackewich oversees between 50 
and 70 unabridged productions a year. 
The recording schedule is grueling and 
constant. Gizmo's three recording studios 
see a constant flow of performers who 
record for as many as six and eight hours 
a day. This is a long time to sit, record 
and, of course, wear headphones. 

It is not easy to wear headphones for 

The Sony MDR 7509HDs ease ear fatigue 
for Brian Mackewich. 

days on end. Ear fatigue from sharp brittle 
sound is a huge factor. The Sony MDR 
7509HDs ease that fatigue considerably. 

Trustworthy sound 
Our requirements for purchasing head-

phones have been simple: disposable, and 
with reasonable sound quality. Why buy 
otherwise when they get knocked around, 
break and are not worth getting repaired? 
However, when a friend and colleague 
recently suggested we try the Sony MDR 

7509HD headphones, our 
thinking changed. 
The 7509HDs are ex-

tremely comfortable and 
offer better isolation from 
ambient sound. The per-
formers, VO talent and 

engineers have commented on the vast 
difference from the "industry standard" 
phones we have been using for many 
years. Working with the 7509HDs has 
enabled our sound editors to trust what 
they are hearing in the cans with confi-
dence. Tracks that have been recorded, 
edited or mixed with the Sony 7509HDs 
reproduce very well when played back on 
studio monitors. The wide frequency 
response and smooth sound is fabulous. 

It would be wrong to say it did not 

TECH UPDATE 

Zaxcom TRX800 Includes Recorder, RF Tx 
Zaxcom's TRX800 handheld wireless microphone with internal recording is suit-

able for use in broadcast, studio and ENG applications. It is an RF transmitter that 
provides internal recording capabilities for applications where sound quality and 
mobility are equally important. 

The TRX800 handheld uses digital modulation and produces a time code-refer-
enced recording that serves as a backup, important for live or live-to-tape applications 
where wireless transmission is affected by interference or limitations in the available fre-
quencies. Where most handheld microphones use a compander or audio processing that 
colors the audio, Zaxcom says the TRX800 sounds similar to audio on a wired cable. 
An internal RF receiver in the TRX800 allows for timecode synchronization or remote con-

trol to ease editing. The receiver includes SMPTE timecode, jammed from the internal wireless 
recorder. Audio files are recorded in full-resolution, full-bandwidth form as .ZAX to a removable 
mini SD memory card. These files are then imported into a MAC or PC using ZaxConvert software, 
file types include Broadcast Wave and .ZTF (Zaxcom transcription format) for quickly sending audio 
over the Internet to transcription houses. 

It records full resolution and bandwidth files. If both compressed and full-bandwidth files are needed, 
the included Windows/Mac OS conversion utility can generate both after the recording has been made. Any 
supported sample rate can be output from the transfer utility as well. 

Use familiar microphone capsules with the TRX800. It accepts screw-on heads from Shure and Neumann. 
Additionally, the TRX800 has a continuous loop-record mode, and records from the moment it is switched on 

for a continuous recording that may be instantly marked and identified to aid in transferring only the desired portion 
of audio while providing a pre-record buffer. 

The TRX800 retails for $ 1,895 (capsules sold separately). 
For more information, contact Zaxcom in New Jersey at (973)835-5000 or visit www.zaxcom.com. 

take some time to adjust to the sound. 
After many years of listening to tinny 
phones with false bass response, there 
was a short learning curve. Everyone has 
been compensating for the inefficiencies 
of inferior headphones for a long time. 
Now EQ, compression and gate settings 
generally do not have to be adjusted dur-
ing the final mastering process. This 
translates to a savings in time, money and 
security. Productivity has increased due 
to the elimination of the sound editors 
second-guessing what they have been lis-
tening to during production. 

In a noisy machine room, the Sony 
7509HDs perform beautifully. In a room 
filled with tape machines, computers, dri-
ves, servers and storage area networks, 
trying to evaluate the audio quality of 
source tapes or Web or VOD encodes is 

It is not easy to wear 

headphones for 

days on end. The 

Sony MDR 7509HDs 

ease that fatigue 

considerably. 

tough. As industry changes have led to 
the implementation of enterprise encod-
ing stations with RAID arrays, the racks 
have been filled with gear with redundant 
power supplies and lots of fans to cool 
the newer, faster computer processors. 

Every project now requires the final 
product being encoded for the Web, not 
only for approvals but for distribution in 
a variety of formats. The closed ear 
aspect of these headphones is perfect. 
This work needs to be done in our 
machine room as the production rooms 
are busy and having all the right gear in 
close proximity is key. Being able to 
accurately determine the quality of both 
high and low bit rate encodes with the 
7509HDs is great. And we have not bro-
ken a pair yet. That itself is truly a bonus. 

Whether they are used in our Avid HD 
suites, DVD encode QC, audio rooms or 
general usage, the Sony MDR 7509HD 
headphones have truly altered the way 
we listen. When you can hear better, you 
produce better work. No second-guess-
ing, no surprises. You need every advan-
tage you can get when production dead-
lines are tight and budgets tighter. It 
starts with great people, but you've got to 
support that talent with great gear. I only 
wish the friend who recommended them 
had mentioned them years ago. 
The MSRP for the MDR 7509HD 

headphones is $265. 
For more information, visit www. 

sony.com/professional. To find the near-
est Sony authorized dealer or service 
location call (800)686 SONY (7669). 
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The world's best on-air microphone - period. 

" I he PR40 makes me sound fabulow. I absolutely love 

this microphone. We replaced our old microphones, which 

by the way were considered to be the industry standard, 

and the difference is like night and day." 

— DUSTY STREET 

FREED RADIO STUDIO 

ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF FAME 

SIRLS SATELLITE RADIO 

"I am not the most technical guy in the business, but after 

32-years in the broadcast business, I know microphones. I 

plugged in the PR 40 straight into the board without any 

processing and it absolutely blew me away. Without a doubt 

the PR40 is the best broadcast ink.rophone ever devéloptd." 

— MIKE MCKAY 

BRAVO MIC COMMUNICATIONS 
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This mic is unbelievable. I have worked with some 

of the most expensive microphones in the broadcast 

industry and none, I mean NONE compare to the PR 

40. I have received reports from stations all over the 

world about the amazing audio quality of this mic." 

—GREG HEMMINGS 
WSLS-TV NEWSCHANNEL 10 

"The Heil PR 40 is incredible. There is absolutely 

nothing better on the market and I've had the 

opportunity to use all the standards over the years. 

The difference is really remarkable." 

— PD MICHAEL "SHARK" SHARKEY 

WSUN FM 97X 

COX RADIO TAMPA BAY 

Heil Sound Ltd. 
www.hedsound.com 
info@hedsound.com 

618.257.3000 
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MultiPhones Il: Listening 

Facilities for Dis, Guests 
The MultiPhones II multi-user headphones system from Henry Engineering now 

includes Zoned Talkback. It consists of the Master unit and up to 12 satellite Guest 
Pods, which are interconnected using CAT-5 cabling. 

The Zoned Talkback feature allows the Guest Pods to be divided into three "talk-
back zones," e.g., 

-rune?, 
Host, A-Guests and 
B-Guests; or Host, 
Pro and Con; or just 
Host and Guests. A 
producer or call 
screener can use the 
Zoned Talkback fea-
ture to communicate 
with Guest Pod lis-
teners in each talkback zone. 

The MultiPhones Master unit has inputs for stereo Program audio and Talkback 
audio. Master Level trimmers for Program and Talkback allow the user to preset 
maximum levels. The Zoned Talkback function can be controlled remotely. CAT-5 
jacks are provided to distribute audio and power to the Guest Pods. Up to 12 Guest 
Pods can be used, split among the three talkback zones in any combination. 

Each Guest Pod contains a stereo headphone amplifier, volume control and head-
phone jacks. Each Guest Pod has a Cough button, and Mic On LED that can be wired 
to the user's audio console or other equipment. 

The MultiPhones system is optimized for use with contemporary high-efficiency 
headphones with impedances between 24 and 600 ohms. Because each Guest Pod 
contains its own amplifier, any combination of headphones can be used. 

For more information, contact Henry Engineering in California at (626) 355-3656 
or visit www.henryeng.com. 

MXL Ships 190, Cube 

Cardioid Condensers 
MXL Microphones is shipping the 

MXL 190 cardioid condenser mic. 
Features include low-noise field-effect 

transistor design, balanced transformer 
coupled output, Mogami wiring and a fre-
quency response of 20 Hz-20 kHz. The 
company says the mic's custom chamber 
has been tuned to complement the capsule's 
response for a transparent sound. 
The MXL 190 uses a six-micron con-

denser pressure gradient capsule with a car-
dioid polar pattern. To ease level matching, 
the 190 incorporates a 0/-10 dB attenuation 
switch for adapting to any signal source. 

Additional highlights include a cham-
pagne-colored finish, a protective metal 
case for shipping and the inclusion of a 
high-isolation shock mount for isolation 
from floor vibrations and resulting noise. 
MXL also is shipping the MXL Cube 

cardioid condenser mic. Features include a 
gold sputtered diaphragm, and like the 190, 
FET preamp, Mogami wiring and six-
micron pressure gradient capsule. 

For more information, including pricing, 
contact MXL, a division of Marshall 
Electronics, at (310) 333-0606 or visit 
www.mxlmics.com. 

MXL 190 

Royer R-122V 

Combines 

Ribbon and Tube 

The R- 122V vacuum tube 
ribbon microphone from 
Royer Labs uses the com-
pany's active ribbon micro-
phone technology in conjunc-
tion with vacuum tube 
electronics. 
The company says the 

high operating voltage of the 
vacuum tube provides for 
headroom that extends be-
yond what is typical from 
a standard phantom power 
supply. 
The head amplifier con-

sists of a low-noise, triode-
connected military-grade 
5840 vacuum tube with 
excellent transient response 
and drive capabilities without 
vacuum tube coloration. The 
microphone's element is a 2.5 
micron aluminum ribbon and 
uses a Figure-8 polar pattern. 
Frequency response is 30 Hz-
15 kHz +/- 3 dB. 
The microphone's triode-

configured cathode follower 
circuitry supports extended 
cable runs without sonic 
degradation or high-frequency loss, a capability that is 
further enhanced by the R-122V's dedicated power 
supply, which provides ample current to the vacuum 
tube electronics. Induced noise is eliminated by the 
microphone's fully balanced output, which is electri-
cally isolated with a Jensen output transformer. 

The R- 122V is finished in dull satin nickel. Gold or 
matte black chrome finishes are optional. The system 
includes a carrying case for the microphone, a micro-
phone sock, power supply, cable, shock mount and 
documentation. 

For more information, contact Royer Labs in 
California at (818) 847-0121 or visit the company 
online at www.royerlabs.com. 

Holophone H3-D Has Six-Channel Discrete Mic 
The Holophone H3-D 5.1 multi-channel surround sound mic 

features five multi-directional full-bandwidth microphone elements 
and a discrete LFE microphone in an integrated capsule. It offers 
LED verification of external phantom power for ease of remote set-
up, and is compatible with standard XLR mic inputs on recording 
consoles, external preamps and location recorders that provide 
phantom power. 

Features include a six-channel (L, R, C, LFE, LS, RS) discrete 
microphone, which the company says delivers 5.1 channels without 
external mixing or signal manipulation; 20 Hz-20 kHz frequency 
response on five channels (L, R, C, LS, RS); and a multi-directional 
pickup pattern. The attached 15-foot Monster cable terminates in six 
Neutrik XLR connectors. 

Additionally, it can be mounted on a microphone stand, or flipped 
over for suspension from a ceiling or truss; and a hand grip and 
windscreen are available as options. Weight is approximately three 
pounds. 

The Holophone H3-D retails for $ 1,695. 
For more information, contact Holophone in Toronto at (416) 

362-7790 or visit www.holophone.com. 

Neumann Adds Digital DSP Models to KM Line 
Neumann is expanding its KM series of miniature 

microphones with three digital models featuring DSP. 
The modular KM 183 D, KM 185 D and KM 185 D 

combine omnidirectional, cardioid and supercardioid cap-
sules with the KM D output stage to offer three directional 
characteristics. The Neumann A-to-D converter is located 
next to the capsule. The company says the converter sup-
ports a dynamic range that exceeds the capsule, with 
transparency and no coloration. 
Two versions of the digital mini mics are available in 

classic nickel and black Nextel finish. Standard sampling 
frequencies, from 44.1 kHz to 192 kHz, are supported. 

The integrated DSP functions, including gain, a com-
pressor/limiter with de-esser and a peak limiter, can be 
configured and controlled remotely via the DMI-2 digital 
microphone interface and the RCS remote control soft-
ware. The digital system permits the peak limiter to oper-
ate across the available dynamic range in stressful record-
ing situations. 

Additionally, Neumann is offering "Connection Kits" 
to ease connection of the KM mics to S/PDIF and 
AES/EBU interfaces without the DMI-2. 

For more information, including pricing, contact Neumann at (860)434-5220 or visit www.neumann.com. 

Neumann KM Series 



MONETIZE YOUR FM SIGNAL 
WITH REAL FM 

REAL FM allows radio content blasts to be synchronized with existing FM broadcasts and 
sent to -nultipe receiving devices equipped with an FM chip, such as REAL FM receivers, cell 
phones, iPods, or other PDAs. 

• REAL FM provides a rich information channel to dramatically enhance the FM broadcast 
experience. 

• REAL FM provides new revenue stream for FM broadcasters. 

• With REAL FM, listeners will be able to see information on the song and artist currently playing 
cm the radio, buy the ring tone of the song currently playing, and immediately dowiload the 
song to their device. 

Stop by NAB Booth #6734 and join the Radio Revolution 

@OM Ce2e7 Y707 
www.gssnet.us or 601.709.4240 



NCE-FM Engineer's Seminar 
Washington D.C. This Summer 
TOPICS INCLUDE: 

TV-6 Protection 

Finding Openings 

On-line Resources 

international Rules 

Domestic Protection 

Directional Antenna Design 

National Environmental Protection Act 

Two days of learning & 

networking with other engineers! 

Meet Factory Representatives 

INSTRUCTORS: 

Joseph DiPietro RE. 

Michael Brown C.S.R.E. 

Visit nce-fm.com for more information 

Contact Alex Johnson at 352-367-1725 or 

alex@nce-fm.com to reserve your seat NOW 
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Buy simplicity, 
reliability and service 

EAS 

Price $1750.00 

Equipment is in stock for 
immediate delivery! 

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO. 

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 

i Srariel,» U 9.2 
ODER: Pead‘. t.05:PC SerFort. Net Rea 

Outimett 

Phone 740-593-.- I 

FAX 740-592-3898 

INCCOEI OECOOVI MC 0 VRIZERSI 

• 5 two-way RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & charactei generator 

• 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs 
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board 

• Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended 
operation 

• -4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting 

• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set 

input levels 

• Will handshake %% tilt automation equipment limgegorman-redlich.com Web Site: wvvw.gorman-redlich.com 

• 2 year warranty 

• 2 minutes of digital audio storage 

• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer 

• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other 
equipment by removable plugs 

• BNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out 
for second transmitter 

• Also available: weather ràdios—,'antenntii for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM digitally 

tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators. 

RECEIVERS 
OUTSTANDING specifications and pricing on professional 

quality receivers for EAS, monitoring and translators. 

The AFC3 is a three receiver rack mount that is configured 
to your EAS or monitoring specific application. Each receiv-

er his internal frequency selection ( PLL) switches, front 
panel controls and indicators, and rear panel connections. 

Price: Approximately $1300(dependingonreceiverchoice) 

Select three receivers from our FM or FM/SCA, NOM 

Weather, Public Service and/or AM Monitor/Receivers. All 

receivers are PLL ( synthesized) designs using the latest 
state of the art components and are available as stand 
alone receivers as well as in AFC3 combinations. 

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION 
2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234 Tel. (941) 351-4454 

Email: SCARadio@aol.com WebSite: www.DaytonIndustrial.com 

Quality Receivers Designed and Manufactured in the USA since 1980 

Make Your Move. 

ion contact 
Claudia Van Veen at 

703-998-7600 ext. 154 
or cvanveen@imaspub.com 

Ultra Slim - 30W, 50W, 100W 
Exciter/Transmitters 
New Features on the LEX Series Include . 

-•••11 

• Built-in Stereo Generator with Very High-repa;ation and Fast Audio Clipper 

• Up to Seven Frequencies, Power Levels, and Program Presets (remote controllable): 
Ideal Back Up for Multiple Stations 

• Rear Panel Connection for Direct DC Battery Back Up with Auto Switch Over and 
Built-in Charger 

• Built-in, Front Panel User Programmable FSK ID Keyer for Auto ID of Translators 
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Heil PR-30, -40 Allow Liberal Processing 
by Nike Callaghan 
Chief Engineer 
KIIS/FM) 
Clear Channel Radio — Los Angeles 

LOS ANGELES It's rare for something as seemingly 
benign as a new microphone to generate excitement, but 
ever since Heil Sound introduced its PR-30 and PR-40 
I've seen a steady string of converts who appreciate the 
exceptional sound they produce and adopt it for them-
selves. 

Bob Heil went back to the basics when he designed 
these. They have large diaphragms, exceptionally strong 
magnets for high output and an inherent smoothness 
that's a pleasure to hear. They work with any preamp 
and require no phantom power. 

Lose the edge 
Prior to these being available, many of the Los 

Angeles Clear Channel stations had standardized on a 
mic with a certain "brassiness" that seemed to empha-
size any "edge" in the upper end. You might say they 
would make a buzzsaw have more buzz. This accentua-
tion can cause problems in the subsequent processing, 
especially when it passes through to the Optimod or 
Omnia that feeds the transmitter. 

The Heil microphones don't have this edge. This 
allows more liberal processing all the way through the 
chain, and the difference on the air can be dramatic. 
What typically happens is that one of the Heils replaces 
the announce mic as an experiment, and within a day or 
two the program director asks that the others be replaced 

Sean Andre, who does afternoons on Clear 
Channel's KHHT(FM) in L.A., uses the Heil PR-30. 

with Heils as well. There's just too much of a contrast 
between the person on the air and the guest mics. 
One thing I have learned is that even a subtle change 

in the audio coming from a studio seems to be accentu-
ated by the processing that follows. When Rick Dees 
was at KIIS, he used his legendary RCA BC-7 console, 
and the germanium transistor mic preamps that came 
with it. One day, just as an experiment, I tried one of the 
Doug Fearn vacuum tube mic preamps. The A — B out 
of the studio wasn't that different, but on the air the dif-
ference was astounding. Rick used the Fearn ever since 
then. And he never used any mic processing at KIIS. 

Between the two Heil Models, the PR-40 seems 
slightly more likely to "pop" on hard syllables than the 
PR-30. This effect is easily avoided by talking across the 
diaphragm rather than directly into it. For the most part, 
the smoothness and warmth of the Heils makes them 
much more desirable than other microphones common 
in radio. 

They seem especially advantageous on female voices, 
bringing forth a clarity and voluptuousness that hasn't 
been heard before. 

Heil's pricing makes these excellent-sounding micro-
phones affordable to just about everyone. Even wealthy 
stations and studios will likely adopt them, because they 
outperform costlier competitors. One clue to Heil's lega-
cy in amateur radio is that these studio mics were avail-
able through ham radio outlets long before they 
appeared at studio distributors. 

Each microphone is packed with a simple mount that 
accepts the common 5/8-27 thread. More intricate 
resilient mounts are available as an option. We found 
these flexible mounts were an advantage, as our talent 
loves to fondle the mic boom and mount. This vibration, 
as well as spring noise, can be transmitted to the micro-
phone body and then gets on the air. The rubber mounts 
avoid this. 

The mics are mid-sized and fit well in most studios. 
Finished in a stylish chrome-satin color, they're light 
enough to balance on a standard Luxo boom, without 
needing heavy springs to keep them from drooping. 

For more information, including pricing, contact Heil 
Sound in Illinois at (618) 257-3000 or visit www.heil-
sound.com. 

TECH-I UPDATES 

JBL Subwoofer Has 

LFE, XLR Inputs 
The JBL LSR4312SP 

Linear Spatial Reference 
powered subwoofer is 
based on a 12-inch low-
frequency transducer with 
a neodymium motor 
structure. It uses a 450-
watt amplifier for low-fre-
quency accuracy and 
dynamic range. 
When integrated with 

LSR4326P and LSR4328P 
studio monitors, the 
LSR4312SP subwoofer 
extends the low frequency 
of the system, allowing 
flat reproduction into the 
20 Hz range. 
The LSR4312SP in-

cludes a dedicated LFE 
(Low Frequency Effects) 
input and five balanced 
XLR bass management inputs with selectable crossover for 5.1 surround 
sound production. Additionally, stereo 24-bit, 96 kHz digital S/PDIF and 
AES/EBU inputs can be assigned as LFE or stereo bass management 
inputs. 
The subwoofer incorporates an analyzer into the speaker along with 

JBL's Room Mode Correction, which measures and compensates for low-
frequency problems. Calibrate the system by connecting the LSR4300 
calibration microphone to a networked LSR4328P or LSR4326P, and 
pressing a button. 

Additionally, the LSR4312SP incorporates the Harman HiQnet proto-
col to allow networking with LSR4328P and LSR4326P. Configure and 
control of large surround systems by connecting speakers using supplied 
Cat-5 network cable. 
When networked, the LSR4312SP and the entire system can be con-

trolled from any speaker, wireless remote control or LSR4300 Control 
Center software. 

The LSR4312SP retails for $ 1,100. 
For more information, contact JBL in California at (818) 894-8850 or 

visit www.jblpro.com. 

DSF-2 Provides Surround, 

Stereo for Remotes 
The SoundField DSF-2 broadcast microphone system simultaneously provides the surround 

and stereo soundscape at large-scale outside broadcast events. 
The multichannel audio it generates from a single point source is phase-coherent, which 

enables a broadcaster to collapse the surround to stereo or mono without loss of information, fre-
quency imbalance or other phase problems associated with spaced microphones or multi-capsule 
"dummy head" arrangements. 

The DSF-2 is pictured with 
the DSF-2 mic controller. 

Processing is in the digital domain, and the 1 RU controller is equipped with digital 750 ohm 
AES 3-id outputs on BNC connectors capable of driving more than 3,200 feet of coaxial cable, 
subject to correct cable specification. When used with the 820-foot SoundField mic cable, the 
microphone head can be situated up to 3/4 of a mile from the DSF-2 controller. The company 
says this can be a benefit in situations where the remote broadcast vehicles have to be some dis-
tance from the venue or performance. 

The DSF-2 outputs stereo Left/Right (digital and analog), stereo M/S (digital only) and four 
channels of SoundField B-Format called W, X, Y and Z (digital only), which is the surround 
sound information. A lightweight multi-way cable is used to connect the microphone to the DSF-
2 controller, which supplies the power to the microphone, allowing use in remote, ENO and stu-
dio applications, as well as carrying the individual capsule signals. Microphone parameters can 
be remotely adjusted from the DSF-2 controller's front panel while monitoring the results on the 
provided headphone monitoring. 

The DSF-2 functions as either a variable pattern single (mono) microphone; a variable pattern, 
variable width, coincident stereo microphone array; or to generate full surround from the four B-
Format outputs, which will then be decoded into 5.1 by the SP451 Surround Processor or 
Surround Zone software. 

For more information, including pricing, contact SoundField distributor TransAudio Group in 
Las Vegas at (702) 365-5155 or visit www.soundfield.com. 
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Bass Behavior in Control Rooms 
by Blaio Guzina 

Through years of daily contact with the 
medium, professional sound operators 
develop considerable aural expertise. 

They spend hours each day listening 
critically to the nuances of sound that can 
make the difference between an inadequate 
production and a satisfactory one. 

The best are those who can listen ana-
lytically to the operational aspects of the 
sound signal produced; those who can 
judge technical equipment independent of 
content and achieve the ultimate goal of 
making technique serve content. 

Faithful representation 
The monitor system should deliver — 

both through main loudspeakers and the 
so-called nearfield monitors — a faithful 
representation of the signal applied to it. 
Faithful representation means adequate 
sound level, frequency and phase response, 
impulse response and harmonic distortion. 
When planning control room acoustics, 

it is important to leave enough room at the 
mixing console for the sound operator and 
producer, both of whom need to hear a 
sound replayed through the monitor sys-
tem with the highest possible fidelity. 

With the studio designer, contractor and 
equipment supplier, in practice, the future 
owner of a radio or recording studio may 
choose between a turnkey contract or a 
"dust-free" type of contract. 

The first scenario means the contract for 
studio facilities include design, construc-
tion and equipping. The final acoustic 
tests, including the subjective evaluation of 
the monitoring system, take place with all 
equipment in place. In addition, a turnkey 
project may include staff training and a 
time-limited guarantee for equipment. 
The alternative scenario, based on a 

"dust-free" type of contract, means the stu-
dio facilities are designed and built, but are 
evaluated acoustically with empty rooms, 
because the installation of technical equip-
ment — by the user or another contractor 
— will take place later. 

From the standpoint of the end user, a 
sound operator, these two scenarios are 
completely different, yielding different 
results and, sometimes, disappointment 
and anxiety. 

Sound experience 
In a turnkey project, the owner may 

regard the result of measurement of the 
monitoring system response at the sound 
operator position as the real one, giving a 
definitive picture of the consequences of 
the planning of acoustics and, hopefully, 
the careful positioning of monitoring loud-
speakers, mixing consoles, other necessary 
equipment and the sound operator. 

After completion of a dust-free con-
tract, the owner has the results of mea-
surement of the monitoring system 
response at the position of the sound 
operator in an empty room. 

Following the installation of the mix-
ing console and other equipment, the 
owner and the sound operators will have a 
sound experience completely different 
from the one measured by the contractor 
immediately after the construction of the 
studio facilities. 

The problem does not concern the high 
or medium band of frequencies but the 
lower end. It has always been a challenge 
for acoustics consultants to get low fre-

quencies under control. 
The quality of sound reproduced by a 

loudspeaker is affected by loudspeaker 
cabinet construction and the room space 
within which the reproduction is heard. 

In every room where the greatest 
dimension is less than about 10 meters or 

The influence on bass response of the 
position, size and shape of equipment is 
inevitable, forcing one to try to minimize 
it. A particular problem here is the size of 
equipment, especially the mixing console. 

Luckily, technological developments, 
especially digitization, are leading to a 

It is much harder to keep the response 

of bass sound, frequencies below 300 Hz, 

free of the excessive peaks and deeps that 

inhibit a coherent, solid and tight bass. 

32 feet, the loudspeaker response is almost 
entirely controlled by the acoustic perfor-
mance of the room and by the position of 
the loudspeakers, racks of equipment and 
mixing console. 

Acoustic wave theory 
Due to the physical properties of sound, 

there is no problem with sound frequencies 
above 300 Hz. It is much harder to keep 
the response of bass sound, frequencies 
below 300 Hz, free of the excessive peaks 
and deeps that inhibit a coherent, solid and 
tight bass. 

Acoustic wave theory explains the phe-
nomenon with a room considered as a 
complex resonator possessing many nor-
mal modes of vibration. The acoustic ener-
gy supplied by the source can be consid-
ered as residing in the standing waves 
established in the room. 

The characteristic frequencies of vibra-
tion of the standing waves depend on the 
room dimensions and shape. Damping of 
these waves depends on the boundary con-
ditions — in other words, on the acoustic 
treatment of the walls, ceiling and floor. 

In a rectangular room, a simple relation-
ship exists between the room dimensions 
and the frequencies of the normal modes 
of vibration of the room. For non-rectangu-
lar rooms, more complex mathematics is 
involved. 
The room, acting as a resonator, 

responds strongly at the resonant frequen-
cies. The problem arises if — as in rectan-
gular rooms or the worst case, a cube — 
the normal modes are not distributed even-
ly across the frequency spectrum. 

At low frequencies, in a room with the 
greatest dimension of 18.8 feet, where the 
lowest resonant frequency is 30 Hz, there 
are very few modes, but the number of 
modes increases rapidly with frequency. 

Careful choice 
The modes can occur in bunches 

around a particular frequency. When 
some of the modes are very close to each 
other and there is a considerable gap 
between the other modes, this significant-
ly affects the output of the loudspeakers. 

Consequently, every room imposes its 
own acoustical characteristics on any 
sound source present. 

Careful consideration of the shape and 
ratio of room dimensions can solve the 
main problems from the very start of the 
design process. Otherwise, once a room 
exhibits resonances and standing waves, 
it is only possible to more or less dampen 
them, but not to eliminate them com-
pletely. 

miniaturization of some categories of 
equipment. Contrary to this trend, over 
the years, there has been a growing 
demand for increasing numbers of chan-
nels, resulting in ever-larger consoles. 

However, digitization has a role in the 
design of mixing consoles too. The intro-
duction of relatively small consoles that 
act as a front-end for computer software 
has a positive role in fixing the bass 

response at the position of the sound 
operator. 

Additional improvement 
For his or her part, the owner of the stu-

dio may at least try to position the mixing 
console on a table that is completely open 
below, thus eliminating bass problems due 
to the console front plate acting as a barrier 
to the flow of bass. 

Furthermore, as additional equipment is 
often placed behind the sound operator, the 
sometimeshuge dimensions of the racks 
can constitute a reflective surface that 
results in bass behavior problems in the 
ears of the operator. 
A simple dividing of the equipment rack 

into two sections can help in regards to this 
situation. 

Additional improvement is achievable 
by putting the racks as far off to the side as 
possible, so there is enough space between 
them. 

Also, careful design of the angle of the 
rack surface can help eliminate direct 
sound reflection from reaching the position 
of the operator. Putting the racks on wheels 
makes it easier to find the best position. 

Blaio Guzina is a senior engineer 
at Radio Televizija Srbije in Belgrade, 
Serbia. Contact him via e-mail at 
blazo_guzina@yahoo.com or visit www. 
geocities.coin/blazo_guzind. 

t'DATES 

Denon DJ Headphones 

Swivel 180 Degrees 
Denon DJ offers the DN-HP1000 headphones, 

featuring soft, padded ear cups able to swivel with 
dual pivot action design and conform to different 
head sizes. The headphones deliver 3,500 mW of 
power to each insulated and hermetically sealed 
ear cup. 

The DN-HP1000s feature 180-degree reinforced 
swivel joints for flexibility and to protect from com-
mon breakage. Features include a dynamic, closed 
back design; large two-inch speaker drivers to pre-
serve audio fidelity at high volumes" with heavy 
bass; and flexible joints that allow the user to fold 
the headphones to half their size for travel and pro-
tection. 

The headphones come equipped with a nickel-
plated 1/4-inch adapter, which is secured in place 
with its screw-on design. Once the adapter is 
removed, the size becomes 1/8-inch for use with 
portable media players. Additional features include a semi-coiled soft insulated 
cord; reinforced cable strain for reliability; leather carrying bag; and optional 
replaceable ear pads. 

The DN-HP1000s are housed in a metallic silver color shell, and branded with 
the Denon DJ logo in stainless steel on both cups. They retail for $ 199. 

For more information, contact Denon DJ in Illinois at (630)741-0330 or visit 
www.d-mpro.com. 

TG-X 48 Barrel Coated 

With 'Comfortable' Lacquer 
The TG-X 48 dynamic microphone from beyerdynamic 

features a supercardioid polar pattern, high gain before feed-
back and a barrel coated with a soft lacquer coating the com-
pany says makes the mic comfortable to hold in the hand. It 
is suitable for vocals and the miking of instruments, and can 
be used as a handheld or used on a stand. 
The TG-X 48 also has an integrated pop shield that 

reduces "pop" noise associated with close vocal miking. It 
comes with a microphone clamp and pouch, and retails for 
$99. 

For more information, including pricing, contact beyer-
dynamic in New York at (631) 293-3200 or visit www. 
beyerdynamic-usa.com. 
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Affordable Custom Broadcast Furniture 

Constructed, 

Delivered and 

Installed by 

STUDIO 

UROLOGY 
Now also serving you 
from the West Coast! 

Studio Technology West 

310B Coney Island Dr. 

Sparks, NV 89431 

TEL: 775-351-2042 

FAX: 775-351-2082 

AM Antenna Solutions 

LBA Technology — your trusted supplier in the 
engineering and manufacturing of digital AM 
antenna systems. Our product line includes 
Antenna Tuning Units, Directional Antenna 
Systems, Multiplexers, Combiners, Equipment 
for Wireless System Colocation. Filters, and 
RF Comoonents for all power levels. LBA 
offers complete RF project design, 
management, procurement, and 
installation services. 
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LBA enables thousands of 
broadcasters in the US and 

worldwide to - Reach Further. 

Sound Better! 

Visit us in bpoth #N9130 at the NAB! 

LBA TECHNOLOGY, INC. 

3400 Tupper Dive Greenville. NC 27834 
252-757-0279 Fax 252-752-9155 

www.Lbagroup.com jbrown@Lbagroup corn 

Radio World's Products 

and Services Showcase 
provides a perfect medium for 

marketing /our products and services. 

For more information contact 

cvanveen@imaspub.com 
to -equest a media kit. 
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TEL: 610-925-2785 

FAX: 610-925-2787 

529 Rosedale Rd, Ste. 103 

Kennett, PA 19348 
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e-mail: sales@studio-echnology.com 

web: www.studiotechnology.cum 
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D The DR-10 is a Dial-Up remote control with telepnone 
audio input and output for remote broadcasting. 

D It your automation works with sate lite networks, you 
can use the DR-10's relay outputs tu fire commeicials, 
liners, etc. Save $S with no staff needed at the studio! 

D. Use the DPDT relays to insert the pione audio directly 
into the program path when necessary, especially for 

emergencies or to bypass your automation sysyten. 

E> When used with our Silencer Optioi, the DR-10 is the 

ONLY product available that completely removes DTMF 

control tones from the audio path fcr clean remotas. 

Get the DR-I0 Er r,tart 
saving money now! 
www.circuitwerkes. corn 

Circult-WFrkFs. Inc. - 35Z435-65!".-!-

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC. 
PHONE: (814) 472 - 5540 FAX: (814) 472 - 5676 

.):/:.)1*,11.0 DIRECTIONAL 

ALL POWER LEVELS 

MULTI-STATION 

TRANSMISSION LINE 

FILTERS 

SALESEG_,D,PSIFIROADCAST.COM WWW.PSIBROADCAST.COM 

See us a- NAB Booth #C1920 
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Blue Has Woodpecker 

Active Ribbon Mic 
Blue Microphones debuted the Woodpecker, an active 

ribbon mic with a wood finish. The company says it com-
bines the low noise of Blue's Class-A electronics with the 
sound of its aluminum ribbon pressure-gradient transducer. 
Its frequency response is 20 Hz-20 kHz; its weight is 1.6 
pounds. 

The Woodpecker includes a solid brass shock-mount 
and wood storage box. It retails for $ 1,299. 

Blue also offers the Raven dynamic mic and the 
Cardinal, a cardioid condenser suitable for capturing the 
detail of voice and instrument in live sound or studio appli-
cations. It employs Class A, discrete ultra-low noise ampli-
fier circuitry. 

For more information, contact Blue Microphones in 
Cahfornia at (818) 879-5200 or visit www.bluemic.com. 
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OMB EUROPA 

All transmitter powers with the best 
quality price ratio 

NEW EM 5000 5 

Solid-state FM 5 kW transmitter. 

Improved design with three 
independent 2 kW power 
amplifiers, exciter and control 
unit in one 19" rack cabinet. 

,Redundant design. 

-Record in memory of events and 
alarms. 

Programmable automatic power 
control as energy saving feature. 

,Fold back SWR protection 
system. 

FOMS, the uturo of ounnsunIcation  

.MT/MR PLATINUM 

..Studio to transmitter link system. 
,Link transmitter with 20 W power 
output. 

•Available in frequencies from 200 to 
960 MHz supplied in 20 MHz bands. 

:.High stability oscillator. 

-LCD screen display for parameter 
selection and readings as follows: 
- frequency (6 digits). 
- forward / reflected power. 
- modulation level. 
- pilot signal ( 19 KHz) sampling while in 
transmission. 
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•Audio inputs: mono 
balanced, stereo 
(MPX), and 3 SCA. 

•Fold back SWR 
protection. 
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OMB AMERICA 

telephone (305)477-0973 
(305) 477-0974 

fax. (305) 477-0611 
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112 
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA 

http://www.omb.com 
usa@omb.com 

sales and costumer service 
telephone 976-504 696 

fax 976-463 170 
Avda. San Antonio, 41 
CUARTE DE HUERVA 

50410 Zaragoza, ESPAÑA 

http•//www.omb.es 

factory 
telephone 976-503 580 
fax 976-503 855 
Camino de los Albares, 14 
CUARTE DE HUERVA 
50410 Zaragoza, ESPAÑA 

europa@omb.com 

Adam A7s Feature ART, 

Carbon Fiber Woofer 
Adam Audio is shipping its A7 powered studio 

monitors, two-way nearfield studio monitors. 
They combine the company's Accelerated Ribbon 

Technology folded ribbon tweeter with a 6.5-inch car-
bon fiber woofer. 

Powered by two 50 W amplifiers, the front features a 
power switch and detented volume knob. The rear 
houses controls for tweeter level as well as two shelv-
ing filters for high and low frequencies. The A7 also 
provides both balanced (XLR) and unbalanced (RCA) 
connectors. 
ADAM Audio's Al monitors retail for $999 a pair. 
For more information, contact Adam Audio USA in 

California at (818) 991-3800 or visit www.adam-
audio.com. 

AKG Headsets Have 

Closed-Back Ear Cups 
The AKG HSC and HSD headsets are suitable for on-

air broadcast use. They are based on the AKG Studio 
headphones and feature closed-back ear cups. 
The HSD models combine a gooseneck-mounted 

dynamic microphone with a hypercardioid pickup pat-
tern for use in loud environments. The HSC models 
come with a cardioid condenser microphone. Both 
series come with a choice of on-the-ear ( 171) or 
around-the-ear (271) closed-back AKG Studio 
headphone. 

The HSD models feature boom arms 
that rotate 270 degrees for placement on 
either side of the user's mouth, plus intelli-
gent mute control that turns off the micro-
phone signal when the mic is moved away from the user's mouth. The models also feature a detachable 
cable terminated in a locking five-pin mini XLR connector. The circumaural 271 models also feature a 
switch that mutes the headphone signal when the headset is taken off. 

For more information, contact AKG Acoustics in California at (818) 920-3212 or visit 
www.akg.com/us. 

Precision 8Ds Use Dual 

Concentric Driver 
Tannoy's Precision 8D line of active monitors 

incorporates Tannoy Dual Concentric driver and 
WideBand technology. 

The company says they offer low levels of dis-
tortion, smooth response, accurate phase control 
and high sensitivity levels. 

Additionally, they have midband- and high-fre-
quency trim shelving controls, and offer a choice 
of power and cabinet sizes, and analog and digital 
input trim facilities. 

The Dual Concentric high-frequency drive unit 
is effectively two merged drivers. It is positioned 
on the back of the low-frequency driver so that 
they are on the same axis. As a result, sound ener-
gy is propagated from the same point and deliv-
ered through the center of the low-frequency cone. 

The company says this approach provides a 
constant time delay over the frequency spectrum, 
offering better transient performance and sound 
quality with better harmonic alignment than a dis-
placed source monitor design. 
A set of DIP switches on the rear control panel 

allow the selection of an optimum speaker 
response for difficult monitoring situations, so that 
the frequency response at the listener's ears is lin-
ear and flat. Optimization can be preset for far-, 
mid-, near- and close-field situations in combina-
tion with free space, half-space, quarter-space and 
extreme eighth-space corner situations. 

For more information, contact Tannoy in Canada at (519) 745-1158 or visit www.tannoy.com. 



FREE HD AT NAB2007 
Introducing a series of free 
HO technology and management 
presentations at NAB2007 
in the North Hall. 

Cyme, liisten and ¡learn about top innovations 

beg unveiled fo.- HD audio and HD raCio broadcast. 

Presenti -ig radio companies will discuss everything 

fron applications for emerging revenue opportunities 

toi managing your HD assets along with great new 

pnodluct demonstraitions. 

Many audio cpmpenies are pushing the aural 

erevEqope with ultra- high bit rates and latest digital 

.auÉio formats for recording, storage and surround 

soL.id. You won't want to miss this opportunity to 

'lean what tools and techniques are avai'able today. 
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REV System Features 

Remote Monitoring 
Electro-Voice says its REV wireless system offers new and different 

features from its predecessor, the RE- 1. The analog audio path was 
developed with Digital Audio Labs. 

REV-Link PC software enables remote monitoring, control and pro-
gramming over a CAN bus connection through an EV UCC-1 converter 
or EV Netmax N8000. Factory-set channel groups allow up to 16 sys-
tems to operate simultaneously in one frequency band. There are more 
than 950 possible channels, programmable in 25 kHz steps across 24 
MHz operating bandwidth. ClearScan automatic group and channel 
selection eases setup. 
REV offers two handheld options: a metal compact handle for con-

cert and broadcast; and the Presentation Handheld for rental house and 
other applications. Additionally, it offers four capsule options. 

Electro-Voice also offers the PolarChoice Boundary Satellite multi-
pattern wireless boundary microphone. Features include selectable polar 
pattern for adapting to acoustic environments. Choose between omni, 
cardioid, supercardioid or figure 8. The mute switch can be programmed 
to operate as either latching on/off or momentary push-to-mute/push-to-
talk. Additionally, blue LED displays rnic status to the user. 

For more information, contact Electro-Voice in Minnesota at (952) 884-4051 
visit www.electrovoice.com. 

PROline 550s Offer 

Speed Switch Ear Pads 
Ultrasone says its PROline 550 headphones were 

designed as an improvement on the HFI-550. 
With the same 50 mm Mylar driver, the PROline 550s 

also have detachable cables and speed switch ear pads. 
They are suitable for broadcasters and DJs. 

The company says the larger, circular ear cups pro-
duce a sound that is wider and richer than the FIFT-550s, 
along with better bass response and isolation. PROline 
headphones also feature 98 percent EMF shielding stan-
dard to protect the user's health as well as his/her ears. 

The PROline box includes two detachable cables, one 
coiled and one straight. The straight length is approximately 9 
feet; the coiled is greater than 9 feet with gold plated jacks. A 1/4-inch 
to 1/8-inch gold plated adapter is included, as are a spare pair of speed switch ear pads, 
a demo CD and a carrying bag. 

The PROline 550 retails for $239, and the PROline 650 retails for $299. 
For more information, contact Ultrasone in Tennessee at (615) 599-4719 or visit 

www.ultrasone.com. 

A-T: ATH-M5Os for 

Monitoring, Mixing 
Audio-Technica says its ATH-M50 studio monitor 

headphones provide accurate response and listening com-
fort. They are suitable for monitoring and mixing, and fea-
ture a collapsible design for portability and storage. 

Circumaural earpieces swivel 180 degrees for one-ear 
monitoring, and padded ear cushions create a seal for 
isolation. The adjustable headband is padded for comfort 
during long sessions. A coiled OFC lita wire cable at the 
left earpiece terminates to a gold-plated 1/8-inch connec-
tor with included screw-on 1/4-inch adapter. 

Audio-Technica says its driver technology and com-
ponents deliver power handling and high SPL capabili-
ties while maintaining clarity of sound throughout an 
extended range, with resonating bass and vocal projec-
tion. The headphones feature 45 mm large-aperture dri-
vers with neodymium magnet systems for signal transfer. 

The ATH-M50 headphones retail for $ 199. 
For more information, contact Audio-Technica in Ohio at (330) 686-2600 or visit 

www.audio-technica.com. 

EK 3241 Has 36 MHz 

Tunable Switching Bandwidth 

Sennheiser debuted the lightweight EK 3241 portable 
receiver, which it says is suitable for location sound 
recording, and improves upon its predecessor by using a 
36 MHz switching bandwidth that is tunable in 5 kHz 
increments to generate 7,200 frequency options. Features 
include a redesigned interface. 

The EK 3241 can be powered from a camcorder or via 
a rechargeable battery that delivers between nine and 18 
hours of continuous operation. Battery status is displayed 
in detail. 
The unit ships with 32 custom frequencies prepro-

grammed, and users are free to store an additional 20 fre-
quencies of their choosing in a user memory bank. As an 
optional feature, the EK 3241 offers a Command 
Channel function, which opens up a second audio chan-
nel to the mixer. Users can switch between the normal 
audio channel and the command channel, or they can 
mix the two. 

For more information, including pricing, contact 
Sennheiser in Connecticut at (860) 434-9190 or visit 
www.sennheiserusa.com. 

Products & Services 

MIC/LINE CONTRIBUTION UNIT 
WITH COMPRESSOR/LIMITER 

Visit us at 

N.M 3 0 0 
TME WORLD./ LANOUT CLECTRONIII WOSA SHOW 

Stand: N4928 16 - 19 April 2007 
Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas 

Redbox RB-SSML1 
Mic/Line Source Selector 

With Compressor/Limiter 

• Ideal programme contribution unit useful 
for news booths, voice-over booths and 
remote studios. 

Ill Stereo return inputs and headphone outputs for monitoring and cue. 

• Switchable mic/line input, phantom power, high pass filter and 
level metering. 

• IEC mains power inlet, balanced audio inputs 
atimmetew INDEPENDENT AUDIO and outputs. 

www.sonifex. . 
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www.independentaudio.com 
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"Broadcast Equipment Exchange.' accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers. 

ACOUSTICS 

WANT TO SELL 

AcousticsFirst-
=883-765-2900 

Full product line for sound 

control & noise elimination 

www.acousticsfirst.com 

AMPLIFIERS 

WANT TO SELL 

ATC DA208, 4 Stereo, $80.00. 
Don Kennedy, 1-800-377-0022 
don@bigbandjump.com 

Distribution Amplifiers -Primus 
PE5/16M - Ramko RCS -8 Stereo - 16 
Mono, $95.00, Don Kennedy 1-800-
3T7-0022 don@bigoandjump.com 

Five (5) Belar RF amplifiers good 
condition will let go "as is" for 
$185.00 each. Please contact 
mraley@bbnradio.org or call (704) 
523-5555 for pictures or information 

McMartn MS-25B Amplifier - 
$25.00. e-mail mraley@bbnradio.org 
for information or cal i (704) 523-5555 

Three (31 sets of Belar RF amplifiers, 
Stereo and Modulation Monitors will 
sell, "as is" for $500.00 each. Please 
contact mraley@bbnradio.org or call 
(704) 523-5555 for pictures and 
nfcemation. 

ANTENNAS/ 

TOWERS/CABLES 

WANT TC. SELL 

Heavy Duty Pirod 36 inch Face Tower 
- 455 feet with lignting $ 12,000. 
Call Carl Haynes 601 573-2445 

AM Ground Systems 

Reliable, On-time Installation 
Quality Workmanship 

Ground System Evaluation 

and Repair 

www.a 117,rounds istems.com 

I -W7-766-2999 

Jamdro/Scala ERI - Jampro 2-Bay 
@ 99.1 %I/directional parasitics, ERI 
@ 102.9 w ray domes, Two Scala 
parabolics d foot, one Scala 99.3, 
one Scala at 99.1 - Call for prices. 
Call Jerry Evans 775-884-8000 

FCC COMPLIANCE 

TOWER SIGNS 
AM & FM Tower Signs 
ASR-Tower Registration 
Standard & Custom signs 
Guy Wire Protectors Ant. Tags 

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS 
antennalDemen.com 

,ree Catalcg 
El 0-458-84 de 

wyessintennelD.corn  
• 

AUDIO PROCESSING 

ilINCLUDES ON-AIR)  

WANT TO JELL 

All DA 2016 serial # 22620. Will 
let go for $75.00 plus S&H. 
Please e-mail mraley 
gcbn'adio org or call (704) 523-
5555 for pictures and information. 

SEEKING: AUDIO PROCESSING SUPPORT REP! 

Professional UK company preparing to enter the USA 

market with an extensively planned program of advanced, 

digital- audio processing products. We seek suitably 

qualified technical individual or company to provide first 

line of product support and customer service for USA. 

Interviews available at NAB! 

To set up an appointment at NAB: 

graham@masteraudio.com or 

At NAB only: call 702-580-2350 

Orban Optimod - Serial # 520236 
in good condition. Please contact 
Mike Raley at ( 704) 523-5555 for 
more information or e-mail 
mraley@bbnradio.org for a picture. 
Asking price is $1500.00 which 
includes shipping. 

RTS Model 416 DA. Will let go for 
$75.00 plus S7H. Please e-mail 
mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures 
and information. 

AUTOMATION 

EQUIPMENT 

WANT TO SELL 

SCOn SS-32 Automation System 
with all associated equipment. 
Working when removed from 
Service. Went to prophet/next gen 
when purchase of local Clear 
Channel Stations- negotiable- call 
Lennie 318-445-1234 ext 209. 

Now available, radio automation 
for the Linux operating system. 
Schedule music, voice track, create 
shells, auto or announcer assist 
mode, set intro and ending cues, 
hit the vocal every time with your 
voice tracks, execute exact time 
events, join networks, and more. 
The software is free, there is a 
small duplication fee. For more 
info call 406.665.1832. 

COMPLETE 

FACILITIES 

WANT TO SELL 

NEW OR USED S 

COMPLETE PACKAGES 

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER 

/ANTENNA OR ANY 
COMBINATION OF ABOVE 

-LEASE OPTIONS-
-EMERGENCY RENTALS-
-REMOTE BROADCAST 

RENTALS-

SCMS. Inc. ( 800) 438-6040 

S Knov, We Know Rad,c S 

CONSOLES/MIXERS 

WANT TO SELL 

Audio Arts A-50 audio console - 
Good condition used in light 
production work Will include second 
power supply for free. Sell "as is" for 
$900.00 plus shipping and handling. 
Please contact mraley@bbnradio.org 
for pictures and information or call 
(704)523-5555. 

LPB Blue 5c consoles - We've got 
about ten of them in good condition. 
We will let them go "as is" for $625.00 
each plus S&H. Contact Mike Raley 
at (704) 523-5555 or e-mail 
mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures. 

TEAC Model 2-A with MB-20 meter 
bridge, Three Stereo - 6 Mono 
$200.00, Don Kennedy, 1-800-
377-0022 don@bigbandjump.com 

Three Consoles - Broadcast 
Electronics 5 channel in good 
condition. Sparta 5 channel needs 
power cord. Gates is a 2 channel 
board for remotes, looks & works 
good. Call for prices. All good 
buys. Prices vary. Call Jerry Evans 
775-884-8000 

LIMITERS/AUDIO 

PROCESSING 

WANT TO BUY 

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's 
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's, 
any Pultec EQ's 8i any other old 
tube compressor/limiters, call after 
3PM CST, 972-271-7625. 

MICROPHONES 

WANT TO BUY 

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other 
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call 
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625. 

MISCELLANEOUS  

WANT TO SELL 

111011110N MIDAMS/114, RAU MOMS, 
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA, C51, 
McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435 
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164 
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821 

Audio Arts Model PS 6040 power 
supplies (Audio Arts R-60). Will 
let go for $300.00. Please contact 
mraley@bbnradio.org or call 
(704) 523-5555 for information. 

CRL RODS & Subcarrier generator 
will "pwr up". Will let go "as is" 
for $50.00 plus S&H. Contact 
mraley@bbnradio.org or call 
(704) 523-5555 for information 

Five ( 5) Sensaphone 1100 Alarm 
and remote monitoring units. 
$100.00 each plus S&H. E-mail 
mraley@bbnradio.org or call (704) 
523-5555 for information 

Rodie Wedd. 
Equipment Exchange 

Four (4) Audio Arts R-60 
manuals for $35.00 each (price 
includes shipping). E-mail 
mraley@bbnradio.org or call 
(704) 523-5555 for more 
information. 

Seven (7) bulk demagnitizers and 
Four (4) wand demagnitizers 
Sell for $10.00 each. E-mail 
mraley@bbnradio.org 

WANT TO BUY 

Collector want to buy: old vintage 
pro gears, compressor/limiter, 
microphone, mixing consoles, 
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, 
turntables, EI3 working or not, 
working transformers ( UTC Western 
Electric), Fairchild, Western 
Electric, Langevin, RCA, Gates, 
Urei, Altec, Puttee, Collins. Cash - 
pick up 773-339-9035 

Equipment Wanted: old, obsolete, 
or unused signal processing, 
recording, and playback 
equipment. Limiters, preamps, Ea, 
mixing desks, microphones, tape 
machines (cassette and reel), etc. 
Donations gladly accepted; asking 
prices considered. 443-854-0725 
or ajkivi@gmail.com. 

MONITORS 

WANT TO SELL 

Three (3) sets of Belar RF amplifiers, 
Stereo and Modulation Monitors will 
sell "as is" for $500.00 each. Please 
contact mraley@bbnradio.org or call 
(704) 523-5555 for pictures and 
information. 

NEED DONATION  
Non-profit radio station/ 
organization seeks donations of 
radio equipment We specifically 
need a console, a P3 or higher 
computer, studio and field 
microphones, mic processor, 
studio monitors, CD players, a 
hard-drive based field recorder and 
a telephone audio interface. Email: 
ColinCruz@TheBlast.FM 

RECORDERS/PLAYERS 

(PORTABLE/STUDIO)  

WANT TO SELL 

Sony MD JE 320 MD player. 
Good condition. Will sell "as 
is" for $75.00 plus S&H. E-
mail mraley@bbnradio.org or 
call mraley@bbnradio.org for 
information. 

Two (2) Sony MDS JE 630 players. 
One has keyboard input ($85.00) and 
the other does not ($75.00). A little 
scratch but in good working order. 
Please e-mail mraley@bbnradio.org 
for information or call (704) 523-5555 

REMOTE/ 

MICROWAVE 

WE RENT FOR LESS S 

Blueboxes FM Exciters 
Zephyrs FM Power Amps 

POTS Codecs STL's 
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment 

If we don't have it, we will get it! 
SCMS, INC. 18001 438-6040 

"You Know We Know Radio" 

SPEAKERS AND 

HEADPHONES 

WANT TO BUY 

Collector wants to buy old vintage 
speaker & amplifier, McIntosh, 
Marantz, Electro Voice, Jensen, 
Altec, Tannoy, Fisher, Dynaco, 
Cash- pick up 773-339-9035 

V„-Set... The Leader in Broadust 
'4""="---'• Engineering Software 

Professional Software packages for FCC 
applications and predicting coverage. 

• Create stunning "real-world" coverage maps and 
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC, 
ITU-R P.1546-1, and Okamura/Hata with Probe 3*" 

• Search for FM channels under spacings and 
contour to contour protection using FMCommanderni 

611 Prepare AM skywave and groundwave a location 
studies and map FCC contours with AM- pro 2"" 

te Plot STL paths over 30 terrain with Terra.n3DTM 

Quality custom mapping and FCC 
engineering consulting available. 

www.v-sofl (803)743-3684 

STATIONS 

WANT TO SELL 

FM Radio Station 6KW, 65 Miles 
From HOUSTON, TX, High growth 
potential! $490.000 including 
building - garland@radiobrokercom 

OWN YOUR OWN!! Exclusive 
Cash Cow Combo less than 100 
miles from Atlanta with One of A 
Kind Revenue Stream. Hurry! This 
one won't last long! RETIRE 
DOWN SOUTH-CALL DAVE 
HEDRICK-256-613-2630 

STUDIO 

ACCESSORIES/ 

SUPPORT 

WANT TO SELL 

Circuit Werkes HC-e Time Sync. 
Make other - Call Jerry Evans 
775-884-8000 

Pioneer CAC-V3200, 300 
Compact Disc Autochanger, Two 
available $200.00 eac + shipping. 
Call Jerry Evans 775-884-8000 

STUDIO-

TRANSMITTER LINKS 

(STL) AND RPU 

WANT TO SELL 

Marti STL-8 - Two Transmitters, 2 
receivers for stereo or one set can 
be used for AM on Mono - 
$1295.00 all or $750.00 Mono set 
- Call Carl Haynes 601-573-2445 

Moseley Starlink Ti Used for 10 
months. Was $7800.00 new - 
Price is $6000 plus shipping. Also 
PCI 505 receiver for $600. Call 
Jerry Evans 775-884-8000 

TAPES/CARTS/ 

REELS/CDs 

WANT TO BUY 

Large or small collections of 16" 
transcriptions or 12" trans-
criptions, not commercial LPs. Bill 
Cook, 719-687-6357. 

V-DISCs - 12 ir. 78 RPM discs. 
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357 

TRANSMITTERS/ 

EXCI7ERS/ 

TRANSLATORS 

WANT TO SELL 

Elcom -Bauer 2.5 KW, Very good 
condition with (nearly) new BEXT 
exciter. You pick up. Extra parts 
and supplies. Call Jerry Evans 
775-884-8000 

Master rransmitters 

LPAM AM band radio station 

919-367-0607 
License free with 1-2 mile range' Great Soundl 

www.am1000raryernaster com 

McMartin BA-2.5K AM trans-mitter. 
circa 1982, tuned to 1370 kHz. Was 
main transmitter until 1987, then in 
standby service Lntil Dec. 2006. 
Last on air for 30 days in Nov. & Dec. 
2006. Comes with manual, 
McMartin remote control panel and 
4 spare 4-1000 tubes (2 new, 2 
used). $500 or best offer. U pick up! 
Call Chuck at 304-P19-6004 or email 
to AMR.engr@startiand.net." 

S OFF THE AIR? 
Emergency Back-up Rentals 

FM Exciter5. - STI:s - 

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas - 

Studio 6, Test Equipment 

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040 

S "You Know We Know Radio- S 

Best Model FR 1030 solid state 
FM transmitter. This needs 
repair on the final output and will 
only make 25%. Will let go "as 
is" for $1000.00 olus S&H. E-
mail mraley@bbnradio.org for 
pictures and information. Exciter 
not included. 
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Consultants 

Consulting Communications Engineers 
EMC Test lab 

• FCL. Appli(ation, and field Lugineering 
• Frequein y Searthes and Coorilinatirni 

• AM-f M-CATV-ITUS-UPTV 

• 1.M( • Test I ab-FCC and furopean 

OWL ENGINEERING, INC. 
Email: Mineurs. lenea orn 6511-.784-7445 Fax (651) 784-7541 

6844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126 i 

NOW AVAILABLE 

KMA PUBLIC & 
NONCOMMERCIAL 

STATION 
DIRECTORY 
The definitive guide to 
American noncom radio 

Kenmillsaciencv.com 

Doug Vernier 
l'elecoanemmicatiors Coneultants  

Broadcast Engineering Consulting 
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV 

Custom mapping service 
Frequency searches 

Propagation prediction 
FCC application preparation 

oft 
Software fcreu"rPC 

(800) 743 - 3684 

www.v-soft.corn 

Serving Broadcasters 

Since 1948 

9049 Shady Grove Cour 
Gaithersburg, MD 20877 

Mullaney (3011921011S 
Engineering. Ille. Fas (301)590-9757 

ar«1 mullaneyWinulleng4com 

GRAHAM BROCK, INC. 
BRO&DCAS1 TF.OINICal Cossriiss rs 

ruu Service Dom Allocatiim to 

Operation AM/FM/FV/All X Services. 

Field Vin& Antenna and 

Facdities Design 

Over 45 ',cars engineering 

and corisaltirig eAperierree 

912-638-8028 

202-393-5133 
sv‘vw.grahanihrock.coni 

The Coverage Map Store 

R EALcoverage.com 

High Performance Engineering 
for Maximum Coverage 

1 
CMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES '. 

',Fout eaourws• F.I.NEF Re«, CC. 

FM. TV coverage & Upgrades 

Broadcast transmission facility 
design 

FCC applications preparation -
construction permit and license 
engineenng 

Clarence M. BOV•fle • Laura M. Mlzrahl 

P 0 Box 1130 Tel (856)985-0077 
Marlton. NJ 08053 Fax  (856)985-8124 

www.cOmmtechrf.com 

ULSTER__ 
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE 

• Real Time 3-D Displays 
• Interference calculations 
• Cost effective mapping 

• Fully Integrated databases 
• Used by the FCC 
• Latest standards built-in 

.F^ 

Vo,,, m. on tr. weh At www con, 

I. 'lemmes, ti, ut beolort, SA /DG /54 / 175 

Pote E VA 1\15 
S t OC • 

Consulling 

Communications 

Engineers 

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning 
Upgrade S Relocation Studies • AM Direchonai Array Turling & Pool 

EXPERTS IN: 
TV • OTV Transition • FM • DIreclional Antennas • RF Exposure 

210 S Main St.. Thiensvolle, WI 53092. (2621 242-6000. FAX (262) 242-6045 

inip ,rwww.evansassoc.com Member AFCCE 

TRANSMITTERS/ EXCITERS/ 
TRANSLATORS WTS Cont. 

Serving the Broadcast industry Since 1978 

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television 

Used FM Transmitters 
1 KW 2007 Crown FM1000E 

1.5 KW 1983 BE FM 1.5A 

2 KW 2007 Crown FM2000E 

3.5 KW 1986 

5 KW 1987 

7+ KW DigitaI2005 

7+ KW 2002 

10 KW 2005 

10 KW 2001 

20 KW 1985 

20 KW 1989 

25 KW 1982 

30 KW 1989 

50 KW 1982 

5 KW 

5 KW 

5 KW 

5 KW 

10 KW 

50 KW 

Harris HT 3.5 

Harris FM5K1 

Harris Z16 HD Solid State 
Harris Z16H6 IBOC 

Harris Z10 CD 

Henry 10,0000-95 

Harris FM2OK 

QE) FMO 20,000B 

FM25K 

BE FM30A 

Harris Combiner w/auto exciter-

ransmitter switcher 

Used AM Transmitters 
1996 Continental 3150 Solid State 
1974 Continental 315F 

1982 Harris MW5A 

1987 Harris MW5B 

1985 Continental 316F 

1985 Continental 317C2 

Exciters 
Used 2004 Harris DIGIT 2nd Generation 

*New * 20w & 30W Synthesized exciters 

New TV Transmitters- Ana/oc and Digital 
OMB & Technalogix 

VHF and UHF TV Antennas 

(10 Wto 10 KW) TV STL 

Used TV Transmitters 
1 KW UHF Axcerra 832A, CH 28 

55 KW UHF GE T1598, CH 25 

55 KW UHF RCA TTU-55B, CH 25 

Used Misc. Eauiament 
Altronics 20KW Air Cooled Load 

Denon 72OR cassette NEW 
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1 KVA s-phase 

Plusse visit our website for outrent listings. 

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: +1-215-938-7361 

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com 

• OTE! 

Motorola 1300 AM Stereo 
Exciter on 630 KHz, C-Quam - 
$399.00 - Call Carl Haynes 
601-573-2445 

Radio World 
One Orhan Optimod FM 8100-A, 
With Manual In Working 

Condition And Currently In 
Service On An LPFM, Ready To 
Remove And Sell, $950.00 Or 
Best Offer, Sold As Is Plus 
Shipping From Louisiana Call 
Rick Nesbitt 337-457-3041 
Rnesbitt@keunworldwide.com 

One Orhan Optimod-AM 9000e. 
With Manual, Was Working When 
Taken Out Of Service Two Years 
Ago, Has Been In Climate Controlled 
Storage, $1000 Or Best Offer, Sold 
As Is Plus Shipping From Louisiana. 
Call Rick Nesbitt 337-457-3041 
Rnesbitt@keunworldwide.com 

Three Phase CSI RA12000E tuned 
to 90.7 FM in Summerville, SC. 
Installed at 1984 but was running at 
full power when removed from 
service in August 2006. Exciter not 
included Price $1550.00 "as is". E-
mail mraleyebbnradio.org or call 
Mike at (704) 523-5555. Visit 
www.bbradio.ortysale 

Used 0E1 FMO 10000 in fair 
condition. This is a three phase 
transmitter with a bad IPA and 
combiner that will make about 
95% power with amplifier. Willing 
to let this 12 year old transmitter 
go for $3595.00 but buyer must 
arrange pick up and shipping 
from Charlotte, NC. Contact Mike 
Raley at (704) 523-5555 or e-
mail mraley@bbnradio.org for 
more information. Serial number 
is ST1OKW054. 

FM Translator at 104.5 — 
Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler 
606-843-9999 

PROMOTE YOUR 

BUSINESS! 

ADVERTISE! 
For more information, call 

Claudia Van Veen 

at 703.998.7600, ext. 154. 

DISTRIBUTOR 
DIRECTORY 

The following distributors serving the 
broadcast industry would be glad to help you 

with any of your requirements. 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
MICA CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
CAPACITORS 
FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
RELAYS 

SURCOM ASSOCIATES 
2215 Faraday A% e.. Suite A 
Carlsbad, California 92008 

(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759 

e-mail: link 6,sureom.com web: www.sureom.com  

"Upgrading your 
tacilities? Call me ter 
equipment Mal best 

lits your needs' 

INC. ?je, YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO , 
John Lackness 

Sales 
210-775-2725 

P.0.13.3x 932. Cibolo, TX 78108 

johnl@scmsinc.com 
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES AND RENTAL -

rees.. 

Are You a 
Distributor? 
ADVERTISE HERE! 

Space is available 
Call 703-998-7600 ext. 154 

Rock» W4rld 
5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA 22041 

PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-671-7409 

Classified Advertising Rates Effective 
January 1, 2007 

lx 6x 13x 26x 32x 

1-9 col inch (per inch) 

10-19 col inch (per inch) 

Distributor Directory 

Professional Card 

Station/Studio Services 

Classified Line Ad 

radioworld.com Line ad 

Blind Box Ad 

$110 105 

$95 85 

$135 130 

$105 100 

$200 170 

$2/word 

$2/vvord 

$16 additional 

100 95 90 

75 65 60 

125 120 115 

95 90 85 

145 123 105 

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154 or e-mail: 

cvanveeneimaspub.com to reserve space in the next issue. 

Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA, 

MASTERCARD and American Express. 

www.radioworld.com 
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NEW TUBE 

ECONCO NEW TUBES 
New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at 

our award winning facility in Woodland California! 

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradit on of high 

quality power tube rebuilding. 

TU: 800-532-6626 

INTL: +1-530-662-7553 

FAX: +1-530-666-7760 

www.econco.corn 

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL 

ECONCO-' 

NEW TUBE 

TRANSMITTERS/ 

EXCITERS/ 

TRANSLATORS 

Cont. 

WANT TO BUY 

AntennaMonitor Transformer 1 
amp. 1 volt or 1 amp ? volt. 
C:)ntact jmmy 919-658-2190 

Nced conplete set of HARRIS MW-
1, AM, modules. This is for a circa 
1978 or 1979 transmitter. Please 
contact Eric @ 717-243-1200 from 
9 am until 5 PM or E-mail 
wipo@pa net 

AM Phaurs, Phasor Parts, Phase 
Monitors. Rf Switches, AM 
Transmitters. Continental 
Communtations 314-664-4497, 
Contcomn@Sbcglobal.Net 

TURNTABLES 

WANT TO SELL 

TECHNICS 3 speed, SP-10/MK II, 
S100.00. Don Kennedy, 1-800-
377-0022 dongbigbandjump.com 

For more details, 

call Claudia Van Veen at 

703-998-7600, ext. 154 

or e-mail: 

cvanveen@imaspub.com 

TUBES .51 COMPONENTS 

RE PARTS e CO. 
Se Habla Español We Export 

IMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA 

ew & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping 

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors 

• . 1. 
• 

rfpgrfpartS.COm 

37-2787 760-744-0700 
www.rfparts.com 

Richardson 
Electronics 

Your Authorized Source for Tubes and Capacitors 

Turn to Richardson Electronics for all your 
vacuum tube and capacitor needs 

• $7 million in broadcast inventory 
• New and rebuilt product 
• Same day shipment 
• Full manufacturers warranty 
• Technical support 

Call today, receive your product tomorrow... 

800-348-5580 
Authorized source for leading brands such as: 

/77) 
Am perex CETBON. 

111[1110«. CARROITIO. 

A. NATIONAL 
ELECTRONICS 

Visit www.rell com/locations asp for a complete lisiting of our 70 worldwide locations. 

www.rell.com • 630-208-2200 • brcadcast@rell.com 

FOR THE REST PRICE 

s&ockels/Ehirrisse, nevrvice& Iircno'riaici‘hbEent. at 
402-4zoleterdwe ses.000;ve night, 
WMPW 

PROMOTE YOUR 
BUSINESS! 

To advertise, call 703-998-7600 ext. 154 
or e-mail: cvanveen@imaspub.com 

ISO 9001 Certified 

The Choice of Successful 
Broadcasters Since 1934 

NEW POWER TUBES 

Triodes 
Tetrocles 
Pentodes 

NEW SOCKETS & 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 

Worldwide Availability 

Made in U.S.A. 

CALL 800-414-8823 
Intl (650) 592-1221 
Fax (650) 592-9988 

Visit our Wet Site at 
www.eimac.com 

77: _ 

I A.. 

law *bison 

EMPLOYMENT 
HELP WANTED 

( 

CUMULUS 
ATTENTION: CHIEF ENGINEERS READY FOR THE NEXT LEVEL 

The future of San Francisco Radio could be in your hands! Cumulus San Francisco, operators of leg-
endary KFOG-FM, KNBR-AM, KSAN-FM, KFFG-FM, and Kid-AM is seeking a motivated individual to 
take over the reigns as Market Engineering Manager. This challenging career opportunity requires 
someone who is informed, prepared, smart, inquisitive, hands-on, and loves radio ( of course!). The ideal 
candidate will have at least 7 years experience as a chief engineer in a medium or large market, strong IT 
skills incluling converged technology, experience in studio and automation systems, strong knowledge 
of F,4A RF setems and AM RF systems including directional arrays, project management, and leadership 
skill 3 including diplomacy. SBE certification and knowledge of ENCO automation is a plus! So if you are 
reacy to be an Engineering Manager in market #4 and feel you finally deserve that office with a view 
of beautiful downtown San Francisco and can park on a hill, send your resume and references to 
stengineermgdreamjob@cumulus.com. All submissions will be kept in the highest of confidence. EOE 

POSITIONS WANTED 

C.E. position wanted: Exper-
ienced 'ith computers, 
transmitters, H.D. transmitters, 
automations, digital studios. 
Robert King, (:all: ( 915) 581-2979. 

Need 3 gooc sports talk show 
host? I in looking for a spot in the 
surrounding castern KY area — 
willing to ielocate as well. 
Experience with call-in shows for 
all sports including NASCAR even 
high school sports! Tape available. 
Call Jim Ward at 703-371-5416 or 
nascar43324Cyahoo.com 

Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET 
Certified, Commercial FCC License 
with radar, NABER Certified two-way 
radio technician, amateur radio extra, 
seeks CE, asst. CE FIT, PIT Contract, 
AM/FM, Cable, N. Contact: Mitchell 
Rakoff, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com 
718-969-5224 

Diligent worker, great 
listener, works well with 
others. Cart lead, as well as 
follow. Upbeat personality, 
great production skills. Darvin 
Mckinne ( 972) 557-4381 email 
mouthpiecedallas@yahoo.com 

Radio station manager seeks new 
opportunity. I have more than 15 
years of Christian music, or more. 
Please send details about your 
opening to: engineering. Looking to 
stay in management as G.M. or 
station manager of a experience in 
management, and about 30 years in 
many other areas, including kHz. Was 
main transmitter until 1987, then in 
standby service until Dec.McMartin 
remote control panel and 4 spare 4-
1000 tubes (2 new, 2 used). non-
profit station. Prefer stations with at 
least 50 percent contemporary 
radicmanagenecharter.net 

Energetic, self-sufficient broad-
caster! Eager, wilting with exceptional 
production, edi:ing and copywriting 
skills! Good Marketing, Promotions, 
& Advertising experience. Quick 
learner. Anderson Smith, 
alwaysgettingmine@yahoo.com, 
214-893-3468 

Fun guy, with good persona, 
who's super hard workirg, plus 
a dedicated professional! Great 
production, and copy skills plus 
Promotions experience Mike 
Doering 214-288-2186 
aggielover@msn.com 

Good production, tight boards, 
efficient copywriting, and very 
dependable. Looking for behind 
scenes, or on-air positions in 
programming or sports. Cleon 
cleonsmindstate@yahoo.com 
817-420-0758 

Persistent, trustworthy and 
accountable. Amazing copy and 
digital ability, plus tight boards. 
good phones! Promotions/Club DJ 
experience. Works well with 
others. Kareem Moore 469-396-
4325 playasden@hotmaitcom 

Sports Guy here! Sports a,hlete/ 
fanatic, with vast knowleoge of 
games, and teams. Goad at 
speaking in public, plus 10i-years 
of club DJ experience. Kevin Crow 
817-399-9192 

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY 

AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS! 

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR 

RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER 

EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY 

COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY 

AND THEN SOME! 

www.radiowCrld.com 

Call Claudia Van Veen for all the details at 

between 9-5 EST 
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The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers 

Our readers have 
something to say 

"With our recent conversion to 

HD on our flagship station, I really 

depended on Radio World to 

keep me informed on the 

latest in HD technology and 

implementation. I consider it 

to be the Wall Street Journal 

for radio engineers. ,, 

Chris Wilk 
Chief Engineer 
WFLS/WYSK/WWUZ Radio 
Fredericksburg, Va. 

Shown: Hell PR 30. large-Diameter Dynamic With Horn-Bucking Coil and Built-in Shod( Mount 

•READER'S FORUM• 

NRSC 
I read with interest "NRSC 

Tackles AM Bandwidth Issues" 
(Feb. 14). When the NRSC tested 
the 30 receivers to determine 
optimum audio transmission 
bandwidth, I wonder if the 
NRSC subcommittee considered 
the millions of existing AM 
receivers, many of which have 
bandwidths extending to 8 to 12 
kHz. 

Clear Channel AM broadcast-
ers under the guidance of Jeff 
Littlejohn have reduced their 
bandwidth to 5 or 6 kHz to 
"reduce interference in the 
band." These Clear Channel 
stations are quickly discovered 
upon casual scanning across 
the AM band, as these stations 
sound dull and lifeless com-
pared to the full NRSC band-
width AM stations. 
Why would any AM 

broadcaster using the NRSC 
mask want to cripple their signal to 
sound like the Clear Channel stations? 
Surely these broadcasters will fight any 
reduction in audio quality and clarity 
for their listeners. 
I find it amazing that AM broadcast-

ers have had audio bandwidth capabili-
ties extending to 10 kHz for over 50 
years, yet now at this time with the 
advent of HD Radio, Jeff Littlejohn 
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ers all played by the rules, would 
there be an interference issue? Gee, 
what was that ancient term we used in 
the past for overmodulated, over-
processed audio ... oh, yes, splatter. It's 
still around. 

Does anyone know how to set up AM 
processing anymore? What is the rea-
soning for limiting an AM station's 

Why would any AM broadcaster using the 

NRSC mask want to cripple their signal to 

sound like the Clear Channel stations? 

wants the NRSC to bring to this prac-
tice to a halt. 

If reduction of interference in the 
AM band is truly what is driving this 
decision, then how is it possible that 
HD (IBOC) transmissions can be pro-
moted and allowed, with the continuous 
noise interference that occurs to the 
first- and second-adjacent channels? 
Doesn't Mr. Littlejohn also consider 
this as interference? 
Maybe all of this is a ploy to have the 

NRSC convince the FCC to reduce the 
quality of existing AM stations so that 
they sound inferior to HD AM transmis-
sions. 
And this is called progress? 

Jack Giehl 
Cincinnati 

I am concerned the NRSC seems to 
have lots of time to be worried over AM 
bandwidth, as far as interference goes, 
while no mention of modulation or pro-
cessing has been addressed. 
The AM band was established with 

the 10 kHz bandwidth to minimize inter-
ference to adjacent channels. Then 
someone comes along and decides to 
drop AM stations in here and there, 
reducing channel protection. If the play-

— Jack Giehl 

bandwidth? There are still many AMs 
playing music formats, another reason 
for keeping radio ownership rules under 
control and away from corporations who 
relegate the AM spectrum to the waste-
land of "specialized formats." 

Curtis Cleland 
Carlisle, Pa. 

Cat People 
As a regular reader and cat lover, I 

enjoyed James Careless' featured article 
regarding "Tiger," President Calvin 
Coolidge's cat ("Radio Rescues 
President's Cat," Feb. 1). 
The fact that Secret Service agent 

James Hanley stepped up to the WCAP 
microphone on March 24, 1924 to 
broadcast a description of the black-
striped "orange" feline was not lost on 
my wife Laura. As she accurately point-
ed out, the color of the cat could have 
marked the historical beginnings of 
what broadcasters now know today as 
... the AMBER Alert. 
Thanks for the entertaining and infor-

mative article. 
Frank Grassi 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 
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It's Lonely at the Mountaintop 
The Death of an Engineering Colleague Russell, who also works for Light Praise, 

stayed at the command post until search 
Makes Me Rethink Industry Practices and rescue brought Doug's body down. 

The news was shocking to me. In the 
by Tony Lopez 

Doug Wilson and I had a few things in 
common. These included a transmitter 
site in Rye, Colo., and a frustration of 
trying to reach it during winter months. 
It is one of the hardest transmitters to 
reach, often inaccessible even with four-
wheel drive vehicles and ATVs. 
Snowstorms dump up to several feet of 
snow at a time and the ground is some-
thing you won't see until spring. 
Doug was instrumental in helping me 

resolve recent issues with my combiner 
and a new antenna. We ended up spend-
ing many late nights in search of solu-
tions for transmitter issues. After collab-
orating on numerous occasions and 
sharing many meals, we became good 
friends. 

It seems as quickly as this friendship 
progressed, it was taken away. Doug 
Wilson, who worked primarily as a con-
tract engineer and who was well liked by 
fellow southern Colorado broadcasters, 
died after reaching a remote transmitter 
on Badger Mountain near Wilkerson 
Pass on Jan. 19. 

On foot 
I spoke with Doug the morning he left 

to handle the transmitter failure. He also 
talked with KTLF/KTPL General 
Manager Karen Veazey. She told him he 
could take another person with him and 
that the station would cover the extra 
cost. He felt he could handle the situa-
tion alone. 
Doug left his house at about 10 a.m. 

to respond. Badger Mounfain is approxi-
mately 9,500 feet tall and extremely 
steep. The trip is 5.2 miles from the 
entrance gate to the transmitter site. 
Doug apparently traveled as far as he 
could on his six-wheel ATV, making it 
three miles before getting stuck. After 
that, he abandoned the vehicle and pro-
ceeded on snowshoe to the site. He tray-

eled two miles on foot in record cold and 
through above-average snow. 

Doug was in contact with several peo-
ple via the ham repeater after getting the 
transmitter restarted. His last transmis-
sion ended in static but no one suspected 

time spent with him, I found that Doug 
was an extremely health-conscious indi-
vidual. He was thin, and a vegetarian 
since the age of 18. I would have never 
expected something like this would hap-
pen to someone like him. 

This photo of Doug Wilson was taken a week before his death. He and 
Tony Lopez had attempted to reach the KTPL/KDZA FM transmitter site. 

than anything was wrong. But when he 
didn't return to work the next morning, 
Doug's employers at the stations contact-
ed search and rescue. Dr. Ronald 
Johnston, a member of the board, flew in 
his private plane to look for him. 
Authorities set up a command post at the 
bottom of Badger Mountain and sent 
teams into the field to look for him. 

It didn't take those teams long to find 
Doug in the transmitter building. He had 
died from massive coronary disease. He 
was just 53. Contract engineer Harry 

Doug was not married. Another sad 
note is that his mother Betty, age 80, 
died two weeks after he did. He left no 
immediate family. 

Alone 
Doug's death apparently was from 

health problems. But the circumstances 
also shed light onto a serious issue of 
broadcast engineers traveling to remote 
sites alone. 
When we don't have to worry about 

weather, we often have to think about 

•READER'S FORUM• 

Cold Shoulder 
Congrats to Radio World for creating 

an excellent electronic format allowing 
easy access from anywhere in the 
world. Thank you. 
I read with great interest Skip Pizzi's 

column "Radio's Royal Family Redux" 
and the article "Radio Has Been 
Awakened From a Sleep State:' both in 
the Feb. 1 issue. Skip's article so 
impressed me I called him immediately 
to express my excitement and support. 

For six years StratosAudio has pre-
sented the interactive radio technologies 
Skip describes in his article to the major 
players in the radio industry, receiving 
responses such as "we're focused on 
HD," "we're focused on streaming," 
even antagonism and opposition. 

In 2001, we offered PAD software at 
NAB in New Orleans and were laughed 

at by visitors from Finland stating RDS 
was "old technology." 

In 2003 we presented a working 
interactive automotive radio built with 
Motorola and Hyundai Autonet. That 
same radio won "Best of Innovations" 
in 2004 at CES in the Mobile Audio 
division. 

In 2004 we completed our first inter-
active FM radio cell phone with one of 
the top four global manufacturers, 
allowing presentation of dynamic menu 
systems, video association, voting, real-
time acquisition of digital content, all 
paralleled on an affiliate Web site, pre-
sentable in station Web sites, combined 
with real-time reporting and an excel-
lent advertiser tool for building interac-
tive ad campaigns. 

The technology Skip mentions, and 
more, has existed for years and is avail-
able today from StratosAudio. We have 

made every effort to work and partner 
with leaders in the radio industry. 
dMarc tried the same course and experi-
enced what Mahatma Ghandi described 
so well: "First they ignore you, then 
they ridicule you, then they fight you, 
then you win." 

dMarc was left to pursue a disruptive 
business model in order to achieve their 
goals, one of which is to help radio. 
Why is it that companies so interest-

ed in helping radio ultimately get the 
cold shoulder from a small but powerful 
group involved in U.S. radio, especially 
at a time when profits wane, listener-
ship declines and analysts berate? 

If my comments make you angry, 
you're probably part of the problem. If 
not, give me a call. 

Kelly Christensen, CEO 
StratosAudio Inc. 

New York 

attacks from mountain lions and bears, 
animals commonly seen ai many of these 
sites. Many of us are accustomed to 
going to such sites alone and we never 
think that anything will happen to us. 

Another broadcast engineer died at a 
transmitter site not long ago, reportedly 
electrocuted and not found for two days. 

These incidents have opened my eyes 
to the fact that things can happen. When 
they do, who is going to be around to 
help? 
I will not snowshoe up to any remote 

site any more. Motorized vehicles tend 
to frighten away most animals in forest 
areas, making the trip safer. If I can't 

Doug's death 

apparently was from 

health problems. But 

the circumstances 

also shed light onto 

a serious issue of 

broadcast engineers 

traveling to remote 

sites alone. 

reach a remote site by motorized vehicle 
of some sort, I will no longer go. 
Some companies won't pay for two 

people to go to a transmitter site at the 
same time. Often, it's not even feasible 
to send two people to a site. In our 
industry, generally the decision is left up 
to the engineer. Perhaps broadcast com-
panies should take the call out of engi-
neers' hands and mandate that no engi-
neer can travel to a remote transmitter 
site alone. Perhaps the industry needs 
new policies like that. And if an engineer 
does have to travel to a site alone, how 
about a requirement that the engineer 
must be checked on every so often, even 
if by radio? 
I don't know if the presence of anoth-

er person might have helped in Doug's 
case. Perhaps if someone had been with 
him, they might have had a chance to try 
to save him. Regardless, the industry 
should debate whether we need policies 
to ensure help will be close by and our 
calls for assistance will be heard. 

The author is chief engineer for five 
Clear Channel stations in Pueblo, Colo. 
Ray Uberecken, chief engineer for 
Citadel Communications and a friend of 
Doug and his family for 30 years, was 
instrumental in providing information 
regarding this incident.. 

How to ... 

Send a letter to the editor: 
E-mail radioworld@imaspub.com 
with "Letter to the Editor" in the 
subject field. 

Contribute freelance articles: 
E-mail radioworld@imaspub.com 
and request our Writer's Guidelines. 

Purchase reprints of articles: 
E-mail Emmily Wilson at 
ewilson@ imaspub.com. 
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Shotgun Review 
Francis J. Hensler said he couldn't 

find an HD Radio tuner to feed his aux 
input (Reader's Forum, Jan. 17). I just 
bought this very type of tuner. 

It's the Sangean HDT-1 HD radio 
component tuner. It works nicely but 
even in New York City, the material on 
the HD channels ain't nothing to write 
home to mama about. 

Ernie Nardi 
MSG TV Network 

New York 

Northern 

Exposure 
Regarding your IBOC in Alaska arti-

cle ("Alaska Pubcasters Proceed With 
HD-R Projects," Feb. 14), having had the 
opportunity to work in Alaska a few 
years back, it brought back some fond 
memories, but the pictures you guys took 
really summed it all up. The picture on 
the front page ( below) is great. Hey 
Chuck (Lakaytis): Leave the transmitter, 
send the Evinrude! 
On page 5, the shot of the engine 

cowling open and the mechanic poking 
around the engine of the DC-6 ( right) 
pretty much sums up the "Alaska Ex-
perience" when it comes to getting equip-
ment and sometimes people to and fro. 

There was an airline that used to have 
the slogan, "Nobody Knows Alaska, Like 
Alaska Knows Alaska." Truer words 
were never spoken. 

Rick Kemp 
Director of Engineering 

Journal Broadcast Group 
Boise, Idaho 
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Blessing 

In Disguise 
Regarding the article "Help! I Have to 

Train an Engineer!" in the Nov. 22 RW: 
Recently I said what was in this article 

to my supervisors. The response I 
received from them: My other duties 
were more important. 

For six months I was a promotion 
director for two radio stations, and voice-
tracked a five-hour midday shift. They 
expected me to complete voice tracking 
within one hour, and demanded it take no 
longer than two hours. Having no time 
for "show prep," I was reduced to "... that 
was ... I am ... here is ..." And they were 
satisfied with that. 

Thankfully, I was fired. 
"Slick" Mike Edmonds 

Tucson, Ariz. 

Rick Kemp identifies with the 
'Alaska Experience.' 

Radio's Second Golden Age? 
Ratings and time spent lis-

tening keep slipping for many 
stations as alternative media 
and new technology chip away 
at the audience. Wall Street 
continues to cast doubt on the 
long-term growth and value of 
U.S. terrestrial radio. 

But on the other side of the 
Atlantic, breezes of change are 
blowing in the opposite direc-
tion, especially for radio in the 
United Kingdom. 
A recent edition of the 

Belfast Telegraph in Northern 
Ireland reported: "According to 
figures released yesterday, the 
digital age has created a new 
golden age of radio, with the 
number of listeners in Britain 
at a record high of more than 
45 million every week." 

You may ask: With the iPod and Internet explosion sweeping the globe, how 
could this be possible? 

The Telegraph article reveals that the Net itself is actually behind such an 
implausible development: "The digital revolution and the expansion of new ways 
of accessing information through the Internet has given a huge boost to one of the 
older and more traditional forms of electronic media — the radio." 

Those who chide our industry for being left behind in the online era may be 
compelled to rethink its prospects. Radio's impact on the Internet in the United 
Kingdom is impressive: "The figure for the last three months of 2006 is the high-
est since Radio Joint Audience Research (Rajar) began compiling records in 1992, 
and is attributed to growing numbers of people tuning in on the Internet, digital 
television and mobile phones. Rajar said almost 8 percent of people aged 15 and 
above listen to the radio on their mobile phones, a 24 percent increase over the 
same period of 2005. A quarter of 15- to 24-year-olds said they tuned in this way. 
Listening over the Internet rose by 10 per cent." 

Podcasts available for downloading from radio Web sites are also more popular 
in the UK: "More than 2 million people, the equivalent of 17 percent of all owners 
of MP3 players, listen to the audio downloads — a rise of 15 percent on the previ-
ous three months. The figures are likely to rise as more content is made available 
as a podcast." 

Jenny Abramsky, the BBC's director of audio and music, added to the evi-
dence, telling the Telegraph that radio there has found widespread acceptance and 
use via the Internet. 

"The figures show that early adopters are prepared to embrace what has tradi-
tionally been seen as the more fustier of mediums. Radio, as something which is 
intensely personal, is also a much more suitable medium for podcasting than tele-
vision ... It's essentially what radio has been doing for a long while anyway.' She 
said radio still plays an incredibly important part in people's lives and, despite the 
range of new media available, listeners continue to value the close relationship 
they have with it. 

The experience of U.K. broadcasters reinforces what we've been hearing at 
home: the future of radio and the future of online are entwined. For instance, pub-
lic station KCRW(FM) in California recently received a three-year, $600,000 
grant from The Annenberg Foundation to develop business models to sustain its 
Webcasting activities and further develop its online music service. 

These reports are promising and herald a new reality for radio everywhere: 
While content is still king, the Internet is a crucial resource and alternative plat-
form to reach existing and expanding audiences. Stations that embrace this truth 
and invest accordingly will be much more likely to enjoy long-term viability. 
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OUR DIGITAL D-75N is a full-featured standalone mixing console that can also be 

seamlessly integrated into the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK along with other D-75N 
consoles. Designed specifically for the broadcast industry, the D-75N is intended for on-air and 
production applications that demand a lot of function and performance. It's got all the 
features you need: four stereo program busses, dual caller Superphone module, line selector 
modules, control room and studio modules, plus additional accessory positions. 

The D-75N gives you the benefits of both standalone and networked architectures—the 
console has both independent faders for " local sources" and six networked faders capable of 
accessing designated sources and mixes throughout your system. Single CAT-5 cables connect 
all studios to your central rackroom, eliminating the need for costly multi- pair wiring between 
rooms and making installation and expansion fast and easy. 

SHARE RESOURCES and MIXES from studio- to-studio or throughout your entire facility. 
In addition to your networked consoles, you can also link up multiple IOC INPUT & OUTPUT 
CENTERS and further expand your Audioarts network to accommodate existing and future 
sources and format changes. 

With the AUDIOARTS D-75N and the AUDIOARTS DISTRIBUTED NETWORK there's a new easy 
way to link your studios together—and still stay within budget. Visit our website and learn 
more today! 

AUDIOARTS ENC-; I f'IFFRIAIG 
J 
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Condition 

your 

Signal 
with the New Vorsis HD-P3 

A four-band parametric equalizer feeding a three-band limiter 

with adjustable crossover points, AGC and selectable filters for FM, 

AM or streaming audio formats. The HD-P3 includes a variable 

de-esser, an expander and dual digital outputs (one with user selectable 

HD latency FM delay), plus high pass, low pass and notch filters, 

and a signal de-correlator to optimize bass content. All this controlled 

by an ethernet protocol computer interface that lets you run one or 

many HD-P3s from your office or internet based locations 

V/hcj J For 
Processing for your new HD signal, improving your existing FM 

or AM signal chain, preprocessing streaming audio-over-internet, 

a standalone HD processor or a realtirne DJ monitor feed—and 

finally—a KILLER studio production tool. 

"PERFORMANCE WI TH OVERDRIVE" 

It's What's Next in Processing 
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